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INTRODUCTION

The essence of this resource book is founded in two rather easily

identified ideas. One is that quality motor development programs are

'ssential to the growth and development )f the young, and the second is

that these programs should not be viewed as being the sole responsibil

ity of the motor development specialist.

Notor development is an area of study and practice which is of

fundamental importance to the growth and devepment of all of us.

The_notion of a relationship between our physical performances and the

rest of our being is no longer conjecture, but well documented fact.

Today, educators and recreators are aware that if children, and handi-

capped children in particular, are to actualize their maximum potentials,

they must be provided with quality motor development programs.

These programs can be and should be provided for all youngsters.

The research in this field clearly indicates that the positive gains a

youngster can make in these programs contributes greatly to successes in

other areas. This is to say that the gains a youngster may make on the

.playground do in fact contribute to the gains this child realizes in the

classroom. There is more than a coincidental relationship between help-

ing a child use his body and his mind. The awareness of body parts, or

directionality, serves to illustrate this point.

In considering' the idea of the role of the motor development spec-

ialist, there is but one point I feel it imperative to amplify. That is

that motor development is not something which needs our attention for just

one hour a week or even a day. It is far more important than that. To

;
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fail to recognize the carryover that CAN take=place betWeen the classroom _

teacher and the recreatorjs to neglect our professional responsibilities

to the chiLL There must be better and more frequent 'communication between

what happens to a child in the classroom and on the playground. To spend

time on a program and not communicate the goals, objectives and progress

of the youngster to your professional counterpart is a tragic waste of

our time, especially when we stop to consider the fabulous impact our
.

joint efforts could have. Rather than flirting with the possibility that

someone else could be undoing what we are trying to do, we would find that

communication and coordination would, in the long run, save us time and,

energy and, most importantly, would benefit the youngsters we are most

concerned with.

In essence, this resource book not only offers the reader the oppor-

tunity to Learn more about motor development, but it should also serve as

a workable model of the cooperation that must continue to occur between

the related professions. Effective resource utilization is a goal we all

must work toward. It is hoped that the information contained herein will

facilitate tfi'at purpose.

's

ti
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A major problem; confronting the neophyte in his attempt to understand

and digest the literature regarding perceptual motor development is the lack

OfAunification in definitions and terminology used The purpose of this paper

4 to bring attention to the many and varied terms used to investigate the

,phenomena of perceptual motor -<4velopment

DEFINITIONS

Let us start with an attempt to explain the application of "labels," If

the student of perceptual motor development is confused because of the' various

4 ,

names associated.with the same process or task; he ,has a right to be, Stein
. . ,

states, "the need is obvious for consistency in terminology and usage, espec-

ially when.personnel:from different disciplines are involved," (1:28)

The researcher engaged in the study of human movement has a ploblem when

he attempts to examine the literature and the studies are listed under differ-

ent names: motor learning', sensory motor learning (sensori-motor, sensori-

neuromOtot), psycho-motor learning(psychomotor) mentt-motor learning

(ideo-motor), neuro-muscular learning (neuramotor), perceptual motor learning

(perceptomotor, vistio-motor, and tactual motor).

The question must he asked, "What do of these termaimply?" Lockhart

asks, "Why does one writer discuss !sensoryAotor learning' and another 'psycho-

motor learning,' when each is referring to the same phenomenon. "' (1419)

My purpose now is to distinguish among some commonly'used terms. It must

be stated that the distinctions, drawn are not necessarily correct but rather

the intent is merely to encourage and stimulate discussion, Possibly the day

will arrive when-agreement on usage and distinction will be commonplace,
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Perception

Bartley defines perception. as "the immediate discriminatory response of-

the7organism to energy-actiyating sense organs." (4:11) The word "immediate"

for Bartley is a relative term and "discriminating" is a choice reaction in

which intellectual conditions play a deciding role. An example of a discrimi-

nating reaction is the difference between brightness, where the apparent

brightness of a dish of light depends not only on target intensity but on

the luminesce of the area around it.

Perception may be defined as "an experience or sensation combined or

integrated with previous experiences which give it added meaning." (13:136)

Chaney. and Kephart add a new dimension by incorporating "previous experiences"

which were not mentioned in Bartley's definition.

Gibson talks of perception in a functional manner by saying "perception

is the process by which we obtain first hand information about the world around

us." (11:3) She states that..there are two aspects of perception. First there

is an awareness of events presently occurring in the organism's immediate sur-

roundings. Secondly; there is a responsive. aspect; which entails a discrimi

native selective response to the stimuli in the immediate environment.

According to Sage,there has been considerable confusion over the terms

"sensation" and "perception." Historically speaking. 'perception was thoCight

to be merely input to the brain, hardly different from sensation except that

it was more complex. Sensation at one time was thought to be a simple element

in awareness, while perception was a combination of such elements. Recent

research in perception has made these notions' obsolete. (16:68-69)

Sensation may be thought of as the various ways in which sensory systems

function. Sensation is defined as "the activity of sensory receptors and the

resulting afferent transmisaion." (16:68) Perception, on the other hand, "is
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the activity of mediating processes .which. integrate, pre'sent input with past

input, It is' one of the .intervening variables between a stimulus and a response.

(16:68)

Sage points out that sensation is.a.one-stage process that is not affected _

by learning. Perception, on the other hand, usually demands a sequence of.stimu-

lation. "It is influenced by many factors, including learning,and its relatioh

to stimulating events is variable. The same stimuli can produce different per-
&

ceptions and differ5pX stimuli can produce the same perceptions." (16:68)

Perceptio may be thought-of as information coming in via: the sensory

systems and that this information .is processed and translated to determine its

relevancy to the situation at hand. (17:81-82) Singer also says that the major

sfunctiOn ofperception is toisolte selectively those stimuli of most conse-

quence
,

in a,situation. B&relson and Steiner state that-this process is

dependent upon:
,

a) the.type of stimuli present; b) prtor learning or experience as

it influences the learner's 'set,.' that Is, his expectations; and, c) the

motives of the learner in the situation; e.g, hts needs and desires. (17:83),.

I

The shortest definition of perception was,offered by Robb. She simply

states, "the term perception means the interpretation -of sensory stimuli."

(15:21)

Motor Development. Sensory-Motor Development, Perceptual Motor Development

These terms were grouped toget'ner because -of their inherent similarity.

they all pertain to a and yet each denotes a slightly .different

4'

rosponse.

"Seefeldt says that'motor development "implies a sequential orderly pro-

cession in fundamental movement pettefns:" (1:20.) Jumping ahead for a moment',

neurophysiologists and neuroanatamists historically referred.to the term



perceptual -motor as two-systems, the motlr system and the sensory system.

Cliftan states that really there is no justification for this separation and

that yon probably cannot get motor activity withoute,Rerceptual, (1:33

In essence, one might think of motor development to be the same as perceptual

motor development:,

A _paint of Lntereit with this interpretition of. motor development is

reflected byGetmah discussion of the terms, sight, vision and motor

development: Sight and vision are lot synonymous According to Getman, -Sight

is "the response of the eye, to light and its translation of this light into

neutral signals," where as vision "is theixesponse of total organism --

_the en9,Te human body -- to information.being'collected throughout the

total organism as q, result of the 1J3111.:. Impact," (1:25).. Sight may be inter,

fireted as the reception of light, Vision is tte translation,. utiiization and

integre:jai nlYc't
information,',follUed by the action of the totality in its

use of this information; At this point, Getman compares what ptometrists

call vision and what physical c.d4catars call motor development."0 He says,

"we are,. in effect, almost 'talking abdUt CtP same thing?" (1:25)

Sensory_Aotor.Developmene

Child develo,Ineot has been described in terms of developmental sequences,

in that the child moves frt systmatic motor exploration through perceptual

manipulation to cognitive operstions. Sensory motor development takes place

in the first state of systematic motor. explo.:.acion. .(13:23)

Richardson states, ,

The child's earliest years involve sensory motor develop:aent, par -

ticularly during his first six years when the ,child is'busy'developitv

and refining skilIs,to 'achieve mastery .of 11114 body as well as his

environment," (1 :17)

Piaget formulated a rather complex' and flexible thitiory to explain the

developm.lbt of hnmanintelligence, He divides int-.11ectal development into

K 4



four major parts: sensory motor period, Pre-operationar period, concrete

.

operational period and the formal operations period. What is important to

this discussion is the sensory motor period.. During this period of develop--

ment, the-child must use all of his senses to explore an objector a space_

He learns to identify objects by touch, by-feel, and by moving:or manipulat-

ing, (8:79-85)

Sensory-motor development is viewed as_that information which comes to

us thrOugh the \sensory systems. It Is through.the senses that we are.informed

about both the internal and external environment.' Syst movemeriCdepends

upon the 'sensory input.. Investigators interested in stuoyink\the function of

sensory or detecting (such as auditory capacities and visual capabilities)

4 appropriately designated as sensory-motor.

Perceptual-Motor Developmentior Learning

Peroeptualmotor .refers' to bow an individual. reacts to his world.- Des-

,

cribed in terms. of a process it includes input (sensory)- and.output (motor. or

muscular activities). -To Chanerand-Kephart, a'division of the two is'impos-
,

, .,/-

sibli, for anything that hSpPena'to.one,:automatically effeets the other. They

also state that-the perceptual motor process involves,a total activity includ-

.

ing input; integration, output and-feedback(15:136)

We are continually striving to make sense out of our world, to find out

what the sensory information means. Perception is the process of organizing

and giving meaning to sensory input. Perception then helps to determine what

responses we will make, thus effective movement is highly, dependent upon

perception.

.
The Task.,Force Symposium of 1968, in an. effort tndefine perceptual motor.

development,
offered:this-explanation by Cohen, one of its panelists.
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All those functions of the body that have.a voluntary component and,

of course, depend on some kind of sensory feedback and some kind of

sensory perception prior to the motor act would fall into this category.

It would behard to think of a motor act that does,not require either

W.or perceptual 'awareness of some kind.of stimulation in the. environment

or at least require some kind of sensory feedback during execution of a

motion. (1:33)

.Clifton, in her response to this definition, chose to include a definition

of the word devetoPment. She says it is conceived. as an "increase in skill and

complexity, of function." (1:34)

Steinasks the question, "What is perceptual motor'development?" -He

-Says there are seven things which are certain regarding perceptual motor

development. The seven are :.

1. Perceptual motor development involves many things and is not a single

entity. It not a single characteristic or ability.

2. Perceptual motor development is a way by which'each individual organ-

Izes information about. his past experiences in ways that can he applied

meaningfully to himself.

3. Perceptual motor development is active in,Activity; it is not passive;

4. Perceptual motor development is .a process 'whereby sensory information

and cues are integrated 'as the individual performs meaningful tasks.

5. Perceptual motor development is exploration as the individual famil

iarizes himself with his world.

6. Perceptual motor development is a process of pol'oblem solving as the

individual comes to 'grips with his environment.

7.. Perceptual motor development makes things, look the way-they dO io each

individual. (1:28)

"Perceptual motor development means different things to different people,"

according to Stein. (1:29) He also states that perceptual motor development

deals with highly specific functions and that it is very individual in nature.
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Perceptual motor is sometimes discussed in terms of performance and learn-
.,

ing, Performance may be thought of as a relative change in skill acquisitiOn

,Whereas learning is more permarient. Perceptual motor performance when referred

...1to in research studies indicate a relative or temporary change in the perceptual

motor process. The learning of a perceptual motor act implies a more permanent'

change, not affected bythe many intervening variables that occur in performance.

Motor Learning

The term motor' learning refers to action investigated through the senses,

integrated through the nervous system and modulated through the response mech-

anisms into controlled behavior. (17:1-10) .Motor learning'emphasizes organized

motion, the executive expressions of organismic. activity: There are many types

of learning, and motor learning simply designates the type of learning we are

talking about,

Teachers College, Columbia University, defines motor learning as "an area

of study utilizing Multi=dimensional analysis to understanding the nature of

development; acquisition and performance of man's goal directed movements."

(2011) One can see from this definition that'the term motor learning is not

restricted by limitations 'and exclusions implied by the nomenclature of sensory

motor, perceptual motor. It must be pointed out that this does not rule out the

involvement of'these terms in the total neuristic process of acquiring motor

skills.

Menti-Motor

.This term for the mostpart contrasts the mental factor with,the physical,

physiological and somatic. Menti-motor has been used in investigations where

the priniStyobnsidatation is the mental aspects and the.motor being only a

method of measuring results, and inferting relationahips. Generally this term

is avoided today because, it strongly Suggests an obvious mentalistic' concept

F
\.0



with the implication that the mind and body are not only separate but even

antagonistic. This idea is currently in opposition to present day'beliefs.

(14:11)

Neuro-Muscular

Neuro-muscular,seems to limit investigations merely to motor responses.

AcCording to Lockhart, "It too suggests the,unhappy doctrine of'physical-

mental opposition." (14:11) The term appears to be too restrictive4n that

it does not include the complex interplay of all the sensory, perceptual,

ideational and psychological variables which are simultaneously involved in

gross motor learning. Although cortical activity leads to motor responses,

it appeal-s to cut off Learning at the level of the spiy)81 cord. (14:11)

Motor Readiness

Fait defines motor readiness as "the ability to learn a motor skill is

influenced by the growth and maturatio level of-a child." (10:39) It seems

obvious that a child cannot be ex-pected to learna specific motor activity

until.he has achieved-the-neces ary physical growth to perform the movement.

required by the activity.

Motor readiness .lso depencTe.at upon the maturation of the neurological

system. This matu =tion occurs in, twO ways: "(1) natutall as the child ages,

and (2) as t result of certain experiences that he has." (10:40) It has been

shown through research that certain kinds of motor skills cannot be learned,

regardless of the amount of experience until a specific level of neurological

maturation has evolved. On the other hand, it has been shown'that a child who

participates in a wide variety of activities has a greater possibility of learn-

ing a specific activity at an earlier age than one who has not had such exper-

ience. (10:40=41)
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'It was my intent to shed some light,on terms that are basic to the

perceptual motor field. Hopefully, a clearer understanding and justification

for their use is made. Unfortunately, some authors and researchers use cer-

taintain terms withOut much thought as to their exact meaning and as a consequence

tend to confuse or mislead the neophyte reader in his interpretation of the

result.
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TERMS USED IN MOIrE.,:ENT EXPLORATION

1. Agility - one's ability to move his body through space and change direction.

2. Balance - equality, in weight. Use to pinpoint the center of gravity of

the body.

3. Conceptualization - the. ability to anticipate needs or consequences in a
given problem situation, an understanding of the proposed

problem.

6.

Coordination - synChronized Movement patterns.

Crossing-Over - crossing the mid -line or center line of the body with the
body extremeties or with eyes.

Directionality - by experimenting cith movement patterns directed toward ob-

jects in space, the child learns that to reach an object he

must make a movement, for example, to the right, up, downsetc.

7. Dominance preferred side (hand, foot, eye, ear) determined by cortical

development.

8. Fine Motor Skills - smaller and more specialized muscle activity.

;9.. Flexibility - ability to increase the range of motion at a given point.

10. Gxoss Motor Skills - large muscle activity (running, jumping, etc.).

11.. Kinesthetic - the sense of muscular activity. The sensations caused by
stimulatipn of sensory-end organs-in the muscles and joints.

12. Laterality - concept of left and right sidedness and the ability.to control

the sides of the body senarately and simultaneously.

Bi-laterality - both arms or both lees moving simultaneously.
Cross-laterality - opposite arm and lef moving simultaneously.
Homolaterality -.same leg and arm moving simultaneously.
Multi-laterally - both arms and lerS moving simultaneously.

13. Locomotion. movement of the body through space.

14. Mid-line - vertical center line of the body. CLildren develop from the mid-

line of the body out; and from head to foot.

15. Motor-Educability - a capanity to.learn..

16.. Motor Fitness - capacity.to perform.

17. Motor Perceptual experimental hackcround of movetent exploration. (Time
and space)..

184, .Motor.-Sensory.- muscular sensitivity to an object. Stimulus received upon

sense organs and receptors which7naune musr.nlar behavior
from refierive bo collti.o11 ef121ehavior,

'S'
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TERMS (Continued)

19. Neuromuscular - relationship of the nerves to the muscles, the development
whicki depends' upon the quality and quanity of use.

20. Patterning - sequential, neuromuscular develqpment.

21. Perceptually Handicapped - lack of purposeful motor activity due to the in-
ability to organize and interpret a situation
based on sensory stimulation.

,22. Rating Scale - an instrument to determine the performance of. a child to
permit this observation of perceptual motor behavior.

23. Spatial. Orientation. - relationship between self and outside objectS and be-
tween .objects. Must have a point of reference to .

stabilize functions and put outside object into a pro-
'per perspective.

2h. Strength - the ability to do work, ability to move against or withstand

resistance.

V
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TERMS USED IN PERCEPTUAL MOTOR LEARNING

Auditory - of or relating to hearing.

Bilateral - pertaining to the use of both sides of the body in a simultaneous

and partial fashion.

Biocular -.use of both eyes simultaneously.

Body Imaee.-. complete awareness of one's own body and its possibilities of'

movement and performance.

Concept - knowledge' that at the moment need not be directtly perceived through

the sensei but is the result of the manipulation or previously stored'

sensory impressions. A concept requires abstraction (th ability to

recognize that the same !Itte.or name may be used for several different

objects). Example.- our abstract knowledge bells us that a particular

grouping of legs; seat, and back is a chair -the power to generalize

lets'us recognize that there are many types of chairs.

Cross - lateral movements - movements requiring the simultaneous use of different

limbs, on opposite sides of the body or the moving of

the name limbs (as both arms) simultaneously but in

opposite directions. .

. .

Differentiation - the ability to sort out and use independently different parts

of the body'and in a specific and controlled manner..

Directionality -the projection of right and left,.up and down, fore. and aft,

and directions from the body out into space. 'The child. must

develop laterally within his ,own organism and be aware of the

right and left sides of his own body before he is ready or able

to project these directional concepts into external space.

Elaboration 7. embellishment by the addition of associated ideas or movements.

Experimentation'- the ability, desire and willingness of the child to try or test

newly learned movement or task to see haw many different ways

it can be used of, itself or in correlation with movements or

tasks. ,

Fine Motor Activities - activities or output in which precision in delicate

muscle systems is required.

form Perception - the ability to conceive form-in all its parts, put it together

as a whole unithen again break it down.into individual parts.

.4..

Generalized Movements - a wave.of movements that sweeps through the whole body.

Parts such as arms and legs are moved, sot in relationship'

to their function but only as an adjunct to the total

r
e

movement.,%
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TERMS (continued)

.GroasMotor Activity activities or output-in which groups of large muscles

are used and the factor of strength.isprimaty.
-

the. choice of hand or -aide that is to -lead. in all 'activities.

True handedness grows out of laterality,. the inner knowledge of the

two sides' of one's body and the ability to call from the one needed

fora prescribed task.
.

- the pulling together and organization of all of the stimuli WhiCh

contact the organism at a given moment. It also involves the tVini

together with the present stimulation experience variable

retained from past activities. The organizing of pulpy individual

movementsinto a complex response.

- the sense that yields knowledge/of the movements of the muscles

of the body and position of the joints.
I

- .complete awareness of the two sides of the .body and the ability to

use them separately or both sides together as the task demands.

Handedness

Integration

Kinesthetic

Laterality

Midline - the child's own center of gravity. Unless he has a well-defined

midline as. the result of well-developeelaterality, his space,

structure will not be stabilized and he may have difficulty orienting

himself to his surroundings.

.Monocular - the use of one eye.

Movement yatterns - the organization of sinle movements4intecomplete wholes.

The movement pattern allows theChiy to concentrate on the

purpose of the movement rather than.how the movement can be

made.

OculSr having to do with the eyes.

Orientation - the child's ability to locate himself in relation to the things

lb
surrounding him and/or to time.

Perception - an experiense or sensation combined or integrated with previous

experiences which give it added meaning. Perception is controlled

by stimuli received, memory, and motivation. Input.

Perceptual Motor - the perceptual motor proceesincludes input (asensory or

perceptual activity) ancLoutput (motor or muscular activities.)

A division of the two isimpossible for anything that happens

to one area automatically affects the other. Any total

activity includes input, integration, output and feedback.

Proximo-distal - the direction from the center outward. Movements of lagge

muscle groups lying toward the cnetet of the Body develop before

the,independent movements 'averts lying at'the extremity. Thus .

movements of the total arms, precede those of the wrist, and

fingers.
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TERN§ (continued)

O

Readiness Skills - those skills which the stall child is expected to develop

one way or another and bring with.him to 'tack147the the

first trade) o.

Spa6e the area in which the child. exists and moves

TactU having to do with the sense of touch

Unilateral one sided.

Vision - the interpretation and analysis of what is seen. Vison then, is the

interpretive process that results from sight, and many authorities

call this the act of perception. It certainly may be called

perception as long as one realizes it.cannot arise strictly from the

sight response.

0
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Perceptual-motorcompetency regyires the interaction land integra-

tion of two systems; the sensory system which provides input from the

enviror lent to the individual, and the motor system -which allows'-for

output or a response froth the individual to his environment. MAny

professional people believe that the integratior of these two systems

and the development of perceptions is necessary for.higher learning
_

processes to occur. The cOrrelation of movement and the ability to read,

write, speak and spell are related in that the ability to generalize in

higher mental processes grows out of and has its foundations in the

ability'to form Motor generalizations. The child's first learnings.are-

motoric and only after he has mastered these baste skills can he progress

to language and then to academic and achievement skills.

The perceptual-motor educational concept is based on the theory

that correlation of movement is centered in the brainstern and

that reading, writing, spelling, and speech are controlled Wthis

`areaof the neurological system. If the child has good perceptual-

motor skilla, then the motor-neural system has matured and

developed'io the point where it is not a negative factor in the

1. arning process. Conversely, the theory holds that a Child with

deficient perceptual-motor development will exhibit disability or
fail to reach the proper potential in one or more of the areas of

reading, writing,-spelling and speech. (1;13;119),

This theory has not been.proved scientifically but there is some agree-

.

ment among educators that perceptual-moto activities can and do help 0.;

children learn. Despite the fact that there is no evidence to substan-

tiate the theory fully, perceptuat-motor activities are used with both

regular and special children because of the success so many educators

have seen with them. Cratty believes "that these kinds of activities,

if properly applied, can have a greater impact upon the learning of

normal lnd atypical children than was believed possible in the past,"

(6-p.'78) Perceptual-motor programs areused to remediete difficulties
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and deficiencies in special children but can also be-of value in,

developing skills with normal children. The ptggtam Should be develop-

mental and should include a. wide variety of activities including .eye -hand

..and eye-foot coordination, balance'beam work,.10comotor_skilla, body

image,,lateraity (unilateral, bilateral; and cioss-lateral),. direc-,

tionality; spatial awarenesi, and-othereipecialized activities.: These

activities ire more effective when initiated in pie-schoOl or the early

primary graded, as children younger than eight or nine years old will

profit most from them. These activities are the basic building blocks

for all the child's motor skills that will be. learned later. Generally,

the younger the child, the more he will profit from perceptUal-motor

It should be stressedthsat perceptual-motor competency does

not end with formal exposure to a uni6'but is continually being deVeloped

and refined throughout the child's school years.,
.

The teacher will need to be alert to the needs of children with

poor or deficient petceptual-motor development and be able to readily.
.,.:

, .

.

identify them and implement diagnosis_and temediation if necessary. A

'child with deficient perceptual-motor development may exhibit any of-the

following symptoms:

trouble maintaining balance.

,2. obvious dominance on one Sidi of the 'body to the 'detriment

of Opposite aide

3. poor diacriminat

Fo.

.114 ,May.n6* be able to bop or skip successfully to:their age
level .

5; poor spatial, orientation (i.e.disorientated,.clumaY)

6.. poortemPoral orientation

7. ,poor eye-hand and/or eye-foot coordination
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Children with motor problems should be identifiedas early as possible

for succissful.remediation. This can be done through direct teacher

.

observation or through-a screening test or survey such as Kephart's

Purdue Perceptual -Motor Survey. The survey has two measures; specific

performance tasks and the child's confidence while doing the tasks.
r

Thespecific tasks include directionality, laterality.and eye-hand and

eye-fOcit coordination. The test can be used -as a screening device or

can be administered before perceptual-motor work and again_later to

evaluate the child's progress.
! '

°

.Before more specific motor experiences can be achieved, body swine-

ness is necessary. This is usually done in kindergarten, first and

.second grade by identification of body parts. The teacher may call out

body'parta which the children must identify by pointing to the body pert,

by touching it with the hands or both. Another good way to identify.body

parts is through shadow play'where the child uses his shadow in identi-

fication. Merely watching one's own shadow on a wall or on the blacktop.

is a good starting point for this.

identifipation of body parts is just one aspect of a child's body

image. which is another component of body awareness. Body image is "the

perception that a. child has of the relation of his body parts and the

relationships his body has to external objects." (2-p. 54) Components of

body image according to Kephart and-Barsch are:

1.. Kinesthetic motor awareness (of his motor capabilities and

ability to.assess and interpret motor responses)

2. Laterality (awareness of two sides of the body)

3. Verticality (awareness of the vertical components of the

body)

(4. Directionality (ability to relate the objects and spe e in

relationship to the body)
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The trampoline is a good way to.develop body image by incor o ting

laterality, Verticality and kinesthetic,m6tor awareness into the activi-
.

ties. The trampoline enables the child to perceive body position in

, .

',relationship to gravitational forces. The balance beam is one of the

best methods to aOlielie and/Or improVe'a child's laterality. "SucCessful

-verticalitY promotes accurate assessment of objects along a vertical

axis.) ..

'Once 'the child' has a firm body.imageand laterality, his basic

coordination must be improved upon in order for him to contribute good

coordination to his perceptual - motor. competency. Good coordination

requires agility proper sequential arrangement of muscular movement,

proper tithing, rhythm and balance is also important,

'A good.technique for developing coordination with children is

similation of animal. walks,: With these, the child is free to use his

imagination to initiate an.Bear-Walk 'right arm and leg move together),

Lame Dog two arms and one leg), Bunny, Hop, Frog Jump, Duck Ualk,-.

Inchworm and so on. After the child becomes more skirled at these,

the imitation walks can be put into relays. Other coordination activities

include zig-zag runs, forward and backward rolls, and Tog rolls (simple .

tumbling stunts). Moving to music is a good technique in helping

children move with rhythM and creativity,

To help the child develop body awareness, alertness, and bilateral,

unilateral, cross-lateral movements, many professionals use "Angels in

the Snow," an activity adapted from Kephart's rurdue rerceritualMotor

Survey. The child lies on his back with his arma at hip side and his

feet together. The teacher gives a series of commands which the child

must follow when the teacher sari "move." Bilateral movements include:.

t
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both arms overhead, both feet apart, and both arms and, legs apart.

Unilateral movement includes one arm out to the side and left arm and

left leg out to the side together. An example of a cross-lateral move-.

ment is to move the right arm and left leg out to the side-at the.same

time. These activities Canals(' be done standing. In this position 'a-

bilateral movement would be moving forward with both feet (jump.,),..c--

.Jumping jacks could Also be included. A unilateral movement would be

to move with the right arm and leg forward together. Children can march:

like wooden soldiers to further develop unilaterafity. Cross-lateral
. -

movements can also be incorporated into these activities.

Another good technique for bilateral, unilateral, and cross - lateral

movements is' the imitation of movements. This shoUld include a mixture

of move'thents"which the child must follow. All movements should begin to,..

the side' first and then later forward and backward movements can be

added. Games in this include "Simon Says" and "Follow the Leader."

Balance7beamHwork is excellent for helping the children to enhance

coordination,balance, good postural habits and unilaterality, bilater-

ality and cro s-laterality and diroctionalifty. Parachute play is good

In helping ch idren to iMprove their spatial awareness.

Dauer (1 72) contends that the distinction between. regular and special

perceptual -mot r activities is somewhat,nebulous. Any activity which is

valuable for c ildren with perceptual-motorroblems will probably be

valuable in th regular perceptual-motor program. The activities which

are scheduled .nto the regular program and those thIt are scheduled into

the special prgram are often a matter of the individual physical
.

educator's choce. ,The following five activities are some of the special

activities he +ggeste that may be used to both regular and special programa:
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Blast-Off Launcher
5

This activity ia.used to develop foot-eye coordination. The

child puts a beanbag on the launch pad and by stamping his

fOot at the end of the launcher, propels the b3anbag.through

the air.

2. Baseball Rebound Net and Stand

A rebound net frame of the type used for basketball practice is

used with beanbags'or balls to develop eye-hand coordination.

The.child tosses or throws the beanbag or ball against the net

frori which it is rebounded back to the child.

3. Balloon Keep-It-Up

This activity.develops ocular traciring and spatial, orientation.

The child must ,keep one or more balloons up in the-air with

a wand.

4. Stepping Stones

A number of two different colored tiles are used in this

activity to help develop eye-foot coordination and left-right

discrimination. The tiles are arranged in various ways as the

child steps on different patterns. With his right foot the

child steps on one colored tile and with his left foot, the

other colored tile. After the child develpps some skill with

thia, more difficult patterns are laid out.

5. Floor Ladder Activities

In this activity a ladder is placed on the floor with mats

underneath it. The child performs from one end of the.ladder

to the other. Various activities include: Walking, hopping,

running, jumping between the ladder rungs, walking on the

ladder rungs, or a free choice of movement.

c
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Other activities which help-to develop eye-hand coordination are

throwing and catching. Have the child throw and catch various size balls,

.

starting with the largest size and working through the smallest size.

-
Bowling also helps to develop eye-hand coordination as the child aims

-.and rolls .a ball toward& the wooden pins which are set up on the gym

floor. Games. such as jacks, pick-up sticks and block building are also

helpful.

Kicking and trapping are !ids. in the deVelopMent of eye-foot

coordination.. Have the child kick and stop a ball using his feet

only. The ball in the circle exercise can also be used in developing

eye -foot coordination. With this, a number.of circles are drawn on the

floor. Various size balls are presented to the child and he must select

one and using only his foot, must maneuver the ball into a circle.

With some practice, the children may have relays wish this using the

same.size ball. Another activity is to have the child step on foot-

prints which the teacher has secured on the floqr. Stepping out of tires

and/or hqops also helps,the child develop good eye-foot coordination..

The obstacle course4s an. excellent culmination activity for

perceptual-motor work. The course should include-4 wide variety of skills,

such as climbing over, under, and through obstaclei, balance beam work,

rolling, directionality?. eye-hand and eye-foot coordination, hopping,

skippiig, and jumping, and ladder work.

Activities are now being added to the physical education programs

which directly correlate to what is being done in the classroom. An

example of this is in reading readiness. If a child is to discriminate

and recognize letters, he must first recognize basic shapes since

letters are composed of triangles, circles, half circles, squares, and
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various combinations of theie shapes.. Children start by identifying

those shapes in'the classrOOm and then go to; the playground where these

basic shapes have been painted.. The- children play,ongthe shapes, walk

around them, and,identify them. Afterwards the children return to the

clasWoom where letters are made from these shapes. The triangles

become "A's," half-circles, "c's,' and with the addition of a straight

"ihe,,"D," and' so on..

For spelling, square grids are placed on-the playground with letters
,

inside. By walking, hopping, and skipping, the children travel through'

the squares and enhance their ability to spell. Basic concepts in

numbers and arithmetic can also'be taught this way. Sequential memory:

is increased as children travel. through two-dimensional obstacle courses,

comprised of the various shapes, lettere or numbers, where they.must

remember and combine steps to complete a specified task. Evaluation is
O

made simpl.ier as the teacher can directly observe the child's progress.

There are many perceptual-Motor activities which can be used once

the basic concept of the activity and the outcome is understood by the

teacher. Perceptual-motor development-will begin with these activities

but will be further developed and refined throughout the child a later

school years.

4'1
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1. Goals:
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MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AREA -10

Development and improvement of locomotor behaviors. (walking,

running, hopping, etc.)

Development and improvement of basic axial behaviors. (twisting,

`stretching, etc.)

Development of a more efficient sensory-Motor integrative system.

Development of a greater facility of perceptual motor behaviors.

Development of greater facility in psycho-motor behaviors.

Development of greaterfacilitvin cognitive behaviors utilizing

a movement modality.

Development and refinement of
communication skills utilizing a

movement modality.

IMprovement of general physical health and. appearance.

Development, of greater degrees of acceptance and belonging as an

individual through his participation and contribution to group

social-recreational situations,

2. Experiences Planned:

Physical Fitness Experiences: Among the many definitions of physical

fitness, the following one has been functional and practical and

is applicable to the handicapped child: "a state in which the.

individual possesses the qualities of strength; power, agility,

flexibility, endurance, balance, spee'd, and general coordination to

the extent that he is able to meet his evmday needs and

emergency situations adequately.

Motor Ability Ekperiences:Attention must be given to tha development

of simple and fundamental movement and basic motor patterns in

'children with assessed motor attribute deficits. The totality of

the individual cannot be overlooked in considering motor

development; motor learning is not achieved in isolation, for the

total being is involved in situations which relate to motor patterns

and skills.
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Sensory-motor and Perceptual-motor Activities leading taexperiences
combining movement and the opportunity to use the other, sensory
modalities of vision, audition, kinesthesia; proprioception, and touch.

!

Sport, Skill EXperiencee: Recreational and spOrts activities to improve
motor skills.

Piagnostid EXperiencee:

a. Screening
b. Testing
c. Prescribing
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A UOVEIIENT EDUCATION PROGRAM

The characteristics to which a comprehensive movement education program'

addresses itself are:

1 /The attributes of movement --

coordination
balance
agility
flexibility
endurance
speed
strength

. 'Body Image (laterality) and the spatial relation of body to movement.

3. Attention: concentration

4. Control, including reaction time.

5. Creativity

6. Flanning,zvisualization (imagery) and self-direction.'

7. Associative abilities involving input and express, including the ability

to follow direction (auditory-motor association).

8.
AssoCiative abilities involving two or more sense modalities, for

example, kinesthesia and vision in any task requiring eye-motor coordi-

riation, or vision and hearing and' kinesthesia when imitative movements

are performedto accompaniment of music or percussion instrument.

9. Keeping Several ideps (bits of informati.on)' in mind simultaneously

while performinb a movement.

10. Memory for sequential movements; awareness of objects (animate or inanimate,

.moving or statioaary).

'( Frostig )

'f
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MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS (Gessell)

-standing requires little conscious effort;

-can easily maintain his equilibrium with heels together;

-runs and plays games with abandonment;

-can erect himself from squatting and balance himself momentarily

c,11 his toes;
-30 months attempts to stand on one foot- and at.36 months can hold

this position for two .seconds without help;

-posturel Control so well developed that he can take walkingand

running stepson his toes, can walk a straight line, can walk

backward a long distance;
-is bold enough to attempt steps on the 6 cm. walking board;

-he can jump down from an 8". elevation and leap off the floor with

leet together;
-can catch a large ball with his, arms extended forward stiffly;

-cen throw without losing his balance.

-he has now acquired strength, ease and facility in the use of his

legs which lend grace to' his movements;
-rapidly becoming athletic and takes pride in ettempting motor

atunts requiring delicate balance '

-can maintain, his balance on one foot for four to eight seconds and

even longer . '

-can carry a cup of water without spilling it

-can 'jump down twenty-eight inches ,with feet together

-can walk the 6cm, walking' board part way before stepping off

-can crouch for a high jump of two inches and a broad jump of

8 to 10 inches
can hop on his toes with both feet off the ground at the same time,

7 or 8 times in 5 seconds
-can also catch a large ball with the arms flexed at the elbows

and even move the arms in accordance with the direction of the ball

-beginning to assume an adult stance in throwing

-now'quite adept in execution of complicated synergic muscular

activities,
-!exhibits a greater ease in the control of general bodily

activity and exercises less caution than at 4 years

.

-indications of his mature sense of balance are seen in his ability

to. stand indefinitely on one foot and to balance on his toes

for several seconds
-can hop a distance of 16 feet and walk long 'distances on his

tiptoes
-assumes the adult posture in throwing for distance.
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. 7 Years
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(Gesell)

a

_can stand on each foot alternately with hie eyes closed
_can bow three times successively and gracefully with the. heels

together

_,can jump down from .a height of i2 inches, landing on his toes only
_can hop 50"feet in 9 seconds and make a standing btoad jump of about'

38 inches and a standing broad jump of,8 inches

r
less brisk than at 6 but has sudden spurta,of very-active behavior,
more cautious in his approach to new performances
shows a new awareness of heights and is cautious in>climbing and
when playing in a tree house
r0Veats aperformance over and over to master it

__may have "rims" on one type of activity and than suddenly drop its
for another

.interest in piano or dancing lessons; has strong motor'componant
motor detands may be real need but, as with other. activities, he may
lose interest suddenly

_exhibits extremes in his outdoor play '

boys especially interested in-acquiring ability to use a bow and
arroWnd a bat and a ball bot skillsrequire a new orientation
to the side pOsitiOn

. .

. .

carpentry is a favorite occupation and he likes to tug and pull as
he saws a board , -
girls busy with jump rope and hop scotch but also find time to
play house or pick fiowers

favorite posture, especially of boys is to lie prone on floor;
resting on one elbow and activating the legs while reading, writing,
or working

__grasp though tight, releases suddenly causing.m4ny "drops"

bodily movements are fluid and'ofttn graceful and.poised
. walk is free

is aware. of .his own.posture and remembers to sit upright on occasion
ready'to criticize others who do not satisfy his standards
likes tn dramatize and express-himself in a variety of postures and
gegtures

_does stunts and enjoys a same of follow the leader
is on the go runs, jumps, chases, and wrestles
hide and seek'ia favorite pastme!but is ready.for organized sports
such as soccer and baseball'

'

__good spectator as well as performer
courage and daring are characteristics; climbs trees, walks a plank
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(Gesell)

he may verbalize his fear hilt with encouragement will accomplish
he is more responsive to learning new techniques'
new enjoyment in skating, jumprope and -swimming

_goes his own way after trying yours

Years

, . .

_works and plays hard
more skillful in his motor performances and he.4kes to display
his skill
his timing is,-alto under better control :

_he now shows great interest-in competitive sports such ai baseball
boys quick to assume an active fighting posture and they Strike out
at eaCh other and wrestle ,

frequently "lets off steam" or make a wild rush toward something
nine is, apt to overdo
has difficulty calming down after recess or.after a strenuous game
is apt to ride his bicycle to far or to mow the lawn until exhausted,

0 thru 13 Years
!

.
rapid growth; age of puberty; girls in advance of boys ):Toner

or two. years
maturation levels vary between girls and boys andbetween indiViduala
endurance decreaees
danger-of-over fatigue

__individuals differ in maturation of special sense organs
.....greater variability in muscular control,

_rapid growth Of long bones
girls intereated,in personal appearance and in boys
boys more interested in approbation of other boys than,in gi la

_increased interest,, in, competitive activities
establishment of group loyalty; hero worship
decided physical and mental changes.
increasing'power of attention- and abstract reasoning
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SIXTEEN LEVELOPMENTAL STEPS IN THE
FORMATION OF THE BOLY IDDIE AND THE

BODY'S POSITION IN SPACE

IDENTIFICATION OF. BOLY PLANES -(FRONT, BACK, SIDES,

a.

b.

c.

Touch thejrontof your body.
Touch the top of your head.
Touch your -side.

2. BODY PLANES IN RELATION TO OBJECTS

'ai

b.

c.

faUch the tall uitl your back.
Lie on the mat on your side.'
Place your front .tbward the chair.

3. OBJECTS IN RELATICN TO BOLY PLANES

TOP, BOTTOM)

a.. Where is the ball -- is front of you, behind you, or by your side?

b. Is the ball by your feet,oi by your head?

c. Is the-Ohiar to your side, .to your back, or to your front?

4. BODY PARTS IDENTIFICATION (limbs, etc.)

a.

b.

c.

Where are your feet? Touch your feet.

Where is your3arm? TOuch your shoulder.
Whereis your leg? 'Touch your elbow.

O

5. MOVEMENT OF THE P.^DY

A. Trunk Movement While Fixed (non-moving position)

a. Bend forward toward the front.
b. Bend to the side; bend to the other side.

rc. Bend slowly backwards.

Grosa Movements in Relation to Body Planes..

a.' Whereis your side? Can you move- sideways?

b. Lets try forward backward and sideways movement..

'c. How can you jump up?

C. Limb Movements

a What can you do -with
lift arms lift arms.

b. What can you do with
leg:at your knee

c. Lift one leg at your

6. LATERALITY OF BODY

a.

b.

c.
d.

your arms? Straighten arms bend arms

at your shoulder' turn arms'exotati) taem.bonjs
your legs?- straighten legs .bend one

hip.

Touch your left leg.
Touch your right arm.
Climb this ladder using. your left leg and left

Touch your right ear.

arm first
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Body Im,71,,e (contidued)

7; LATERALITY IN RELATION TO OBJECTS

a. Place your left side nearest the chair.
b. Put your left foot oa the box
c. Go up to the ,wall and put your right side Aearest-the'rgall;,nm- move_

and touch the wall with your left bide

Q. STATIC OBJECTS RELATED TO LATERALITY

a. Is that box by your right side?
b. Is that stick touching your right or left foot?
c. '.7hich arm is nearest the ball?.

.LATEPALITY AND EDITING-OBJECTS

a. You stead still and I'll move around you. You tell me where I,am.
Mien am I nearest your back, nearest your left, and nearest your right?

b. Now. I'll move a little faster.,. You tell me where I am now-
c. Standstill aad tell me where the rolling, ball is.

-Is'it to your left, your right, your back,..or your front?

iff/ING ivouinc LATERALITY IN RELATON TO OBJECTS.

a. You walk around this chair an&tell me where the chair is in relation
to you.

b. Using tuo chairs around which to walk a figure-sight:walk around
the chairs, and tell me where you are. Then are your left and right
sides of your body near the nearest chair?

11. THE LETT AND RIG= OF OBJECTS (PERSONAL REFERENCE SYSTELO.

a: Point to the left side of the table
b. Point to the right side oithe chair
c.' Show me the right and left sides of the paper

Wste: In. steps. 12 - 16 the child is net moving, but-is asked to make
.

mrients

of another's.bedy parts or movements.

12. -STATIC DIRECTION LBILITYWITH OTHER_PEOPLE (PROJECTIOILINTD-AUOTHEled REFEAMICE.,
SYSTEM).

a. (Person opposite child) Show me my left arm.

b. Touch my. right elbow

c. Touch. myleft ear with your left hand.

13. LATERALITY OF OTHER PEOPLE IN RELATION TO STATIC OBJECT

a.- Mlich side of my body is nearest the'chairZ.

b.. As I walk around the figure eight (the two chairs, tell me Which

side of the object is'nearest to me?
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Body Lame (continued)

14. RELATIO1I OF STATIC OBJECTS TO LATERALITY OF O1IER PEOPLE

a. (Teacher moves chair to estatic'position)
?there is this chair in relation to me?
Is it at my left or at my right?

b. Uhere is the ladder in relation to me?

15. MOVING OBJECTS IN RELATION TO OTHERS' LATERALITY

a. Tell me where the.ball is as it moves around my body.
Is it to tiiy right, my left, my frcat, or my bacif.?

b. There is the. moving rope? Is it to- my front, my back, my left,

or my right?

16. LATERALITY OF;OTHERS'WWEEENTS

a. Tell me, am I walking to my left or my right?

b. :Mich way am I moving?

( Cratty )

a.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION RESOURCE
FOR

SPECIAL EDUCATION
PRINCE GEORGE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

WAND ACTIVITIES

Challenging, interesting and fun for all children.

Equipmlnt Needed: Make different length wands from old broom and mop handles.

Roll o sheets of newspaper together and tape. Cut off ends to make a good and

irable light weight wand.
4\

Areas of Concern Where Wand Activity May...Help

a. Balance
b.- Left with right segMental intregation and top with bottrm).

c. Locomotor moVement'stimblation + (walk - hop - jump - etc.)'

d. Axial movement stimulation (band stretch, reach, twist,,turn).

e. Eye hand cogrdination +
f. Eye - -foot coordination +

g. Motor Planning +
h. Problem soliing +

i. Social Perception - (peer interaction)

Suggested Activities

1. Etersion of Self into Space -

Children reach out into space with wand in different directions

Wave with free swinging movements
Lay on ball-- kneel - crouch - stand and 40 swinging movements -

Note: Encourage slow movements
Help the child determine his balance point as he reaches or stretches out.

2. .Balance wand on various parts of body -

palm 'Of hand forehead

back of hand toe of foot

one finger knee

3. Balance wand on palm of harid while balanced on one foot - an knees - while

sitting on floor, etc.

4. Balante wand on floor - let go - clap and catch. Repeat clapping twice,,,etc.

let go and turn around and catch.

PARTNER ACTIVITY -

1. Partne,Trs face each other at appropriate distance (2 - 3 - 4 feet). Each

balances wand on floor and on teacher's signal each attempts to let go of

his wand and get partner's before it hits floor. Try with 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7-

8 children - vary the distance and change direction.
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2. One partner places wand in horizontal position in front of chest with one
end"of wand resting on palm of each hand. Partner attempts.to lift wand up

of palm of hands by using index finger and finding the "balance" center of
wand. 4Reverse.

. Throwing and catching wand with partner in horizontal and vertical planes:.
while facing partner.

4. Problem Solve: One wand - 2 partners,- suspend wand between you and without

using hands move in various ways.

Stoop down raise up
walk around in a circle - backward - forward in

straight line - Follow a zig zag lane - figure
eight - circle, etc.

Individual Activities

1. Uand'on floor - in horizontal or vertical position - jump, hop, leap over
Get from one side to other side.using hand and feet'in suppbrt positions.
Get over any way you can think of-
Jumpover - roll - and stretch.

(combination of Mcmements)
Stand at one end of wand.- Get to other end and without touching. - Use

any movement you can.

The children can team up in groups of 2's, 3's, or 4's and put wand together

to make shapes - Letters, numbers, etc.

The kids will show you many other ways to utilize wands Jot the ideas down

and send them to Bob Oann-s at Capitol Heights. We will send them ott.t. to otherb
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NEW USES FOR OLD BICYLE TIRES

ft

TUG OF WAR:

TWO HANDS Face each other, grasp the tire with both hands, and pull.

ONE HAND Stand sideways to each other, grasp the tire with one hand, and

pull.

ONE HAND, HOPPING - Stand sideways to each other, grasp the tire with one hand,

lift one leg, and, while hopping try to pull the opponent towards
you.

TWO HANDS, BACK TO BACK Stand back-to-back, bend down, place both hands between
knees, grasp the tire, and pull.

BACK - BACK Stand in the tire, back to back, then
and walk away from your opponent. .

FACE-TO-FACE

HEAD-T0-14EAD
and pull, keeping hands clasped behind the back.

hold the tire at hip.level

Stand in the tire, face to face, then hold, the tire at hip level

and walk backwards.

Place the tire over both persons head, tilt heads slightly backwards;

RELAY. RACES:

ONE(TWO) TIRE CARRY Carry or drag the tire, in one hand or both hands, to a.
line, return in the same-manner, and pass the tire to the next

person in line.

HIP CARRY Place the tire over the head and at hip level. Hold the tire in

this position while running to the line and back; then give the

tire to the next person.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION RESOURCE
FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

PRINCE GEORGE COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM

FUN WITH CARDBOARD BOXES

Equipment:

Carboard boxes - flattened out - Try to get boxes approximately

14" x 14" square and 20". to 24" high with flaps folded. Get

boxes with flaps at both ends. These flaps give the box extra

length when the children use them.

Areas of Concern that Box Activities May Provide Experiences For:

Body Image
Spatial Awareness

. Locomotor Skill patterns
Axial skill patterns
Problem Solving
Motor Planning

Activities:

Agility ..
Control
Following 1-2-and 3 step
directions

.Note: Use flattened boxes for structure - "Go out and sit on a box."

1. Hide in the box ----we don't want to see any part of you.

2. Find another ox and hide - this time let your fingers stay outside.

3. Go through 2 boxes and, end up on the (color) rope line.

4. Go through your box so you come out feet first. Can you go through

a different way and come out feet first. (stomach down - stomach up -

on side, etc!)

5. Go through the box with stomach facing ceiling.

6. Get in box and from inside now move it to, another space

7. Put your feet inside box - Now move it using only feet to move it.

Feet outside - you inside - now move it.

8. You inside - only hand outside - now move it.

Partners Using Boxes -

1. One partner at each end of box - go through - "Ready Go".

2. Partners get in box - move it somehow.

3. Hold hands and go through.

4. Tie ankles together and go through.

ADDING OBJECTS:

1. Get a bottle and go through a box. 1 ,

.
.

2. Hold bottle with other parts of.body other than hands to go through a box.

3. Get 2 bottles and go through box.

4. Get 2 bottles and.go through box feet first.
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING A YARN BALL*

Materials:

One 70 yard'skein of cotton rug yarn (take 1 skein per ball)

A piece of cardboard 4 inches in width

One ball of twine

Directions:

Step I

Fig. I
Step II

Fig. II
Step III

Step IV

Fig. III
Step V Take two double bundles and tie them together. Be sure to tie

then securely by wrapping the looped bundles in the "center with

twine and tying the twine tightly.

Take one end of yarn and wrap it lOosely around the width of

4 inch cardboard about twenty times. Cut the yarn from the

Skein. -(See Fig. I)

Carefully slip the yarn off the cardboard and wrap theenter

of the yarn tightly with twine several times-and tie it securely.

This forms a looped bundle as illustrated in Fig. II.

Continue repeating steps I and'II until the.entir'e skein of yarn

is tied into separate bundles. (Usually one skein of yarn will

make about:14 looped bundles.,

Take two looped bundles and tie them together with twine by

tightly wrapping the bundles in the center with twine several

times then tying the twine securely. Do this until all looped

bundles are tied together ih two's.' (See Fig. III)

Step VI Take two double looped bundles and tie them together. Continue

adding the double-looped bundles to those which have been tied

together previously until all bundles are tied securely together.

This will make a compact bundleaf yarn well secured in the

middle with twine.

Step VII lake the scissors and cut all looped ends so the cut makes two

equal lengths of yarn. When this process is completed the cut

yarn ends spring apart and form a fluffy ball.

Step VIII Shape the yarn into a rounder shape by.clipping off the uneven

yarn ends.

THE YARN BALL IS COMPLETED.
*****************

.*Courtesy, Bette Logsdon, Consultant for "Ready, Set, Go" National InstrUctional
Television Series

Wool may be substituted successfully
for the cotton rug yarn but it is more ex-

pensive if new yarn is being purchased. However, scrap wool yarn is often easily

collected at no cost.

It is important to follow the directions and wrap the twine around the bundle

several times before tying. The twine makes, the core heavier and adds weight Lo

the ball" which is needed to throw it a greater distance. In addition, the tying

of the yarn is small bundles separately, tying them together in two's, as well as

adding, them.two at a time for form the ball makes the ball,more secure and less

at to fray.
01)
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STRETCH ROPE ACTIVITIES

Esuipment Needed: Stretch ropes, preferably 1 per child. You should be able
to buy material such as elastic in most sewing shops.

Areas of Concern that Stretch Ropes May. Help:

Body Image,
Balance
GroAs Motor Locomotor
ForM and movement perception

Motor Planning
. and Problem Solving
Agility
S6cial interaction

A. Individual Activities''with a Smalt or Individual. Rope._

1. Make shapes, .triangles,. squares, circles.
2. Make letters and numbers.
3. How big, small, high, low, long, short can you make the"rope?
4. youyou make yourself az big, small, long etc., as the. rope ?.
5.. How many parts of your body can you stretch the rope with? 2,.3, 4, 5, etc.
6. How many parts of your body can you stretch the rope with at ore time?
'7...Hold one end of the rope down on the 'floor with your foot and do

"pUll ups" with left hand, "right hand, 2 hands. ,

8.. By holding the,rOpe down with. 2 feet, put the rope over your neck and
do pull ups.

9. Put rope over head and around the neck, and stretch rope down and step
over ard .through rope.

.10. Stretch the- rope with one foot and one hand and walk.
11. Same as 10, excrlpt use both feet-and both hands.

12. Stretch the rope between the feet and walk'.

3. Try one of activities in (A) using one rope and 2 children.

Group Rope Using. Whole Class:

.

1. Stretch rope and do locomotor skills in a circle. RU4, walk, skip, etc.
2. Put the rope over heads and touching the back and stretch out, .See if

children, can work together without letting rope down'. Try walking
sideways, toe touch, standing on one foot aad other activities ,that you
may think of.

Note: For some of these activities the rope mg), have to,be doubled up to
make rope smaller.

r..
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-PHYSICAL EDUCATION RESOURCE

HOOPS

A... 8,fluipment Veeded. It is suggested that you buy plastic-wc.ter tubing at
Montgomery Ward's Store (approximately 100' at $3.74). YoU will,have to

1,

\
- buy the connection`' 19(;: eachto Join the together. 100 will make

.,
approximatelY 13 hoops with a diameter of 24' - 26"..

. .

id. Areas of ConcemWha-re Hoop May:He112:
\ .Balaace, agility, body hand Image, locomotOr, :rotor planning and movement

\perception. 1) '

. .

C...Sqggestions for qhildren WoiLinatith Hsma:
Many more ideas will come to you as you use-hoops with the children.

1. Stand on 1 foot inside hocp, hop to the outside.'
Put\1 parts of your body inoide the hoop.

3.. Put" parts of your body inside the hoop and.2 parts outside the hop.

4. Stand\on 2 fe4t In.stde the 4.1, nov,j4,Av out4;ide.

5, Do aniMal walks around the outside of the hoop.

6. Do locoMotor skl1,0;e., run, hop, skip, gallop, etc., around the

outside Of

7. Roli the hOop to `t partner.

Grid Games,. Usir Hoops and'yarn balls or bean bags:

,Tlace the hoopSIm this fashion:. "(T) Top

.(L) (C) (R)Left Center Right

(B) Bottom

Have the child toss a betiA bag in the hoop called by you.

Example:" Toss the beanbag in the top Hoop., etc.

You can also put color cards inside of the hoops, or letters or numbers

inside for Oath and readinkconcepts.
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DIRECTION GAME

I. Equipment: markers, squares, circles, triangles of different colors,
number cards, letters.

II. AreS of concern the game may provide experience for:

1. Motorzflanning.
2. ProblerS solving.
3. Locomotor skill patterns
4. Following instructions

III. Directions for Game:

Have squads of 4 to 6 children at one end of room. In front of'
each squad at the other end of the roam have a marker. Behind each marker
have objects which you want to work with. (such as numbers, or letters,
or symbols, etc.)

When the direction is given the first person in'each line.tries to
follow this direction as quickI, as possible. Who ever gets back to their
squad first - that squad receives a point. (Five points per game).

IV. Examples. of Directions:

Problem Solvit*:

CAN YOU'DO THIS?

(new game)

A
1. Skip aroundte marker pick up #5 and skip back,

2. Run and touch the red circle and hop back.

3. Hop to the marker and bring back #2.and 4.

4. Run to the marker and-ioIlnik- p.the green triangle and #6 and hop back.

5. Crab crawl around the red square and run back.

6,. Skip to green square, pick up 2 and 4 and;run back.

7. Crawl through the box;. pick up the red circle and run back.'

S. Crawl through the boX bottom first - pick up #5 and skip back.

9. Get on scooter on your knees and go around red square.

10. Get on scooter on stomach and go around red triangle.
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MOTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

LEARNINGAND.TUN WITH MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES

. Rolling Down the Tube

Target Behavior:

.a. prpblem solving
b. speed and agility

c. eye hand coordination
d. fun

Ecliiptnent:

Chuck Smith

a. carpet rolls (inserts) from any carpet center ,

b. climbing ladders or any piece of equipment that will enable

you to rest the carpet rolls on a downward angle.

c. yarn cups or ordinary drinking cups°

d. plastic,, practice golf balls

e. any container available to put golf balls in.

Description of Ao)ivity:

a. set the carpet tube on a downward angle between braces.

b. instruct each particpaiit to put the golf ball in the. tube

run down to the'opposite end and catch it in the cup. 'Run

to the container and drop the-ball from the cup into the

container.
c. next person repeats as in a relay contest.

d. 'first group to complete task wins.

FUN WITH SHAPES

Target Behavior:

a. Tactile stimulation
b. Fine motor control

Equipment: ,

11

a. Blindfolds'

b. Shapes, made. from wood, or cardboard

c. Holders,for shape to go on.
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Description of Activity:

--a. Have the group sit in a'circle, place the shape holder with
shapes on it in front of each person. ;Put the blind folds on.
Have the particpants empty theirshapes from their holders in
front of ,them. Make sure each person has the holder in front
of them. Call out the-shapes, they must find them by feelirig
them and placing them on theft holder. Game ends-when all
shapes are back on their holders.

ICE CREAM CONE GAME

Target Behavior:

a. Agility
b. Body Control

Equipment:

a. Balloons
b., Yarn cups or paper.drinking cups
c. Scooter boards optional

Description of Activity:

a. Have the childien..stand on a starting line with their "pretend"
ice cream cones. They must walk to the other end without dropping
the ice cream and sit on a scooter. Sitting down riding the scooter
they must return to their original starting line and remain sitting
on the scooters until everyone has completed the game.

LEARNING FUN WITH NUMBERS AND INNOVATIVE EQUIPMENT

Jim Bennick

"SNOW"

Target Behavior:

Number recognitionv
b. Number sequence recognition.

Equipment:

a. A bucket full'of styro foam packing discs with numbers printed
on them with felt pen..

b. One Baskin-Robbins ice cream bucket.
c. 3" x 10" poster board number.cards devided into 5 equal sections.

O

d. Timing devices. (for purpOses of demonstration a 60 second egg timer
and a marble ramp).
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Games Description:

a. The foam discs are 'placed in the buck t and by some means' (a
ladder or suspending bucket on ceilin ) allowed to "snow" onto
the game area. Each participant is gi en a number card to
begin the game. The object'is to sear h for, a_' disc with the

number that will "complete" the card.

Variation #1::

\

5 random numbers are printed in the 5 Sectiops'of the card.
The participants are asked to cover each number with a disc
printed with the same numbers. The gaMe time is 5 minutes.
Therefore, the object is to "fill" as many nutler cards as
possible within the 5 minute period. .,

Variation #2:

A sequence of 5 numbers is printed on the number card. However,
one, two, three or four numbers are omitted. Therefore,' the

object of this variation is to complete the sequence by covering
the vacant spaces with the proper discs. (The 5 minute time limit
can be used in this situation or a 20-30 second timer can be used
'for single card attempts.)

"CUPS AND BLOCKS"

Target Behavior:

a. Number recognition.

Equipment:

a. a bucket of plastic cups (or tennis can tops) with the desired
numbers printed on them.

b. a set of blocks with one of each of the numbers represented on the

cups.
c. a bucket (that can be suspended from the ceiling) that will hold

, the # blocks.

Game Diription:

The cups are spilled in the middle of the game area. The object of
the game is, to find the "hot" number and return to your designated
space before the other participants. 'The "hot" number is'drawn fram
.the bucket by one of the contestan a, hidden from the others while
it is taken to a small stand and pl ced on the block tower (which

. grows as the game continues), and ca led out as 'the signal for all
contestants dash to the middle to find a winning cup. If;in rush,

the tower topples, 1.t mist be rebuilt before the offender is allowed
to search for a cup:

_
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LEARNING AND FUN WITH OLYMPET,-HOOPS AND WANDS

Tat). Buel

Target Behaviors: Using Olympet.Hoops and Wands to Enhance:

a. visual efficiency
b. muscular. .coordination/
c. have fun

Equipment:'

a. Olympet hoops
b. wands (plastic or paper)

Description of Activity:

a. Students posit'onedat a variable distance from the instructor
so as to insu e success on part of participants.

b 'Olympet hoops are either thrown (like a frisbee) or rolled on
floor.

c. Students attempt to "spear" hoop as it approaches them.
d. The activity'leader attempts to vary the HEIGHT, DISTANCE AND

SPEED or the hoops that are thrown in the air so that students
have to make adjustments in "catching posture" to successfully
"spear" hobps.

e. Hoops may be thrown in/following patterns:

a. one hoop at a time to each student in group
b. two hoops thrown in succession to one student, throw

one hoop . . . slight pause e . throw second hoop
with student attempting to spear hoops with viand in
left or right hand.

c. two hoops in succession with student having one wand in
each hand and catching 1st with left and then with right

Variations d'EbOansion of Activity:

I

a. Setup teamsTfor competition. . keep score. . . successful
catches]

.. \
b. Set p a relay . . . most number of hoops caught by a team,

team finishing first, etc. etc.

LEARNiNG AND FUN WITH WOODEN BLOCKS

Tar et Behaviori

a.' Enhanci
b. having

g/balance behavior . . . exploring equilibrium
ui

fr?
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.Eouipment:

wooden blocks of various sizes and heights.

Activity:

a.i design "pattern"Astrategies for providing balance experiences
Ithat will cause students to experiment with static, dynamic, and

pivotal balance.

b. patterns should take into account the following:

a. child's level of balance ability
b. the risk taking ability of the child
c. the child's ability to attend
d. the child's frustration level

Variations and Expansions of Activity:

a. After,having participants experiment with balance in a non

theatening environment . . . providing for much success .-.

vary-the patterns to increase difficulty.
b. Design race between two .particpants that requires balance tasks

c. Design a relay race for team participation

LEARNING AND FUN WITH MILK CARTONS ETC.

Bob 'Jackson

"CLIP IT"

Target Objectives:,

a. Fine motor deserity
b. Body image
c. Socialization with a partner
d.. Visual and audity discrimination

a. colOr, ooded plastic milk cartons

b. an equal number of color ,codedclothes sins in each carton (pin

color matches carton color)
c :a rope or'string which has cooresponding c. or coded areas marked off.

,

Description:

a. players select their "color" carton
b.- cartons are placed in a straight row across the floor .t one end)

c. on command, players shake the pins from their cartons (on at a .

.
time only - if more than one,comes out extra pins must be. 'gated

back in carton)
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a. players then run to the rope and "clip" their clothes pins
on the proper cooresponding color.

e. return to carton and repeat until all pins have been clipped
to rope.

Variations:

a. Players shake pins from carton and then "clip it" on a designated
body part - run to rope and-clip it and then "clip it" on rope.

b. Players are in pairs player (1) shakes pin out clips it on body
part of partner - partner runs to rope unclips pin then clips
it on.

c. if number of players is,larger the third person may take the
pin from the second player and clip if on the rope.

d. if more difficulty is needed players may only use one hand
(indicated by teacher- right or left) when clipping the pin on
and removing it. The off hand (not used) may be placed on an
indicated body part or in the pocket or behind the back.

LEARNING AND HAVING F-UN,WITH SMALL EQUIPMENT

Mike Nelson

The Marble Game

Target Behavior:

a. Improvement of visual behavior (visual attending)
b. "Aiming and adjusting"
c. Impulse control
d. Having fun

Equipment:

a. Olympe*t Hoops
b. T-stools
c. Golf tubes (wands, plastic or paper)
d. Marbles

Activity:

a. Students.sit in circle formation. (structure) hoop in center of circle
b. Each takes a turn at trying to put marble in olympet hoops by dropping

marble through golf tube
c. students make adjustment's relative to performance
d. objective is simply to get a marble in the hoop during the initial

'stages, success is insured if pariicpant get his/her marble to stop
in the hoop. If student knocks another child's marble out of hoop
it still counts as a successful try.
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Variations:

a. allowing one student-to try to knock another's marble out of hoop

thus taking away a score from the student whose marble is knocked

out of hoop. '

b. allow students to shoot two,(2) marbles, one right after another.

If both marbles stay in hoop an additional point is given, etc.

c. divide into small groups of 3 or 4-students and play "team against

team" adding total number of marble a team gets ,in either "its"

own hoop or a "common" hoop for all teams. Color code marbles.

THE MARBLE AND TOWER GAME

.Target Behavior:

a. (same as for Marble Game)

Equipment:

a. Small blocks -
b. Dowels
c. Large marbles
d. Backstop
e. Plastic or paper tube

Activity:

Child rolls marble through_tube and into the dowels

for each dowel knoced down, participant must place a block

on the tower.
c. child who finally knocks the tower down must collect all the

blocks at end of game

THE RUG TUBE GAME

Target Behavior:

a. locomotor patterns and skills

b. cooperative task behavior

c.. motor planning
d. having _.fun.

Equipment:

a rug tubes

Adtivity:

a. performing, various locamotcvements with rug tube used to structure

movament:::,

b. performingvarious simple problem- solving tasks
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a humanistic dimension of physical education

a
For over fifteen years. every semester and for thirteen

summers, I've been conducting a clinic for children with
various developmental problems. Over 6,000 such
children and 'over 2,500 -volunteer students and' teachers,
as clinicians, -have been involved to date. We call the
program the Children's Physical Developmental Clinic.
Evidence, derived over the years would sem to justify
proposing that a new dimension be added to existing health
send physical educationa clinical'diinension.

Our program is described here in brief, because
clinical and experimental indications are that it has
important implications for child development, educational
progres;, physical and mental rehabilitation, parenthood
education, and education in humanistic service-. It has
been replicated. successfully, by several former clinicians
in different school, college, and university settings.
Our program and those modeled after it have brought
-to students and others the opportunity to experience
,social relevance and community service of a high order,
Costs have 'been minimal because only in summers are
salaries paid; and' because professional training and
community services are involved, our colleges or universi-
ties have tended to make their physical education
facilities available without charge on Saturday mornings
and during sizable blocks of time during the summer.

How. It Began

In the spring of 1957, I undertook a one semester ex-
periment to -find whether 24 diagnosed brain injured,

hyperactive children benefit from an individual-
ized, one hour per week. six-week fun-with-a-friend-in-
a-gym program. The friend was a volunteer senior student
in physical education who worked playfully with a child.
The child's interests determined the activities. The friend.
with attention always-foct.ved on the child; ensured sup-
'port, safety, and success. He motivated, challenged, and
rewarded effort. He tried to make mistakes and "failures"
a part of the fun. He helped make 'other children and
'clinicians part of the fun, people' to he played with and
enjoyed; everyone .was "in-on." He helped the child gain
the Control of behavior that developmental and educational
tasks require. He tried to make the child feel good about
himself as his confidence in what he could:do alone- and
with others increased. The clinician was always there to
meet the child. and after his hour, to see him off. Also, he
talked with the parent at the end of the hour so that
useful information could he exchanged.

In a truly strange way. somethinl unexpected had come
to life, The children. tudents, and parents made it per-
fectly clear that this "thing" would continue to "h. there."
Parents.' therapi,ts. and educators reenrolled and referred
childr,m a, though a new community facility had been
officially opened. De facto, they evidently were right. I

fou'nd the pressure irresistible but disconcerting in that,

WARREN R. JOHNSON

at the time, I was busy with my teaching, research under-
takings, and the rearing of a son(who is now among those
who help manage the clinic).

Children's hospitals, agencies for the blind and for
mentally retarded, special and physical educators, psy-'
chologists and psychiatrists, pediatricians, vision special,
'ists, and others, began referring children with an incredible
range of developmental disorders and ` :conditions." Pres-
ently, a glance about the gym would reveal clinicians
working intensely with mentally retarded, brilliant -but '.
emotionally disturbed or socially inept,' brain injured, hy-

per- or hypo-active, cerebral palsied; uncoordinated, ag-
gressive, overweight, blind, deaf, occasionally dying chil-
dren. Armless. Dwarf. Giant. Kids having fun with friends.

Staff Meetings

Weekly staff meetings were quickly instituted. Special-
ists in psychology, special education, psychiatiWpediatrics,
vision, speech, etc., soon became regular participantsln
these case-centered discussions. Most importantly, the
staff meetings made possible an on7gding dialog4 con-
cerning the complex task demanded of the clinicians. They
were not just physical fitness or movement skills builders
or social skills improvers or emotional health helpers or
adjuncts to numerous remedial educational and Iherapetitic
undertakings. They were also advisers to parents and spe-
cialists and, again most importantly, close, but objective
friends.

Parent Education, and Counseling

Also very early, the need for a' parent education and
counseling program was apparent. As certain students.be-.
came experienced, they began to function in a superyisory,
helping capacity in the activity areas, thus freeing me to
spend considerable% time with the parents.

The parents' program came to include an introduction
to the clinic-approach and lecture-discussions on broadly
conceived health and developmental matters, relevant
physical developmental-emotional-social problems, phys-

ical fitness. including coordination problems, develop-
mentally based learning disorders, nutrition and weight
control, body types, communication with children, and sex
education. Guest speakers and filnis were soon utilized.

Pr
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The almost weekly meetings with parents made possible
an on-going dialogue concerning what was going on in the
clinic, at home, in the neighborhood, and at schdol. I had
not realized how hungry for information, for emotional
release, for reassurance, for guidance parents are.

We set about attempting to cultivate a fun-fitness atti-
tude in the home:. But the basic question,that we confront
with the parents is:'How can we team up so as to be most
helpful to the children? Some parents have brought their
children reluctantly because they have been. virtually

,forced to by some therapist or school official. They have
sometimes viewed, our program as one more inconvenience
imposed on them by a "troublesome" child. However,
many have caught something of the spirit of the clinic,
have learned to perceive their relationship -with their chil-
dren in a new light, and in some cases they have- trans-
formed. their' entire way of family life as they observed
their children's response to our child centered approach.

In the last session with the parents, I always thank
them for bringing their children. The children do at least

. as much for us as we do for them.

The Clinicians and Their Training

.For a number of years clinicians were almost all health,
physical education or recreation majors of at least junior
year standing. I had supposed that a considerable degree
of .previoUs training in gymnasium, play and sports, and
fitness building and body mechanics skills was needed '-

to qualify students to function successfully in this type of
clinical work. The ability to presuppose such training
made it possible for us to concentrate our staff meetings
upon.- numerous developmental problems. With the aid of
specialists we could' devote our attention to psychosocial,
visual, small muscle, and other special problems with
Which our program might assist.

However, as time passed, more and more students in
other disciplines and at lower academic level's tried to get
into the program. Being profoundly impressed by the many
mind-expanding benefits of working with the children, we
responded by accepting all volunteers under certain -con-
ditions, including:

1. They must commit themselves to the pre-clinic in-
tensive training program.

2. They must participate regularly. in the early Satur-
day morning staff meetings which -precede every. clinic
session.

3. They must submit themselves to the discipline of.con-
centrating on their child for the hour, noting and later
recording his -behavior and progress, and being entirely
.reliable with respect to the child's knowilrg he would be
met by his clinician each, week,

4. They must be willing to 'serve as an assistant cli-
nician under the supervision of a clinician until time
asone or more semesters later--they- are deemed, quali-
fied to he a clinician..., (After all, you don't build bridges
with gclod feelings: neither do you help children, de-
velopmentally, with good feelings alone. You have to
learn how and work at it.)

5. They must get into good physical shape. The kids.
move oftentimes unbelievably and clinicians must
move with them .

So, Over the years 'we have evolved from a clinician
staff of 12 physical education majors to around 140 vol-
unteers from numerous departments of the university, such

NonPhysical education
majoi's serve effectively

as cliniciansapproaching
th6 child sensitively
with. respect to his

special problems, moving
with hit, appreciating
the healing gTowthful.

qualities of fun.
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as: education, special education, human development,
'psychology, sociology, anthropology, health education,
business, art, languages, chemistry, etc., as well as phys-
ical educatioh and recreation. Two hundred or so students
tend to show up at the first training session, but 50 or
more Withdraw when they become aware of the rigorous
nature of the demands to be made on them.

We attach the greatest importance to our student clini-
cians. They are expected to establish a friendly relation-
ship with their children, study them for their abilities and
interests, and guide them through sequences of activities
which are geared to what they can do and what they can
learn to do. They are also expected to strive to make both
children and parents independent of usable to continue
on their own.

And as the clinicians apply their intelligence and skill
in the interests of the child, they also benefit. They in-

°Crease their awareness of human individuality and per-
formance. Since no set of instructions or rules can be
followed in dealing with the different children, the clini-
cians must adjust themselves to a particular child's de-
velopmental level, abilities, and disabilities. They must
think their way through the problems and situations which
arise. the-Ts-tudent-clinicians are not asked to learn in
the clinic (although of course they do learn);.,they are
asked to think. They are asked to think of ways to utilize
their know-how and imagination in guiding their children
to new levels of performance and self-appreciation. More-
over, they learn. perhaps as never before, of the unity and
interplay of body, mind, and social adjustment. And they
see what a friendly, trained, guiding hand can help a, child
accomplish.

The Clinic Activities

A wide variety of gymnasium activities, conditioning
and. coordination exercises, including those on our unique
automated equipment. games, and modified sports are
utilized by the student-clinicians in their pursuit of spe-
cific fitness-coordination objectives. The selection of just
what activities to use depends upon the interests of the
individual child. GooJ Clinicians quicklj, become con
artists at motivating and extending interests. As soon as

clinician k assigned a child,, he begins a careful informal
evaluation of his physical status and movement control.
However, physical capabilities are viewed within the con -
text of their, meaning to the childhis motivations, self-
concept. and confidence. What would he like to do? What
is. he willing to do? Will he try something a little more
difficult next time? This careful observati6n of the child
k approached cautiously- and in the spirit of fun. It is not
threatening. It proposes doors that may be opened.

Unlike. therapeutic .programs which administer some-
thing to the child he it medication or exercisesour
clinic accepts the challenge that pleasurable .movement
experiences are essentially meaningful to children. Natural
incentive plus friendly support and skillful guidance can
bring about self-rehabilitation. In other words, the child
isia participant in his. own "treatment" and is fully in-
volved in it emotionally as well as physically. Playful ss--
ling with one or more others may help him to realize that
he' can relate to other people on a close basis. A missed
ball by his clinician may teach him that everyone makes
mistakes. A .contrived situation which forces him to fail
but makes him laugh, teaches hirn that failing is not fatal

and isn't all that important. Failing in this effort does not
make you "a failure."

Although there is a great deal of variation in the pro-
gram developed to meet the needs of different children,
they are all planned with an eye to: (1) getting at the
specific difficulty for which the child was referred; (2)
proving the child's basic fitness and movement skills if

there have been problems; (3) encouraging a "fitness at-
titude" in the child and in his entire family; (4) helping
the child to realize that his basic instrumenthis- body
can be brought under his control, with all that this implies
for his self-assurance and his self-concept; and (5) as
needed, fostering social skills and social adjustment
throUgh group activity in which the child becomes aware
of his ability to function* successfully with others even
though his performance level not high.

Evidence of Benefits

Evidence that clinical health and physical education are
beneficial derives from three sources which will be dis-
cussed briefly: ( 1 ) reports of clinicians. (2) feedback
from 'parents, therapists...and teachers, and (3) formal
experimental research.

Clinicians. Within six weeks, most of the children, re-
gardless of the nature of their problems, give evidence
of positive behavior change. (Indeed, the sixth Saturday
has come to be known as "magic" week for the many
more disturbed children who have not previously seemed
to be responding.) Clinicians' reports in staff meetings and
their written records may include such things as:

The child is now:
'willing to leave his parcnt.
beginning to accept. communicate with, even seem to

like me."
willing to come into the gym (or pool).
able to tolerate, even like. physical contact.
able to stay with an activity for 'a few minutes (or

seconds).
beginning to play with another child.
slowing down and showing better control.
playing with other clinicians and children.
understanding some of what the game is all about.
walking, running, throwing, catching, etc.
able to climb with more, control on the monkey bars,

get on. the trampoline. etc.
more relaxed and confident.
helping other children learn a skill or get along-in a

group or feel better (incidentally, what a thing of
heaut to behold!).

Parents. therapists, and teachers. The most common
feedback from this group, over the years, has been: "He's
more confident."'They've'usually gone on to explain: "Not
just in physical-activity but in -everything he wants to do
or that is expected of him-school work, dealing with
adults. and social involVement generally."

\'\:e11-:known therapists in major institutions, .such as

Johns Hopkins, CnilcIren'S Hospital in D.C., and National
Ihstitute of Mental .Health, have been referring children
to us for more than a dozen years because our clinic sup-
ports and facilitates their therapeutic efforts. So have
private practitioners in pediatrics, psychiatry, Vision, etc..
These people have also noted greater generalized confi-
dence. But they have: especially been impressed by im-
provements in neuromotor-perceptual organization and
perhaps psycho-social skills of the children.

Controlled research. For over seven years now we have
VCch- conducting formal research to test hypothi.ies gen-



erated observations, Suitable control groups
have, of course, been utilized. Reports have been pub-
lished which present statistically significant improve-
ments in self-concept (Research Quarterly, October
(968), perceptual motor skills (Perceptual and Motor.
5:011)., April 1967), 'risk-taking behavior (Child. Develop-
ment, December 1.970). intellectual and p&ceptual de-
velopment (Research Quarterly, December 1969). -In
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and of the highly individual nature .of the developmental
process. They have. frequently reported a new sensitivity
to-individual needs. emotitins. capabilitie... etc.

-4: These majors can usually he counted on to have a
degree- of, familiarity with-games. gymnastics, team sports.
safety. and other useful skills. .

5. The OM-Jo experience is obviously extellent adjunc-
tive preparation for individuals planning to specialize in

addition, a paper on the effects of the clinic program upon elementary physical education. adaptive,. physical therapy..
girls was presented before'. the American Association or recreation therapy.
for the Advancement of Science in 1968: a completed proj-
ect on certain psychological effects of the clinic.. upon
mildly disturbed boys has been submitted to Psvholdtfical
Reports: and a project funded by the Office of Child

6. Graduate majors in this field would usually seem the
most likely to establish new clinics as they move on to
other, colleges and university settings. They tend to have
easiest access to unused gymnasium facilities. etc.: k,,ow-,

Development ( HEW) is now in progress to evaluate ing about the problem that, :r new program can pose for a
certain interacting effects of the clinic experience upon busy facility, they tend to he in a good position. working
parents and cliniCians as well as children. A_ n additional from the inside. to minimize friction and disruption of
project in progress seems to he indicating, strongly thaf other progams.
'clinic parents, ;is

oriented"
with .a control group. become

increasingly "life oriented" as opposed to, nonlife, despair.
or even death oriented, following a semester in the clinic.
Sex attitudes of parents definitely improve following their
sex education Nession (research-completed).

These projects have been immensely difficult to ac-
complish, but they help to provide a scientific base to
undergird clinical observation. They have been most help-
ful in convincing administrator, that opening new .clinics
can he justified on the bask of solid evidence of value.

Looking to the Future

It 'is not unrealistic to imagine clinical.,physical educa-
tionin such forms sits ourChildren's Physical Develop=
mental Clinic hccoming a nationwide phenomenon. as
leaders are trained to organize and conduct programs.
Admittedly. it 19:1- taken many Years. but afteca slow start,
clinics are fora at:i more rapid rate. -Former students
have now loaned Children's Physical Developmental
Clinics in Louisiana and Florida (1,oui, Bowers, the first,
a ten-year veteran now). Georgia (Erne:t Bun,chuneh).
Howard County. Maryland (John Haigh), Prince George's
Community College. Maryland (Paul Hahn), and Essex
'Community 'College. Baltimore (Luis Moses Shofcr).
Bowers, Haigh. and Hahn have trained leaders who are
now conducting clinics.

Most of these people arc members of health and'phys-
ical education faculties and have or are working on their
doctorates, -I-heir clinicians are. for the most part. phys
ical education majors. although Haigh and I have used-
even high school students as assistants to clinicians to
good advantage. The clinic director, generally recruit
their volunteer clinician, from their health. physical edu-
cation. or recreation major classes.

This approach. has a number 'of advantages:
I. It provides an .attractivc experience for those stu-

dents looking for htimanistitally relevant things to do.
2. Student interest in the work is increased by the possi:

bility'that participation may -improve a grade in a course.
"Volunteers" are thus initially assured. .( But gehuifie
terest is usually generated by the first experience. and
ulterior motivation gives way to interest which leads to
repeated service. sometime, for a number of years.)

3. Major,: who arc generally trained for large protip or
team leadership, become intensely aware of the individual

-. On the. other hand. some years ago as more and more
students from outside the HPER field showed up to work
with the kids: I decided to experiment with them
as my clinidians. The problem posed was'. k it possible
to train bright and motivated students from virtually any
discipline to work effectively as clinicians in a Children\
Physical. Developmental- Clinic? Time W a, obviously 01
the essence. Could a few hours of. prechnic training plus
staff Meeting, before sessions and supervision during ses-
ibr-t,s give rise to beneficial responses in the children?

After 'half a dozen years of making extensive use of
nonphysical education majors as clinicians: leaders. and
supervi-ors. I am able to report with complete confidence
thai th,.Thysical education major is n.,rnecessary. In fact.
it ha been rather depressing to find that far more non-
majors than major students are interested in submitting
themselyes to the discipline of preparing to serve and
actually serving in our program. On. .the Other hand. per-
haps we have learned some significant. thing, which may
encourage the spread of clinics like our whether or not
phyacal. education people- are available for service.

Things we have learned abotit utilizing nonphysical
education people include:

I. Asstiming the prcencc of trained and experienced
leadership. -supervision. and appropriate assigning of chil-
dren. bright and motivated people can quickly develop the
needed physical fitness to move with the children.

2. They quickly acquire the needed activity. play. and
safety skills. t Few of our children ever achieve high kill
levels.)

-3 They are quick to learn to approach the particular
child sensitively . with respect to his sp:eial problems.
needs, and developmental

4_ They' quickly gain insight into physical-emotional-
social and communication interactions which so influence
total organism functioning. (An embrace by a child who
could not be touched is recognized for what it isa giant
step.)

5. I-hcv think and talk ahlut the need to fade out the
barriers between "mind and botly";.the need to learn to
deal sensitively with people at their own level: the healing
growthful qualities of tun. especially tun with friends; the
satisfaction to he found in, helping others do their own
thing --=not yours: and the meaning,. that these insights
carry for dealing in nonctinic situations with one',.; own
friends. mates. future mates, Mend children,
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CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENTAL CLINIC

College of Physical Education,_Recreation and Health

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
College Park, Maryland

20742

I. History and Functions of the Children's Physical Developmental Clinic

WRJ/168

. . -

The Clinic was organized in the spring of 1957 in response to a gro4ing

need in the Washington area for a programwhiCh would specialize in improving the

Ohysibal fitness and/Or coordination of sub-fit:childrenand particularly those

generally considered in the "specialeducation".category. Since that time

attendance of children in the Clinic has climbed'each semester from its original

:26 to its present 200; and participation of volunteer. "student - clinicians" has .

risen from 12 in 1957 to 85 ,(Fall, 1968). Since its beginnings the Clinic staff

has worked closely with the various medical and other'therapies and educators who

see the need for.equipping children with a solid and disciplined physical base from

which to operate in their therapeutic and,(or,educational development.

Orientation and Objectives

In the Clinic we are interested In improving certain aspects of the

"total fitness for living" of children who are referred to us. Our approach is

primarily in terms of physical activity, through which the child may: (1) gain

greater awareness of-the confidence in his body and what he can do. with it; (2)

acquire and/or improve basic skills which not only increase the range of his move-.

ment capabilities and satisfactions but also heighten his-ability to function

effectively inAthe activities of other children and thus provide a basis-lbt-th

acquisition of greater social skill; and (3) increase the basic efficiency, stamina

and power of his-body-machine.

Physical and social values of these kinds are not'hard-to demonstrate as

children become' physically educated; but we aisaattach:importance to another

closely related value which is, perhaps, harder to demonstrate but is certainly not

less important. - ,That is, we believe'that as a child sees himself become more able

to do things, more able to direct and control his body, and more able to deal with

his peers on their own level, he gains a new respect for himself. :The picture he

has of himself in his own mind undergoes change for the better- -not through self-

deception but through the objective data of performance. He begins to see himself

as one who can deal more adequately and confidently with his life. (In the Clinic

. program some tests are given which, we believe, may demonstrate improvement in

these children's "Self-picture" as their performance. evel rises.)

The functions of the Children's .PhysiCal Developmental Clinic.are to:

(1) provide an exceptionally valuable training experience for interested students;

(2) provide a laboratory for the conducting of research concerned. with improving

child fitness and with studying the effects of improVed.phySical fitness upon the

development and educational progress of the children referred to the Clinic; and

(3) provide a,unique service to the University community.

II. The Student Clinicians and Their.Training

We attach the greatest importance to our student clinicians. These

Mature young.men and women are expected to establish a friendly relationship with

their children,' study their children for their abilities-and interestS, and guide
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them through sequences of activities which are geared to what they can do and what
they can learnto do, ,The clinicians are especially trained as physical and/or
health educators. They are aware that it is not their function to make their
children dependent upon them for continued development of fitness, but to help the
children and their parents to become increasingly able to continue with appropriate
programs of fitness on their own.

And as the clinicianS apply their intelligence and skill ifthe interests
of the child, they also' benefit. They increase their awareness of the range of
human individuality and' performance. Since no set.of instructions or rules can be
followed in dealing with the different children, the clinicians- must adjust them-
selves to a particular child's developmeniel level, abilities and disabilitieS..
They must think their way throUgh the problems end situations which arise. Note-

_ worthy, however, and perhaps rather uniquely, the student- clinicians are net asked
to learn in the Clinic (although of course they do learn). They are asked to think.
They are asked to think of ways to utilize their knew-how in guiding their.children
to new levels of performance and self-eppreciation.. Moreover, they learn, perhaps
as never before, of the close unity and interdependence of body, mind and social
adjustment. And they see what a friendly, trained, guiding handcanjielp a child'
accomplish.

In staff conferences the clinicians have an opportunity to draw upon the
experience of faculty members of the College of Physical Education, Recreation and
Health and other consultants, and to discuss and shar their experiences with one
another.

III. The Clinic'S:Children

,

The children referred to the Clinic have symptoms which range from the.
mild to the-very grave---that-Is, they.range from'such things as moderate obesity,
more or less faulty movement Skills. and some degree of diffiCulty in social adjust -

merit to "brain damage", severe emetional.disturbance and orthopedic disability. -

Thus, some are at a level where small-group work is not only possible but very
_ desirable; but others must have an entirely individualized program - -at least during

the early weeks of the Clinic session,However,.common to -all of the children
.

referred to the Clinic'ia some fitness. and/et coordination difficulty.- In most
cases. the large - muscle movement

eyes

,accompanied by small-muicle control
problems such as those of the dyes and fin Ors; and these too are dealt with by
means of special activities in the prog.%E4m-

Although the-G-linie staff has ft:^ opportunity, to consult frequently with
Medical and other specialists and specie:. personnel,.the'Clinic is not

. Under medicill qnpervision,_ However, pricy admittanceadmittance to the .oroi,am, parents
must fiJrn4h evidence thatFiderate phyl)lna). activitY.is'norcontrain&izated for
medical ri-osons..

IV. The Parents

In th,eclinicwe also attach-the:greatest importance to the parents of
the children referrcd'to us.. .They are taught how the interdependent factors (1)
physical activity,(2,! nutrition are? (3). les): sleep.form U.the bases of.
fitness. They. come z%ppreca pc..ic*al fitness tends to.provide a
solid foundation toc!1:.pott to Pspects of his development.tincluding.

r1his school progress es::ci sccial.rtmcnt.
'
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At the end of each period when their children are returned to them, the.

individual parents discuss developments and problems with their student-clinicians,

who make suggestionsscencerning activities and equipment which can be.utilized in

the home to further the child's program between Clinic sessions and when the Clinic

experience is over.

We are often pleased at the way parents enter,into the spirit ofithese

suggestions and play a very worthwhile part in encouraging their children to carry.

out the daily,activities suggested by the,Clinicians,,and-in praising the efforts

and successes of their children.

V. The Clinic Activities

A wide variety of gymnasium activities, conditioning.andcoordination
eXercises;games and modified sports are utilized by the student-clinicians in their

pursuit of specific fitness-coordination objectiVes. The selection of just what

activities to use depends upon the needs,of the individual child: .Thils,..as soon as

a clinician is assigned a child, he begins a careful evaluation of his physical"

status: the grace of his- movements, the handling of his body in variaus'activities,

his skill in climbing and descendingatairs, the evidence.of fatigue,br tight on by

r&ning-and climbing steps, and so on. Moreover,'such psychologicalla Ora as the

confidence with which the child addresses himself to various tasks,'his willingness

to try strange activities and his behavior when brought into con ctw b other

children are carefully noted. A certain amount of Simple bueoformA, ysical and

psychological testing is done; but this is approached cautiously and in the spirit

of fun andjg never permitted.t6 be'cOme a threat to'the child or an opportunity for

failure.

Unlike therapeutic programs whichadminister something to the child--be

it medicatiOn or exercised - -the Rethedial Fitness Clinic approaches the problem with

the point of view that pleasurable movement experiences are essentially meaningful

-'to children;'and that natural incentive plus fiiendly'and skillful guidance can

bring about-Aselfrqhabilitation. In other words, the 'child is a participant in his

.own treatment and is fully involved in it emotionally as well as physically.

Although there is a great deal of variation in the program developed to

4
meet.the'needs of different children, they are allplanned,with an eye to:

(1) getting at the specific difficulty.fof,which the child' was referred; (2) improv-

ing the child's basic fitness and movement skills; (3) encouraging a "fitness

attitude" in the childand in his-entire family which will make systematic physical

activity palatable and. which tends to encourage continuation of the: program in the

home. and elsewhere; (4) helping the child to realize that his basi =instrument - -his

.
body7cri b broUght under his control (with all that this implies for hidself-,

assurance and his "self-image" or conception of himself); and (5) s needed, foster

social skills and social adjustment through group activity in uThi the child.

becomes aware, of his ability to function successfully with his Pe rs eVen though

hispetformance level is not high.

VI. Reasons for Referring'Children to the Clinic,

The Clinic experience, tends to be valuable.to any ch ld: (1) whose

problems are of a physical fitness or coordination nature and/d (2) whose major

problems (e.g., obesity, faulty vision, emotional disturbance, 'ental retardation) (

involve inadequacy in physical,fitness, coordination or basic sport and game skills'.

ktO
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VII. 'Procedures for.Entering the Clinic

Although anyone who is in a position to ohserve and evaluate a child
may refer him to theCliniefor consideration, the parents themselves should make
the contact with the Clinic. director whO will diScuss their child with therd. A
decision as to whether to admit the child is made on the basis of the appropriateness
of the Clinic in relation to the child's specific needs: In the event that.the
Clinic is full to Capacity at the time of in application,.the parents will be asked
to wait until the following semester.,;

The spring Clinic extends from approximately mid-February until late in
April. The fall Clidid extends from approximately mid-October until-aboUt mid-
December. The summer Clinic is a 6 week program which begins late in June. Applica-
tion should be Made a6 much in advance as postible.

The Clinic is non-profit and self-supporting. -At present a fee. Of $20.00
is charged for the 8 week program to defray expenses invOlved in operating the Clinic,
obtaining needed equipment and resource materials, and conducting.research.'

Warren R. JohriSon
Professor.and Clinic 14rector

Phone - 454 2626
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THINGS THAT WE REOUEST PARENTS AVOID DOING

1. Speaking badly of the child, especially in his own presence (e.g.,

to clinician: "Do you think you can do anything with what you have

to work with ?'! To the child: "Well, what did you do wrong today ? ").

2. Commenting on the child's. "condition" carelessly in his eresence

("I don't know whether he's. brain damaged or just Emotionally ditUrbed.")

. .

3. .Bringing up events that happened at home which tend to make the child
ladk bad. ("He wets the bed." ":"Her room's a mess." "He's such a sissy

with the other kids." "He's 'so sloppy with his. things.")

4. Criticizing the child's behavior in the Clinic.

5. In advertently undermining the clinician's efforts.
clinicians have had children demonstrate some new achi

parents and the pare
Int

s have immediately had a younger
do the same thing easily., While a child is being sold

fitness, a parent may say: "We,11 I'm not fit and look

along fine.")

6. Urging a child to really work hard "so as to get

7. Ignoring suggeStions regarding activities, diet,

. .

or example,
ement to their

re fit brother
ti the idea of
attMe. .I'm gttin;-;

your money's worth."

etc.
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CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENTAL CLINIC--

FOR CLINIC:ANS AND ASSISTANT CLINICIANS

1. The children
There will. be

' A 9th session

WRJ/I69

/

/

ome in for 8 sessions. (We don't.g(tarantee 8 but try//or 8.)
no sessions during the Easter holidays (2 Saturdays, 1 Wednesday).
is provided for make-ups. -

-

2. You must make all special arrangements with your child's parents. Therefore,
exchange tele hone numbers with them immediately. Examples: (1) You are in
a Satur4ay a. . athletic event. You call the parent early in th week, stating
that yotkpasbe there and advising as .to course of action; (2) Your child is
ill. TheParent calls you and tells you not to expect them.

1

3. If you know t at you. can't attend a session, do one of the fol owing:
a. Cancel your appointment With the child,_ especially if he as difficulty

__adjusting to-other persons. Use the make-up session,1..,,
. Get a subititute clinician to wi,rk with your child in y

substitut4 should be . introduced to the child in advance
be made as to how the parent is to locate the substitu

,

c. In some cases; a child may be
group for a session. The oth
and paren s must be told who

4. Make notes ab
(consider soc
to hand in a
but this info
child and for
to build on w

5. Plan to find
and/or by tel
You can also

ut your child's ac
al and emotional p
ull report at the
mation is very im
future clinicians
at you've done.)

ime. to talk with
phone.' They are
ive them valuable

here, but in a sense your child

6. Meet regularl
your, assistan
your assistan
a child. Howe

with your assist
will be with you
will assume major
er, you are basica

r absence. The
and plans should

e, etc.

orked into another clinician's little
clinician must agree. tathis in advance

o look, for, etc.

Pvities, progress and p
oblems as well as phys
hd of the 8 weeks.. 7
ortant foi other person
who will work with your

our child's parentS at
of your boss; but'you
suggestions. (You .do

is your boss.)

nt clinicians if ass
lmost constantly to
or at least consid

a., Kinds of activities selected

b. Communicating with parents

oblemseach week
cal). Be prepared
know you're busy
working with the
child and will want

the end of sessions
can learn from them.
't really have a boss

gned one. 'In,some cases
help out. In other cases
rable responsibility for

ly responsible for:

c.' Seeing that reports are written up by you and/or your assistant
1

7, Staff 'meetings are most important for gaining gre ter understanding of the
1 children, getting help with special pr,blems, for exchanging information

generally. Be ure to plan to attend egularly. TIME: 8:30 a.m.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CHILD FITNESS CLINIC ASSISTANTS

1. Make- iendS with the child. -His feeling toward you will hive a great deal

to do .w th hilperformance.

2 Meke a game of the initial tests. (See test sheet). But use no tests that

seem inappropriate to you.
;

37- Show the child the lab and small gymnasium. Observe his reactions to the

environment,` the gymnasium equipment and other individuals'; and if groups

are in action, observe your child's reactions as he watches them.

4. While you are testing your child you will probably notice certain activities

which appeal to him. One of these will-make a good starting point for your

remedial-fitness and skills work.

5. Expect progress to be slow, at least some of the time. When your child has

successfully accomplished something, let him repeat it and enjoy it rather

than rushing on to something else.

6. Be liberal with encouragement and praise' achievement of any kind. Do not

insist upon successful performance at first.' Make a practice of praising

some aspect of the child's performance before making suggestions To=

improvement.

7. Avoid too strenuous activity at first; and expect your child to tire quickly.

S. Be sure of the mechanics involved in the skills you' teach so that your child

will have the greatest likelihood of success.

9.. In conference with the parent assign activities-for hOMe use. These should

include some of the exercises taught during the period, hikes, running, games,

etc., but emphasize fun.

. 10.. After you halie returned your child safe and happy to his parents, write up

the experience in detail, making careful note of the child's attitude as

well as his' performance.

NOTE; Parents are to wait for you in, the area of the office. They

shoo- 1d--not be present as you work with the child unless you

invite them to an activity area for a special reason.
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SOME OF THE GRAVER MISTAKES THAT CLINICIANS HAVE MADE IN THE CLINIC

(Bear in mind that the best of clinicians or workers in any
field sometimes make mistakes)

1. A few children have been permitted to get lost.

2. Some have chatted with friends for appreciable periods of time instead
of concentrating on the children.

3. A few have been insensitive to safety factors. That is, they have
not safetied properly, have not utilized mats, have been careless with
the trampoline rules.

4.- Rarely, but it has happened, clinicians have Moralized to or nagged at
a child, many of whom get too much of this at home and at school.

5; A few have talked about their children's psycological or other problems
in the presence of the children.

6. A few have become aggressive in response to a child's aggressiveness.

7. Many have personalized a child's failure to make hoped-for progress.
Of course, a degree of such personalization is inevitable for any serious
therapist or educator.
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TRIED AND TRUE WAYS OF COMPLICATING YOUR CHILD'S ADJUSTMENT

1. Constantly scrutinize your child for his "faults'1 and mistakes.

2. Nag at him about neatness, cleanliness, etc.

3. Call him such things as: Fatty, Lard, Skinny, Awkward, Clumsy, Sissy,

Coward.

4. Refer to him in his presence as: Retarded, Emotionally Disturbed, Brain

Damaged.

5. Push the idea that your child should be a winner - a champion - even though

his interest and/or ability may not make this reasonable.

6. Force your child into situations where he is likely to fail.

7. Elaborate, at length, on your child's alleged character and personality

defects.

8. Fail to provide fruit and vegetables for convenient snack foods.

9. Reward your child with candy, pastries and other high energy foods so that

these will seem unduly attractive to him. .

10. Don't let him be himself - try to mold him in your own image of what he

should be;

Fail to realize that developmental problems are often aggravated and

sometimes even caused by the careless Or thoughtless talking of adults.

Children's Physical Developmental Clinic
College of Physical Education, Recreation

and 'Health

University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland
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CHARACTERISTICS OF OUTSTANDINC CLINICIANS OF THE PAST.

The outstanding clinicians have:

1. Made a practice of concentrating on their child or childrep throughout the
period.

2. Been close and friendly but have remained objective (that is, they have been
realistic as to what could be expected of the child and have not taken his
failures as their own).

Always been safety conscious (leaving room, of course, for calculated risks).

4. Always had the child's difficulties in mind and have selected and modified
activities accordingly.

5. Been very, very, very, patient.

6. Never made a moral issue of the child's performance, never using such words
as sissy, yellow or bad.

7. Never threatened to "tell his parents on him". If a child gets out of hand
temporarily no harm is done; but if his parents are told it may go on and on
and on for him).

8. Been willing to ask for help in the staff meetings or from fellow clinicians
(including Dr. Johnson) while in the gym.

. 9. Thought their way through therapeutic problems, using ingenuity and
imagination to accomplish their objectives.
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THINGS TO REMEMBER

1. A safety belt must be worn at all.times by children when they

are alone on the trampoline.

2. Anticipate possible hazards associated with all:equipment':

For example, fingers can be smashed by the scociters, feet

can be caught between the bike pedals and the bike,frame.

Damage can be done even by the,little plastic bats. Of

course, mats must ha placed under equipment from which a

child might fall. (balance beams, ropes, rings, jungle gym,

etc.)

3. NO CHILD SHOULD EVER BE WITHOUT SUPERVISION.

(a) Every precaution should be taken to prevent
the child's getting lost or injured.

(b) Parents are supposed to deliver their children
directly to you and be on hand to pick them up

at the end of the period.

C

4. Make your own arrangements with your children's parents for

the following:

(a) Make-up sessions
8 sessions.)

your best to complete

(b) Any sessions that you cancel. (You must call
and advise them--there is no one else to handle

this--and no one to take care of your chrldren

in your absence.)
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SOME OF THE GRAVER MISTAKES THAT CLINICIANS HAVE MADE IN THE CLINIC

(Bear in mind that the best of clinicians or workers in any
field sometimes make mistakes)

1. A few children have been permitted'to get lost.

2. Some have chatted with friends for appreciable periods of time instead
of concentrating on the children.

3. A few have been insensitive to safety factors. That is, they have
not safetied properly, have not utilized mats, have been careless with
the trampoline rules.

4. Rarely, but, it has happened, clinicians have moralized
a child, many of whom get too much of this at home and

5. A few have talked about their children's psychological
in the presence of the children.

6. A few have become aggressive in response to a child's aggressiveness.

to or nagged at
at school.

or other problems

7. Many have personalized a child's failure to make hoped-for progress.
Of course, a degree of such personalization is inevitable for any serious
therapist or educator.
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MOVEMENT AND FITNESS DIAGNOSIS

CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENTAL CLINIC
6-18-63
WRJ

Because, of the nature of the usual school setting, educators tend to think

in terms of group evaluation procedures. For example, in the classroom, an entire

class is usually tested at one.time; and in physical education, careful planning

can make possible the testing If large numbers of students in a relatively short

time.

In the Clinic, the situation is quite different. Generally speaking; our

children would not.be in the Clinic if they could function adequately in the average

school. setting. They are with us for special help' because of some physical, mental,

emotional or social developmental problem or problems, and are in need of highly.

individualized attention. Group testing is out of.the question as is, often, formal

individual testing. Still, it is essential that all clinicians carefully evaluate

the quality of physical movement and the physical fitness of their children--and

that they make keen observations Of their emotional respon'ses andsac-Jai adjustment.

Movement and fitness diagnoses are considered so important,for the -obvious

reason that they provide you with the basis for a program for the child. Suppose,

for example, that your child becomes-tired after walking up a flight Of stairs,

cannot pull himself up and over a bar or guard railing, cannot easily walk on a

line or on the low balance beam, etc. You know immediately that your program must

include (fun) activities which will improve basic motor fitness.

Suppose that you observe that your child."flops" his feet awkwardly as he

walks, that he.points the toes outward markedly, that his total body movements are

not smoothly coordinated as he walks and runs, that his arm action reduces the

efficiency of his movements, that he lifts and pushes incorrectly, that he"puts the

wrong leg forward when he thratas a ball,*that he does not move easily with a ball

thrown to him, etc. You know immediately that your (fun) program for the child must

include training in correct body mechanics.. (You must be "up on" this, matter of

analysis of movement. It's the meat and potatoes of movement therapy.) As a child

becomes more capable of skilled movement, he gets new confidence in himself as a. fr',(4

itf



person who can do what other people can do and thus "be in on" the activities of his

peers. All this has profound.implications for mental health and social adjustment.

Now, suppose that your child has difficulty "mirroring" your movements when

you stand in front of him and put your arms and legs in different positions, that

the wrong part of his body responds when you ask him to move 1Bi part of his body .

that you touch,that he cannot switch easily. from bilateral to unilatera

as in crawling.and hopscotch. You realize immediately that there is some 'euro-

muscular disorder which needs special attention.

Suppose,,finally, that your child shows evidence,of fear es- you take him

down the stairs (a flight., of stairs can be terrifying to a child who is lacking in

confidence in his body's ability to deal with it--and to a child with visual per-

ceptional problems wio sees the stair well as a dark chasm), as you first enter the

gymnasium, as he is confronted with new equipment, as he responds to you verbally

and otherwise, and-as he responds to other persons_anpistlyities in the Clinic

environment. You know immediately that you must devise ways of patiently building

activity

confidence through series' of success experiences in individual and small.group

situations.

These are some of the kinds of things that you need to notice and make notes

on concerning your children as soon as you meet them. _They form the baiis of your

future activity planning. They also form the basis of your future evaluations of

the children's progress, which are so important to our evaluations of the entire

Clinic operation.

Here is a challenge that I like to make to Clinicians. In terms of all the

things we've been talking about in this didcussion of "Movement and Fitness

Diagnosis" how,much can you learn about a child from the time you first meet him at

the front of the buildln to the time ou enter the ymnasium at the rear of the

building?

What are the resources available to you between the front of the building

and the gyth for observing the motor fitness, body mechanics, neuromuscular control

(large and small muscle),"emotional reactions and special adjustments of a child?

Study the situation, perhaps' meet the child with a ball in one hand, and see what

you can do.
iy
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CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENTAL CLINIC
College of Physical Education, Recreation and Health

University of Maryland,'
College Park, Maryland

ELEMENTARY BODY MECHANICS

2

Involves transferring the weight from one foot to the other. The leg swings forward

from the hip.* The heel is placed down first, the'outer half of the foot next, and

thesush-roff is from the toe, which points straightehead. This should be done in

even rhythm.

1Qommon Walking Faults:
to %

1. Leans the body forward before the leading f6ot strikes the ground in

front of the body.

,t+2. Exaggerates the shifting of the weight to the supporting leg which

Producesan exaggerated movement of the hips to the side.

3. Swidgs the arms in-a wide arc.

4. Swings the arms at the elbows.

5. Carries the. weight on the rear foot: When the lead foot strikes the

ground, the body should be ready to be driven'forward by the rear foot..

6. Bobs up and down which is caused by exerting force straight -up from

the rear foot rather than pushing diagonally forward.

7. Looks at the feet -- the eyes should be straight ahead.

8. 'Slumps and fails to maintain good balance.

RUNNING

Also involves transferring the weight from foot t6 foot and is an even rhythm, but

the rate or speed is increased. The toe, still pointing straight ahead, touches

the ground first. The body is momentarily suspended_in the 'air, unlike the walk,

in which contact is always maintained with the ground.. Before making an actual

evaluation of the. individual's running skills, it should be pointed out that

-efficient running is a complicated skill and that many people have learned to run

without instruction and have not developed a form which will give them the greatest

speed with the least possible effort.

Check List:

1. Does the runner lean forward:at at angle of approximately 65 degrees?

2. Are the hands brought back and forth alternately with the legs

rather than brought across the body?

3. Is the head held in line with the body?

4. Is the upper body aligned with the lower part of the body?

5. Is the stride the "correct length for the build of the runner and the

potential power of the leg drive?. (5
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6. Are the 'toes pointing straight ahead?

7. Are the legs brought straight forward and backward?

a. Is the*body brought forward of the lead foot when it Comes in '

contact with the ground?

IMPROPER ANGLE OF THE BODY

Most runners who do not run at:the proper angle throwtheir heed back and hold the
body too erect. To correct this fault, the'nstruttor has the child assume a
correct angle by supporting himself against,a wall. He stands the necessary dis-
tante frOm4the wall and then leans toward it, leaning forward from the ankles, and
pla'Aes his hands upoh=the wall. This gives thestUdenta kenesthetic feeling of
the orrect.angle at which to carrythe body. He Will heed"to understand that only
when he is driving hard with his legs will he be able to assume this angle while
runni g_tThe_running-Which the child .does after the above instruction should be
caref lly checked by-the instructor and further suggestions offered as heeded.
Some c ildren will attempt to attain the correct angle by bending at the hips. This

is inc rrect, for the lean must come from the feet.

IMPROPER USE OF THE ARMS
;

The impr per use of the arms is a frequent error ih'the running form of individuals.
If the ar s are carried too low, the child should be instructed to raise them until
the angle at the elbows is about 90 degrees.

If the chi d is crossing his. arts over the chestl.n running, a rotation of the
upper part of the body will be produced. This, Of course, hinderstop performance
in running: To correct this fault, the child may practice the prOperformyith
exaggerated movements of the arms while jogging around the track. Early in the
reeducation of the arms, it'may be,helpful for the child to visualize mentally that
he is reaching forward to grasp' something elastic; he pulls'it back and then lets
it go beforereaching for it again with the other 'hand. After the arm movement is
well establislped with conscious exaggeration,' the child will usually find himself
using the pr per form with just the required emphasis as he reaches full.running'
speed. ,

1

FAULTY USE OF 'bIE HEAD

There are two form faults which beginners will demonstrate in the use of the head
while running. The head will either be permitted to flop back and forth or it will
be thrdwn back too far.

The first Of 'these faults is frequently the result of incorrect use of the
shoulders and'arts. Correction of these movlents will stop the flopping movements
of the head.. Corection for throwing the tea too far back consists'of establishing
th proper body angle. Frequently when arunher iS,throwing hiss head back, he is
dot ng so because of his excessively erect position.

I
n

ROPER BODY ALIGNMENT

q I

/Ai), improper alignment of the body is caused by crossing the arms in'. front of the
bpdy, which produces trunk rotation, or by the runner's attempting to establish the

/

Ooper lean by bending at the hips. The methods already discussed in connettion
/--

ith these two faults should be used to achieve proper body alignment.
1

v
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FAULTY STRIDE

The errors made most frequently in the stride are: overstriding,' failing to stride .

far enough, toeing out; and throwing the legs out. to 'the sides. The:last error in

the list is committed'more commonly by girls than by boS7s.. ,

A runner is overstriding when the center-of the weightiof, his bOdy is behind the

.foot when he places it on. the ground. The remedy is to/practice with a shortened

stride. A stride that is too short produces a Chopp}q/ineven gait, The 'child

should be encouraged to strive continually to increas,e the length of-his stride.

Toeing out actually cuts down ;the length'Of,the s ide. To correct this difficulty,

the runner should practice consciously toeing- s raight ahead while jogging. When

the correct movement begins to feel familiar, he May.inCrease the speed of his .

running while continuing the.conscious effort to toe ahead.

When the runner's fault is.that of throwing the legs out behind or throwing them to

the, sides, he must practiCe with extreme effort on. the correct movement while run.:

ningat a slow pace. . When the new movements no longer feels strange, the child may

increase the speed of the run.

LEAPING

Is even as to rhythm and like a slow run exCept.for one essential difference. That

is, thepush-off is up and then forward,'with a feeling of suspensiOn, "up and

over." The child should land on the ball of the foot and'bendthe knee to absorb

shock.

JUMPING

Is accomplished by pushing off with. both feet:and landing on one or both feet, or

pushing off with one foot and landing on both feet. The jump is even ii} rhythm.

In order to avoid injuries, a child should be shown how to land with flexed knees

and on the balls of the feet before he jumps.

HOPPIG

InvolVes more balance than other locoMotor activities in that the takeoff is from

one fOot and the landing on the same foot. ,Balance must be maintained through use

of the arms and a redistribution of the total body weight. The rhythm is even.

Again,\correct landing to absorb shock should be stressed. -

SKIPPING

Can betaught from the walk. A strong push-of \shoUld be emphasized. Thepushroff
Should be such a forceful upward one that the foot leaves the ground.' In artier to

tilaintain.balance, a hop must be taken. The sequence is step, push-off high, hop.

This hop occurs on the same foot that was pushing off, and this is the skip. It is

uneven in rhythmic,nature because it involves two actions, a strong Or'-long one

(step) and a'weak or short one (hop).

GALLOPING

Can be explained by pretending One foot is injured. A step is taken with the lead

leg, but the "injured" one canibear very little weight and is-brought up only behind.

the other one and not beyond it. 'A transfer of-yeght must be made to the lead

foot. Thus a fast'limp is really a gallop, uneven in rhythm.
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SLIDING

Is much the same as the gallop, but movement is in a sidewarddirection._ One foot.
iq drawn up to the lead foot; weight is shifted from the lead;foot to the drawing
foot and,back again. This movement is uneven rhyththically.

THROWING. AND STRIKING SKILLS

All, highly. organized games have as their basis some throwing or striking skill.
Generally these can be classified as underarm, sidearm, and overarm swing patterns.

72-

/.

In rolling ball; the child is using a type of underarm swing pattern, as he does
in a two7.hand underarm_throw, or later a one-hand underarm throw. Later, it is used

in bowling, for exapple, and in striking'actiyities.

A two -hand sidearm throw will progress to a. one -hand sidearm throw, as used in,
dodgeball, and will,be seen later in batting a softball.- Later, it is used in a
strikine activity,,,duch.as a tennis forehand drive, or in throwing activities.

A two-hand-overhead throw gadilates into a one-hand overarm throw. This swing is

also 'used.in'Jpoth throwing and -Striking activities. .Generally, the same principles
ere.inVolved in all of. these skills.. The body weight is shifted into he:Movement
snd-one partoLthe body 'balances another part: The force is exerted in the desired
direction through the tenter of the object, and as much of the body is used as
possible. All of these actions'influence'direction, force, and distance, the-main:
concerns throwing,. and striking activities.

, .

Emphasize ,footwork,and body control and the proper grip in throwing the ball. He

should beparticularlx alert tq the position of the elbow during the throw since
beginners tend to bring it, in clbse to the body rather than keeping it well out and
at,shoulder level. Spged.apd accuracy in throwing the ball should be increased in

each practice session.

CATCHING

'Whether the 6bject is caught with the arms and body or only the hands, the child
I should be taught to"giVe" with the catch, thus.absorking shock. An elementary

, school child surrounds the ball untilThe is capable' of using his smaller hand

muscles. His hands should be used as a basket, not ea-a bickboard or rebounding

surface.

Getting it position to,make the catch and the position of the hands in receiving

the ball are the most important factors to be stressed in teaching how to catch.

. AXIAL MOVEMENTS

These movements refer to bending and stretching, rising and falling; twisting and
whirling, Swinging and swaying, beating and snaking, and the like. -These movements
Are usually performed with a part of the body remaining as afixed.base tothe
ground. For example, in ,swinging the arms one or both feet may provide the fixed

baSe. These movements can be done with parts of the body or the whole body in gross

movements, They can be combined with locomotor movements, as in dodgeball, for
example:

1/'
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STANDING TPSTURE

Using a mirror will help the children get the correct concept f good pbsture and

may act as a motivator to work or better posture. To Correct poor posture, the

instructoz must help the child 'find the. cause, but in _making the analysis ,the

instructor must7remember that good posture is dictated by body build. Some poor

posture is contributed to by m4scular,weakness, and strengthening the muscles may

proMote better Posture. Howev r, postural habits that have existed over a number

of years cannot be changea-15 participating in postural exercises for a'/few minutes

each day. Exercises:- are -only n'aid,in creating better posture. A.de$ire to over-

come poor posture coupled wit constant aware6ess of what constitutes.good posture

is far more essential.

To give the student the'kinesthetic feelin of the posture best suited to him, have

him perform the following:

1. .Look straight ahead, chin in (avoid saying "Throw the head'back")

the oulders wide (avoid sayingaying 7Throw your shoulders back")

3. Place the pelvis/well Under the spinal column.

4. Place the feet straight ahead.

5. Do not lock the knees.

I .

References:

1. Aonnier and Fait, Teaching Physical Education .in .Secondary Schoolst
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COMMON DEFINITIONS AND SOME CHARACTERISTICS
CHILDREN REFERRED TO THE CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL\

The f011oWing are definitions from,Webste,
tions are useless when dialing uith' individtal c

general terms what is cot monly Meant y the-terms.

Retardation-- Slowness of development or progres
`,delayedOr impeded ih progress.

DIFFERENT 9\YPE8 OF

mopmalk CLINIC

ictionary. These defini-

but they ndicate in very

. Del $ retarded;.

\

'child hays slanting

ended ter inology today
MongolismA congenital malformation, in ivhich th

yes, a large tongue, and 'a broad short, skull. '(lie roc()

s'"Down's Syndrome"). I

I

Brain DamagedNO definition in Webster. Other terns used

neurcil?gicallyiMpaired. This has, reference t injury to the brain

t ngs ass physicalblow, pressure, hormonal malf notion or c femical p
i

,
l'

7Cerebral Palsied-A'disability due: to damage of cente s of the
i

brain

b for or during birth resulting in imperfect cOnt ol. of the mus les and arked

;e pe jelly by muscular incoordination, spastic par 1 ysis, and sp ech dist rbances.

(It/is estimated that more than half of the cerebral palsied are

brain injUx -
due to such
isoning.

. (Severe

etarded.)

Autism"Absorbtion in phantasy to the exclusion of int reat iv

Childhood schizophrenia psychosis)

Neurosis--A functional nervous disorder without demonstr ble:physi

lesion (or eVidenC'e of tissue damage).

Psychosis-41ent
psiYchiatric term without tle legal implications' of the word "insani

disease, any serioud.mental derangement-a. purel

Following are.some useful "functional" definitions of behajrior mani e

14 some of the children you may have contact with.

! . HyperactiveThis is a Symptom which,iin
,

varying degrees, is

"retardates", brain injured", "emotionally distUrbed",, and excited "n

ron Ueually.the child' is eXtremely active and in some cases will go

Activity to another within minutes or even seconds. In some cases th

more about constantly without awareness of danger.- That is, he may r

Ofa:Swinginv'fo.at or a moving bicycle. The CliniCiah should realize

st ntMovement and short. attention span may to some degree'be "out of

,be avior - and '010 not represent An effort to irritate or annoy.

In many of our cases these sympto4 hate improVed as the chi

unto enjoy physical activities. With patient work the attention s

extended and increased control acquired.::The need for perpetual mo

, -

The clinician. Should not be in a hurry to achieve improvemen

ld expresses interest in specific activities, these should be utili

s of helping to extend his'attention span, "slow down" and enjoy t

t of his skills.

common amo
rmal" child
from one
child'may

n in front
hat the con-
control"

dren have
an can often
ion declines.

. As the
ed as a
e improve-
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Huoactive--This may also apply to the retarded, brain injured, emotion-

ally disturbed and' "normal. ".

The child may appear extremely. "sluggish".possibly uninterested in any of

the gymnasium activities (this may be: due to some medication and you should check

with the parent about this. The clinician's job is tdnote carefully any interest

that the child has or takes in specific things or activities, do whatever possible

to make the experience successful and rewarding. When this is accomplished the

child's desire, for more activity can be expected to grow.

Aggressive- -This may also apply to all "types" otthildren.

Very rarely does the aggressive child invent this behavior by himself and

.very rarely is this behavior directedat the clinician perSonally. Usually the

aggressive is a reaction to another environment in which he is the victim of other

people's hostilities or which demands more than.he feels capable of performing.

Aggressive behavior may in some cases be an attention gainihg device. The child

is often in a situation which is too competitive,or in which'he is expected to

perform beyond his capacity..HOstile and aggressive behavior may be the only means

he knows to eXpress his feelings about such situationa.,

Clinicians can greatli'_help these children by: (1) always trying to

insure the child's. successi (2) never .being aggressive toward the child in a.

personal way just as you should not take the child's-aggressibn personally, (3).

attempting to always deal with the child's aggression rationally 7 not emotionally,

not moralistiCally. (In other words if he has to be restrained so as not to. hurt

someone or himself, restrain him but do not moralize about'hs behavior. 'Recog-

nize aggressive behavior for what it is very-likely to be - an out of control state

and a reaction to the,environment), (5) serving as or providing a punching bag.

(For example, some children will beat on a blbck or pound a ball or:other object'

for extended periods. /13ear in mind that everyone needs opportunities to blow off

steam and with some of these children the need is very urgent./
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. EASY WAYS FOR CLINICIANS TO GET THEMSELVES
FINED, INCARCERATED AND PERHAPS DRAWN AND QUARTERED

10-25-69

WRJ

1. Don't use judgement -- when and when not do you push skills
teaching.

2. Crank, nag, fuss at kids -- for example, about putting on or

tying their shoes, keeping busy, being polite, prompt, clean, etc.

3'. Fall in with the things the child is being bugged about during
the rest of the week, eg., learning to write, using the right
hand, etc.

4. _Steal the show from the child -- eg., insist on. using the trainer
telephones instead of letting the child use them, get personally

. involved in winning the games, etc.

-5. Tell on kids to. parents or to' a new clinician so as to keep a
"bad" reputation alive, eg.: "He throws tantrums" -- or other forms
of character assassination as is so often practiced in teachers'
lounges.

°

6. Decide that a child is so "bad" or difficult that you can't stand
him for that one hour of the week. .

7 Do all of the talking, don't listen to the child.

8. Don't do everything possible to make things fun. Wear a long,
unhappy, put-upon expression.

9. Belittle one child in an effort to build up the ego of another.

10. Diagnose and refer ( "your child is a problem you should take him
to a psychiatrist ")

11. Upset and /or confuse parents with messages like: "your child
doesn't fit into the group."



CHAPTER V.

Reference Materials and Resource Information

O
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.PART ONE

EXAMPLES OF BEHAVIORS 10 BE DEVELOPED AND Stiii(.1F'.S:luNS

FOP PlnICAL ANL.) RECREAIIONAL 'r

Examples of behaviors' to be developed And physical aw: recreati.-iaa'

avtivities to de.:elL)p- gloenirt.,Lur3 is

aides; volunteers; parents; support personnel; nurses' physical educators;

physi,a1 , re, .1, _1,

1:1,;!(;hiatrists; psyuhulugist:s; counselors; social -workers Sr(j

who are members of the rehabilitation-education team:* The suggestions

ire not intended to be comprehensive or to be used in toto fur all people

4- but cacher, are offered catalysts for or:het. ideas uc sw,6eztion,

selected-for a particular individual after caroful considere*ioubv mer111,r.,

of the team. Behaviors an activities are presented for the following pro-,

gram goals for the particitant: -e4-cip-t-imum arousal leveis, (o) enhancr:

response to-and-dis(-rimir; o- c) ^fficion

perceptual. 'Skills to learn bout environment, d) increased independence,

c) efficient serf.7beCp-and a tivities of dai_cv living skills, t) maturr,

g) effec b: ruprovet.

physic%1 growth and sievc.topmeii, fulfil!menc. anc enl:2Nc.1

amusement.

Behaviors

A. OP1 AROUSAL LEVELE

i t

Adequate: alertness to surrounding \ Therapeutic techniuLes**

CiNfONMent.

cf.Y.clint arousal foi partici-
bni not over-arousal

Re,povse to sensory stimulation

by rAabiliration-education te:Im

\Thctapeuti, tee l low.s, r.-l.,,,'.:

techniques

:t IfOT apetit .i... tut:on 1.1 .A(.-.:, , ::.r lb !...-)ys,

\T\
oblles

Motivation for anticipation Tkecapentic'techniques, reinforcement
oF\resnonSe

B. ENHANCED RESPONSE TO AND DISCRIMINATION OF SENSORY 'flIMULI

Behaviors

Reacts to temperature changes

'Activities

Therapeutic techniquLr, exposure )1
skin-to icing Lad thermal variatiJns.
ice cube play

*Some. of the behaviors and'activities are adapted from D. Geddes, j.-7'.-,:

Arit:ioitioe for 1,11(21.vi./Zo HaiOir,appir, Cor41:11:ons,,C.V. Mosby Company,

St. Louis, Missouri, 1974.-
**Specific therapeutic suggestions made by a team member for a particular

participant; i.e., eliciting a startle reflex by a, sudden-light or sound.

4



Behaviors

ReceiVes tactual input

Responds to light, colors and
shapes in environment

Reacts to auditory input

Recognizes kinesthetic feelings
about body

-Perceptual
. Visual perception .(visual
acuity, .oculo-motor ef-
ficiency, spatial awareness
visual tracking, depth per
ceptiOn, figUTe-ground re-
latynship, color recogni-
tion, form discrimination)

. Auditory perception.(sound
localization, rhythm dis-
crimination, figure-ground
selection)

. Tactile perCeption

.-Kinesthetic perception

Intersensory integration
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Activities

Therapeutic techniques, toweling, brush-
ing, stroking and tapping, mud pie play,
water play

Therapeutic techniques, presentation Of
diverse sensory stimuli for response and
discrimination

Therapeutic techniques, verbal communication

Holding, restraining, positioning, and
physically moving body and body parts
through.movement patterns

Perceptual motor activities. [There are
numerous programS and evaluative criteria
which might be employed. Information and
bibliographical referencesfor these
activities--are provided in the book Anno-
tated Bibliography on Perceptual-Motor-
Development published by the American_
Alliance for Health, Physical Edu-
cation and Recreation'. This is anno-
tated in Part Two, section on "Physi-
cal and Recreational Activities," page ZS
of this guide].

Il

C. EFFICIENT MOTOR PERCEPTUAL SKILLS TO LEARN ABOUT ENVIRONMENT

Behaviors

Has head control

Rolls from back to front and
vice versa

Goes from i.ying to sitting
positions

Activities

Attention getting devices

Therapeutic techniques prescribed by
rehabilitation-education team

Therapeutic techniques, mat work
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Behaviors Activities

Sits with support

Sits without suppdrt.

Creeps and crawls

Pulls up on furniture or
objects . .

Stands with support

Stands without support

WalkS with support.

Walks without support

CliMbs stairs with;support

ClimbS stairs withoUt support

Manipulation of objects- -

. Has eye hand coordination
. Reaches, grasps, holds, and
releases

. Transfers an object from
one hand to an. her and .

froM one place to another
. Has. preferential handedness

Behaviors

Therapeutic techniques, sits by position-
ing with pillows, stuffed animals or
inflatables (see attached reprint)

Toy play, feeding activities, rocking boats

Toy play, motivational techniques, grdng
through tunnels and boxes

Innertube play, toy play, chair play

Standi4 table play, therapy sessions

Toy play, arts and crafts, spectator
activities, therapeutic techniques

Therapeutic techniques

Walking forward, sideward, backward,_on
toes and in different speeds and directions,
follow-the-leader games, walking on lines

o

TherapeUtic techniques

Motivational End therarPeucic techniques

Coloring, block buildtag, puzzle building,
cutting paper, stacking rings; placing
spools over nails, snapping clothespins
around edge of can, self-care skill
practice, stringing beads, toy play;
throwing activities, play dough activi-
ties, drawing', painting, transferring of

objects, doll play

D. INCREASED INDEPENDENCE

Improved self-direction and
initiation of tasks

Activities

Arts and crafts, hobbies

Makes decisions Many physical and recreational activities

-1
g



Behaviors
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Activities

Continues and completes tasks Arts and crafts, hobbies, many physical
more independently and recreational activities

E. EFFICIENT SELF-HELP AND ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING SKILLS

Behaviors Activities

Buttons and unbuttons

Opens and closes snaps.

Opensrs-eszippers

. Ties and unties knots or bows

Puts on and takes off boots,
shoes, /socks, mittens, gloves,
and wearing apparel

Toilets himself semi-independ-
ently or independently

Drinks juice or liquids from
fountain, lass or cup

Eats finger foods or eats with
tableware

Carries out personal grooming
such as brushing teeth, combing
hair, washing hands and face
and wiping nose

Cleans and maintains clothing

Puts toys away and maintains own
personal area in.room

.Exhibits safety skills such as
awareness of fire hazards, Troper
use of toys and equipment, safe
behavior on bus, identification
and knowledge of traffic signals
and signs, and-water safety

Practice sessions, creative drama,
story plays,.developmental activities,
activities with small equipment,
rhythms, relays, games, use of skills
in everyday living
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F. MATURE SOCIAL INTERACTION

Behaviors

Progresses from independent
play, parallel play, cp-
operative play to group play

Recognizes limits of environ-
ment and respects pioperty

Shows desirable social skills
such as following directions,
taking turns, sharing with
others and getting along,with
others

Uses proper social words

Uses self-control such as
discriminating right from
wrong, accepting/correction,
controllfng undesirable be-
havior, appropriate releas-
ing of emotional feelings

Accepts reapOnsibility

/

Behaviors

Activities

Toy play, recreational activities, water
play, sand box play,- stunts, dual activi-
ties, relays, rhythms, game situations

Activities with large and small apparatus,
aquatics, games and relays with boundaries
and lines

GameSltuations, relays, arts and crafts,
group5

;
activities

Ifse of word's such as "thank you", "hello",
and*"goodbye",in role playing, game
situations, in every day living, and
_story plys

"Shbw and Telr%sessions, isolated and
quiet periods, large muscle skill play,
game situations,. group play, punching
bag, finger painting, puppetry, story
plays, running, creative dance

Putting equipment and toys away, finish-
ing tasks, feeding fish and pets, water-
ing plants, game situations With rules

G. EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION ABILITIES

Focuses attention on speaker,
With eye-to-eye contact

Understands and employs facial
expressions and physical ges-
tures

Listens and responds to oral
language in addition tp re-
cognizing different meaning
in various tones and pitches
in speech

Activities

Story plays, listening to person reading
a book

Role playing, creative drama, rhythms,
mirror play

Story plays,..visits to theatre and
motion pictures



Behaviors

Verbalizes what he is .doing
as he does it

Recognizes labels and names
of objects

Verbalizes desires, feelings
and -has a communicative
dialogue

Imitates actions, sounds, and
words

Uses reading and purposeful
communication

'Usesprintingand writing for
pUrposeful communication

Spells'adeqoately'for use in
writing and reading

. .

Behaviors

Runs

Jumps

Hops

Slides
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Activities

Arts and crafts, physical activities

Activities with large and small equip-
Ment

Rhythms, singing, "Show and Tell" ses-
sions, puppetry

Rhythms plays, puppetry

Reading posters, sign, cards, and
books in the'physical/recreational
activity situations

Writing or printing on posters a d
signs to be Used in the Physical/
recreational activities

Reading, writing.or printing as above

H. IMPROVED PHYSICAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT *

Peerals tricycle or bicycle

Activities

Running in different speeds and
direttions, in games, relays, tag,
movement expldi'ation: rhythms

Obstacle course, jumping board,
trampoline, air mattress,innertuge,
jumping rope, titetftay

Relays-thythms, movement exploration

Rhythms, creative dance, basic move-
ment activities

Free play, relays, obitacle course

Balances on objects or apparatus Balance heam,.homemade equipment

*Earlier motor hdhaviors are giVen in Section C to present sequential stases that
are usually observed in motor development, A cheCklist based upon these behaviots
will indicate functional levels.of each

f
person in this area.

Xs



Behaviors

Skips

Gallops

hes and pulls

Kicks

Throws

- catches

Bounces ball

Strikes objects

Performs specific movement
patterns

Exhibits adequate phySical
fitness competencies- -

Static, explosive, and
dynamic strength
Cardiovascular-respiratory
endurance

. Flexibility

. Sta'tic and dynamic balance
Multi-limb and gross body
coordination

Behaviors
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Activities

Locomotor activities, rhythms

Lo:comotr activities, rhythms

Body mechanics, toy or wagon play

Ball play, small equipment play..

Two hand and one hand ball throWing,
beanbag.games, small equipment threw
ing

Sloppfing rolling ball, chest catch,

two hand catch, one hand/ catch, change,

from large to-Small objects in catching

Two hand and one hand bouncing, games,
relay's, movement exploratiOn''

One hand, two hand striking'without and
with implement /

Game situations, relays, rhythms, develop-
mental activities, individual and dual
activities, aquatics

Physical fitness activities, practiCe
sessidns, semi-competitive events,
physical activities

PERSONAL FULFILLMENT AfiD ENHANCED AMUSEMENT

Activities

Creative drama, movement exploration,.
rhythms, arts and crafts, 45Uppetry,

Expresses himself

story pjays .



Behaviors
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°Activities

Has'feelings of success and All physical and recreational activities,

accoMplinment camping; hiking, nature trails, variety
showS, table games, parties, Halloween
parade

Enjoys himself Field trips, Easter, Egg Hunt, community
excursions, theatre and.mOtion picture
trips, games, circuses, trito
picnics, community recreation,- visiting
entertainment, hobbies, clubs, winter
activities, special events; special
interest groups

,_Has improved self-concept

f

Success in physical and recreational
activities, mirror activities, rhythms,
identificaticin of.body parts, movement,
of_b.Q.dy and body parts.

10.
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PART TWO

ANNOTATED LIST OF REFERENCES

Part Two presents *a,list of references which were selected after a

review of available information.* The majority of the references are

annotated and listed in the foliowlng sections: a) Gneral Inforthation
-

and Educational/Training Programs,
WEducatigmal/Training PrograMs Which

Describe Physical or Recreaional ACtivities, c).Physical and

al Activity Programs, d) Equipment and le) Evaluation.
t

A. GENERAL INFORMATION ANQ EDUCAONAL/TRAINING PROGRAMS

1.. AMERICAN'Assoolation on Mental Deficiency. Mental Retardation--

iMmNing AdOdent Care for the Retarded. Washington, D.C.: the

AsspCiation" 4965.

Recreation-

1.

2. BAUMEISTER, Alfred': edit0. Mental Retardation. Chicago, Illinois:

Aldine Publishing Company, 1967. $12.50.
[

3. BENOIT, E. "More Fun for Institute nalized Retarded Children.1

:American Journal of Mental Deficiency. 58: 93 -107; July 1953.

BENSBERG, Gerard d. and Charles 0. Barnett,..iAttendqnt.Trair. g in

:fjoythern ReoidentlialTacitien for thy: Mentally Reta--,17- Peport

for the 'SREB Atton,lant Trainlyvi Trode(.tl Atlnta, Georgia Southern

-% .Regional Education-Board1966.

.,1R.epOrr of a five-year project spOnSored by the Southern Regional

EducatiOn Board which!sives.guidellnes for attendpt training th

institutions for` th-e retarded. InclUdes curriculum development,

organization and iimpiementatiion of programs,: evaluation, summary

and resource materials.

S. CENTER for DeveTopmental and..Learning Disorders. ,Minimum Ctandardo

forActivi.tyPrpgrams.forthRetarded. Birmingham, Alabama; Uni-

versity of Alaya0a<Medical Center, n.d..
P

Standards fOr activity or. training 'Centers (day came centers) tO

be established for the:retaIrded,-including the profoundly mentally

retarded and Lhe'multipl handicapped. These ommunity programa

emphasize self-care, social and -'vocational sk lls.

/

*This list includes some r ferences which are 'related or applicable to

programing for severely,ad.profounrny l'prarded persons even though,

,these matdrials-or OublicatiOnsdo
not..deal)specifically,with this handi-

_capping condition.
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6. DECKER; Harold A. A 'System for Planning and Achieving Comprehensive
Health Care'in Residential. Institutions for the. Mentally Retarded.
Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University of Michigan, (Dept. of Health
Development) =.1970.

Comprehensive programing fdrresidential institutions. Section on
Evaluation of the Resident's Clinical Status assists in establishing
functional levels of participants.

7. DISTRICT of Columbia Public Schools. Special Education: The Severely Men:-
tally Retarded. Washington, D.C.: District of Columbia Public Schools,

8. FRANKEL, Max,, William F. Happ and Maurice Smith. Functional Teaching
of the Mentally Retarded. Springfield, Illinois: Charles Thomas..
,Publishers, 1966.

Part I describes teaching principles and practices: objectivesof
curriculum, characteristics of children, methodology, learning theories,
motor activities, perceptual training, mbtor-perceptual integration and
case histories. Part II describes areas of instruction: physical-per-
ceptual devaopynEal stages. Basic levels are related to physical edu7
cation activS.tids'.

9..GROSSMAN, Herbert J., editor. Manua/ on Terminology and Classiiiiition
in Mental Retardation, Washington, D.C.: American Association on Men-

tal-Deficiency;. 1973. j

Technical infbAlat.i,on on terminology and classifications, including
definitions, in mental retardation based upori up -to -date knowledge,
research and clinical experience in the eld-:nationally and inter-
nationally. f

10. -HUNTER, Marvin, Helen Schucman and George Friedlander_ Tho Retarded,
froi7j?irth 4o Five. New York, New York: The John Day Company,

1972. t -

Program at theShield Institute (New York) reviewed:and comprehensive
diagnostie procedures and treatment Kograms outlined! Some sensory-

motor information given.'

11. HUTT; Max L. :and Roberttwyn Gibby. T1.r WntalZy,.Retarded

Developme,it, Edue0ion and'Treatment. Second Edition. Bdston
Massachusettsi Allyn an113acOn, Inc. , 196.%

Authors' believe that every retardatecan have a meaningful and
productive .place initociety, if sociewis willing to'offer him
appropriate opportunities to 014.a4 his full t9tential and to a

'offer him suitable gpidancelnd training. -Discussion is given to
problems of,educational administration, organizationf Classes,
general and specific methods of.teaChing, special learning pro7
blems and application of learning-theAy.

4(4

4: 1,1
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12. JERVIS, George A., editor. Expanding ConceptS in Mental Retardation.
Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1968.

Presentations made at the Third Bi-Annual Scientific Symposium
on Mental Retardation sponsored by The Joseph P.Kennedy Jr. Foun-

dation, in Boston, during April 1966. Papers_presented included:

genetics of mental retardation; 'deprivation factors in mental re-

tardation; operant techniques inatmental retardation; rehabilitation

in mental retardation; and physWlal performances of the mentally

retarded. .(The latter category includes "Recreation for the
Severely:Mentally Handicapped" and "Current Status of Research

on Physical Activity for the Retarded.")

13. JOINT Commission on-Accreditation of Hospitals. Standards for

Community AgenCi4. iChicago, Illinois: Accreditation Council for

.Facilities for.the Mentally Retarded (875 N. Michigan Ave.), 1973.

Standards a icable to all agencies that provide non -resi-

dential services, including generic agencies that serve persons

with developmental disabilities: case finding, follow along, .

individual program plan, client program coordination, pro-
tecrive services, advocacy, guardianship,' community education,

prevention, prograth evaluation and research. Also 'standards

for:individual assessment, health needs, developmental needs,

employment and work and program administration.

14. 1<IDD, John W. Curriculum Guide: Trainable Mentally.Retarded.

Children and Youth.: RoCk Hill, Missouri: St. Louis County

Special School- Distrit, 1966.

Objectives, implementing expetiences, and resources in four

,. areas of development are presented for trainable mentally)te-

tarded children (ages 6 to 21) on, primary, intermediate, and:

advanced levels. Social development includes adjustmenti: self-

care skills, environmental orientation, and leisure time activi-

ties; physical development covers conditioning exercises;' motor

skills, structured,play, and evaluation; development of intellect

treats language a ts, nUmber concepts, arts and crafts, and music;

and occupationa developmen't includes homemaking and job training..

15. KIRK, Samuel A., Merle B. Karnes and Winifred D. Kirk.. You and Your

Retarded Child. New York, New. York: MacMillan Company, 1955. $1.50..

16. LARSEN, Lawrence A. and William A. Bricker. A Manual for Parents

and 'Teachers of Severely and Moderately Retarded Children. Nashville,

Tennessee: George Peabody Collete (IMRID), 1968: $1.00.

Instructional booklet for the education of parents orteachers who

will be working with lower-functiohing.relarded children. Part One'

..
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descri8es behavioral evaluation and behavior modification. :Part Two
specifies Activities in self-care, activities af'daily living, com-
munication, and imitation of movements and words. Easily readable and

useful outline for the education and training of severely/moderately

retarded children.

17. MEYERS, Elizabeth S. The Kindergarten Teacher's Handbook. Los Angeles,'

California: Gramery Press, 1973. $3.00.

Foundational information on testing and teactling kindergarten level
skills, including perceptual-motor. Teaching methodology and behavior

. management given.

18. MICHIGAN Department of Education. Manual fbr'Operation,of Day Care Train-

ing Centers for the Severely M Impaired.mpaired. Lansing, Michigan:

Michigan Department of Education (Special Education Services Area); May

1973.
P

Administrative tules, policies and guidelines for day care training
programS for severely and profoundly retarded pergons.

19. NISHBALL, Patricia and Allan Barclay. "Day Training for the Profoundly

Retarded." Mental4Retardation 8: 4: August 1970..

The establishment of the-Child Development Day'Activity Center, Ord-

inal Glennon Memorial Hospital for Children, St. Louis University,.

is described:' Purpose, goals, activities, meehOdology and information
regarding types of profoundly retarded children.

. 20. OGG, Elizabeth. PC-curing the Legal Right:; -of Retarded Persons. Public

Affairs.Pamphaets, New York, New York:-Public Affairs Pamphlets (381

.Park AvenUe, South, 10616) 1973: 35C.

Prepared in cooperation of the President's Committee on Mental Re-

tardation, this pamphlet gives case histories and discussion concerning

legal aspects of, education, training, vocation, legal counsel, and other

legal rights of the mentally retarded.

21.. PAINTSVILLE Board of Education. Curriculum Guide for Trainable Mentally

R,'ar(,./. Louisa, Kentucky: Eastern Kentucky 'Educational Development

Corpordtion, 1968._

,History and identification information for the trainable mentally

handicapped. Each area presents:importance of unit, objectives, an

outline of content, sources of information, evaluation techniqued; and

work - study. skills. integrated into the unit.' 'Included are self-care,

economic usefulness, language development, social adjustment, music,

arts and crafts, and phyt'ical education.

101
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22. PITTSBURGH University. Pilot Workshops Utilizing the 4imulator and

Training Materials Developed for In-Service Programs for Leadership

Personnel EMployed in Residential Institutions for the Mentally Re-

. tarded. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh University, August 31,

1971.

Described is the development and field testing of a set of,simu-

lation training materials, the Shannon Materials, to train management

' personnel of residential institutions for the mentally retarded..

Defined and discussed is simulation as a training method. The

materials are described as including slide-tape presentation of a

real community and a real state school and hospital.

23. PRESIDENT's COMMITTEE ON Mental Retardation. current Issues in Men-

tal Retardation. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971.

Report of 1970 Staff Development Conference of the President's

Committee on Mental Retardation. "topics included information on

etiology, -condition and effects of mental retardation. Discussion

of developmental evaluation of pre-school aged children.
ik

Presentation on rubella and resulting handicapping conditions

such as multiple handicapped.

24. .MR 72: Islands of Excellence. Washington, D.C.: Governmeni

Printing Office, 1973.

Report which presents a variety of national, state, regional and

local programs which deal with mental retardation and associated

problems.

25. ROSENZWEIG, L. and J. Long. Understanding and Teaching the Dependent

Retarded Child. Darien, Connecticut: Teacher's Publishing Company,

1968.

26. SAN FRANCISCO united School District. Curriculum Material-fo1.4 the

Severely Mentally Retarded. Revised Edition. San Francisco,

California: San Francisco United SChool District. (Atypical Depart-

ment, Child Welfare Division), 1960. 1

27. SECRETARY's COMMITTEE on Mental Retardation, Menial Retardation

Publications. (Bibliography). Washington, D:C.: Secretary's

Committee on Mental Retardation (U.S. Department of Health, Edu-

cation and Welfare), 1971.

An annotated bibliography listing publications by H.E.W. which

deal with mental retardation in addition to other accompanying

handicaps. The sections covered are: general, legislation and
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federal programs, specific handicapping conditions; institution and home
care, detection, diagnosis and treatment, rehabilitation, education and
employment, and family.

28. SUNLAND Training .Center. 'Outline of the Program. for Trainable Rf:sidents.!

Gainesville, Florida: The Center, May 15, 1964.

Philosophy; goals, and desci.iption of residents are presented. Activi-

ties outlined for beginners, intermediates, adult men, and adult women in
the following. 1) .perception development, 2) communication and expression..
skills, 3) motor skills, 4) number concepts, 5) personal health and groom-
ing skills, and 6) recreational and social activities. Separate section

.outlines program for blind trainable retarded in discrimination skills,
learning skills, music activities, self expression, and social skills.
Ground maintenance program for boys and general education program are
also described.

-29. TRILLINGHAM, C. C. The Education in Special Training Classes. of Ckildren
. Who Are .Severely Mentally Retarded, a Handbook for.Teachers to Use. With

Parento. Los Angeles, ,California: Los Apgeles County Board of Education

January 1.960.

30. VINELAND State School. Vineland Ctate School: Guide for Ti-ainnit of the

roveroly Retarded. Vineland, New Jersey: the School; 1961

31., VIRGINIA State Department.of-Educatioci. EdUcational- Planning for Fieverel:i

Retarded Children. Richmond: State .Department of Education (Special Edu-

cation .Service), .

32. .7u1. for Curriculum Development for Teachers of Trainable

lentallg Rotard&l ChiHren. Richmond: State. Department of Education,

(Division of Special Education), January 1973..

Guide which is applicable, to lower-functioning levels of mentally

retarded _persons. Goals, characteristics, curriculum, role of teachers,
o

.
activities based upon social, emotional., mental and physical development

and evaluation. .

33.. WILLIAMS, Harold M. Education of the Sevcrolli Retarded Child-Classroom

i-7PaM0. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1961.
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B. 'EDUCATIONAL/TRAINING PROdRAMS'WHICH DESCRIBE
PHYSICAL OR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. ALPERN, G. D: and T. J. Boll. Education and Care of Moderately and

Severely Retarded Children, with a Curriculum and Activities Guide.

Seattle, Washington:Special Child Publications, Inc., (4535 Union

Bay Place, N.E.) 1971.

Teaching techniques, planning strategies, and important basic

skills to be learned by mentally handicapped children. Curriculum

and Activities Guide is arranged according to Curriculum Age Level

Task, Aims and Purposes, and Description of Activity.

2. ANTILL, Francis; editor. Day Care Center CurricUlum Guide. Baton

Rouge, Louisiana: Louisiana State Departmentof Hospitals (Division

of Mental Retardation), 1965.

Content, materials, and .teeching suggestions provided for: self-

care skills; motor skills and coordination; communication; social-

ization; vocational training safety; health; and intellectual stimu

lation.

3. CONNOR, Frances P. and Mabel E. Talbot. An kxperimen al

Curriculum for Young-Mentally Retarded Children. ,Ne York, New

York: Teachers College Press (Columbia University), .d.

A curriculum developed as part of a five-year st dy to determine

the influence of group experience upon a sample of oung educable

mentally retarded children: curricular content, met odology, settings

and activities, administration and evaluation. Th lower levels of

curricular behaviors and readiness are applicable o severely and

profoundly retarded individuals.

,
4-.'CONTRUCCI, Victor -J., editor. Wisconsin We Do It This Way Series:

-A Resource Guide for Trainable Mentally Retarded. MadisonWisConsin.

Wiscdhsin State Department_ Public Instruction (Bureau forHandi-

capped Children), 1966. 4,,

Units in health, safety, social' experiences, communication
of

ideas, use of leisUre, travel, money Management, homemaking, art

Iand art appreciation, adaptation to environment,. material values,

and citizenship. Areas include self -help, motor, social, academic,

and vocational skills. Provides lesson plans, objectives, pro-

cedures and activities, directions for construction of and

bibliographical references to materials, and evaluation methods.

Guide to the persisting life functions also provided.

104
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5. DAVIS, Patricia A. Methods and Aids for Teaching the Mentally RetedIded.
Minneapolis, Minnesota: T.S. Denison & Company, Inc., 1970.

Curricular outline for mentally retarded dhildren in.special classes;
objectives, techniques, skills, concepts and activities, including physi-
cal education and recreation.

6. EGG, Maria. Educating the Child Wh246` Is Different. New'York, New York:
John Day Company, 1968.

Part I: relationship:of the teacher to the retarded child and his
family; Part II: how to educate-retarded children. Specific chapters

°,.." deal with Play, Music and Rhythm, Drawing and Painting, The Manual
,

Arts- .

7. GILMORE, Alden S., Thomas A. Rich and Charles F. Williams. Mental Re-
tardation: A Programmed Mbrival for Volunteer Workers. Tampa, Florida:
MacDonald Training Center Foundation (Research Division), 1965.

Orientation and background information for conducting programs for
the retarded, which will increase understanding the retarded. Sections
on mental retardation, education of the retarded, behavior of. the re-
tarded, physical ability of the retarded, recreation for the retarded,
family.relations, brain damage, speech and hearing, health, and re-
habilitation.

8. INDIANA State Department of Public Instruction. Implementing.Programs
forTrainablc :Amtall:f Retarded Children. Indianapolis, Indiana: The

Department, 1967.

. Major task areas: family group, communication skills, physical
development, socialization, recreational interests and skills, and
preparation for work oriented activity. Six papers are presented:
Precision Teaching and Behavior Modification at the Johnny Appleseed
Sdhool; Establishment of Conference Purposes and Aims; The EleMentary
Secondary Education Act of'1965; The,Quality of Programs for the
Moderately Retarded;. and Physical Education for the Retarded.

9. LINCOLN School: A Plexihl ror Teadhers of Trainable.Chil,ipr;:.

Nutley, New Jersey: the School, 1966:

Curriculum content and learning activities for three levels of

ability: 1) aspects of'social living--courtesy, responsibility to
others, and group participation; 2) aspects of number development- -
counting .and concept of measurement; 3). languagelrtS--communication,
listening, reading, and-writing. Suggested activities for music and

physical education are included.

a k
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10. LOWN, Irving C., Jr. Pre-Professional Training in Mental Retardation

Final. Report. Coolidge, Arizona: Arizona Children's COlony, September

26, 1968..

To interest students in mental retardation health services careers,

10 eligible prebaccalaureate students were selected to participate in

a 10 -week summer training program: 'the first two weeks involved

orientation to mental retardation and health services related dis-

ciplines of recreational and physical therapy. For the remaining

eight weeks, students, five in physical,and five in recreational

therapy, were assigned to two cottages consisting of 126 female

profoundly retarded residents. Stimulation and training program

with supervision by professional representatives was provided.

Results indicated residents showed improvement in serf-care

abilities, motor behavior and more mature social responsiv s.

Evaluation of the students,
indicated involvement on the p of

the students, a sense of professional identification, andiacquisition

of appropriate-skills and attitudes.

11. MOLITOR, M. Graham. A Curriculum for the Residential Trainable

Child. Seventh Edition. Union Grove, Wisconsin: Southern Wisconsin

Colony and Training School, 1967. '

Curriculum to meet needs of trainable mentally handicapped

developed at Southern Wisconsin Colony and Training School for

children 5-17 years of age is detailed, as is the curriculum

for work orientation. Descriptions of specialized and supporting

programs (music, speech and language, physical education, and

field trips).

s 12. MOLLOY, Julia S. Trainable Children. New York, New York: John

Day Company, 1972.
N

An aid for 1) planning a program for trainable children, 2) pre-

senting basic learning technicideg, and 3)'evaluating effectiveness

of the curriculum and progress of children ("trainable" retarded

and the multiply handicapped). Section on physical growth includes

gross motor and fine motor development, physical education and

play.

13. OHIO Department.of Mental Hygiene and Correction. More Effective

Teaching Through Understanding. Columbus, Ohio: Ohio Department

of Mental Hygiene and Correction (Division of M ntal Hygiene,

Bureau of Mental Retardation), n.d.
1.

Programing for mentally retarded includes le rning readiness,

discipline,, communication, self-care, physical ofelopmenti eye-

hand coordination, social competence, music, rh thmics, drama,

arts and crafts and other related areas.
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14. OKLAHOMA State Department of Education. A Guide for TeacherS of Train -.
able Mentally Retarded Children. Oklahoma City:-OklahomaState Depart-.
ment of EducatiOn, '1968.

Philosophy, administration and policies, general aims and objectives,
-Suggestions for evaluation of student and curriculum of the Oklahoma
State Program for trainable children. :Activities and suggestions: self-.
care, home-community usefulness, physical education,.language development,
'number concepts, music therapy, and art therapy. Problems in parent
counseling, sample programs and equipment are considered.

15. PERRY, Natalie, r-7-dtsking the Mentally Retarded Child. New York, New York:

. Columbia University Press, 1960. .0

Discusses problem of home, school, and community coordination in
encourasing self-expression and self-care in severely mentally re-

.

tarded or trainable children. Sample harts for evaluating pupils,
names o manufaeNvers and distributes of toys and games* typical
schoo schedules, an specific suggestionS'for making everything

ftqm paper lantern. a'coat rack. Chaptert-deal with physidal
develop ent ofEfthe retarded, music activities, crafts, and physi-
cal acti ties.

16. ROGOUIN, An e. Learning By Doing: An Illustrated Handbook for Parents
and Teachers of Children Who Learn Slowly. Johnstown, Pennsylvania:
Mafex Associates, Inc., 1971.

Education and training programing for mentally. retarded children
and youth: areas include health, physical edu'dation. music and art.

17. SCHEERENBERGER., R. C. 'Training the Severely and Profoundly Mentally
Retarded. Springfield, Illingis: Illinois Department of Mental
Health (Division of Mental Retardation Services), 1967.

^

Monograph papers presented at a 1967 training institute for day.
care personnel in Illinois: training goals and curriculum, diagnosis
and evaluat'on, methodology, sensorimotor development, communication
skills, art and'crafts, and music.

. . A
18. SCOTT, Mary U. Creative Ways of Teaching the Mentally Handicapped,.

Honolulu, Hawaii': HawaiiDepartment of Education (Officeof Instruc-
tional Services, Special SerVice Branch), August 1966:

,- OVerall educational program for trainable mentally retarded dis-
cussed which emphasizes physical training: active and passive activi7;'

ties are described in detail
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\11: SHELBY COun y Schools. Special Education Curr ulum

Trainable M tally Retarded.. Memphis, Tenness el Shelby County
.

'*Schools, 196 .

e
.

.

Includes general goals and basi understandings), activities,

materials, andhevaluation. Units; social adjustment; health

(physical education, nutrition, -and body care); community helpprs;
6 safety; langua6 development; numbers; music; color; arts arid

crafts; work-taskS leading to vocational rehabilitation; evalu-

ation of program; and evaluation of child.

20. SOUTHEAST Region Special.Education Service Center. An Experi-

mental Curriculum Guide for Teachers of the Trainable Mentally-

`Retarded. Downey, California; Southeast Region Special Edu-

cation Service Center, 1968.
('

,

Experimental curriculum utilizes activities sequenced in order

of difficulty: Units on self-understanding and self-care, communi-

sation, and social competence; also included are units on seiTory

and gross and fine'motor.skills. Further units include recreational

skills for self-motivation and leisure activities.

21. SUN Di-al/School, CurricuZum for the Trainable Meradlly Retarded.

Fort Lauderdale, Florida:. Broward County Board of PutTlic Inst ion,

P

U1966. .

Characteristics of the trainable hild, the importance 4parent

education, and an overview of curriculum objectives and eduCational

needs are presented. Objectitves,materials, and suggested teaching

-activities for primary and' intermediate 1 vels inlareas of communi-

cation skills, listening and lariguage,eVelopment, social develop-

, ment, reading, arithmetic, science, music, art, physical 6(1i:cation,

home economics, and workshop and plant nursery experience. ,

t.

C. PHYSICAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS

1: ABERNETHY, Kathleen, Judy Cowley, Harold Gillard., and John Whiteside,:j

Jumping Up and Doidn:. A Manual df Motor Activities to Develop glance

and Coordination. Stan Rafael, California: Academic Therapy Publications,

(1539 4th-St.), 1970. $2.00.
9. .

Activities for boys and girls fiVe to thirteen years of age.

Individual, partner, and group activities with and without equip-

ment: warm-up,.balance, springing and landing, strengthening,

cardiorespiratory, flexibility, and floor routines.' ,

', a
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2. ALKEMA, Chetbj J.s Art for the Exceptional. Boulder,. -Colorado: Pruett
:v Publishing Company, 1971. '

Activities, thodology and ration leare present ed for art-exiWriences
for the physically handicapped, emoE1TIy dist4rbed;-juvenile delinquent,
deaf, gifted, mentally retarded and b Ind.

3. AMERI N Association for. Health, Physicail-Education and Recreation.
Ann tat d BibLiography on Perceptual-Moto Development. Washington, D.C.:
the Ass ciation, 1972. $3.25.

r 4

An up-to-date biblio4paphy wi ect ons devoted. to auditory perception
and movement; body image and movement; depth-distance perception and
movement. A separate comiiilation of tests, programs% material sources,
assessment instruments and films is inclUed.

.

.4. . "Approaches to.Perceptual-Motor Experiences." Reprints from
Journal of Health, Physical_ Educaeion, and Recreation. Washington, D.C.:
the AsOciation, 1970. 50c. r'

-..

An dverview ofprOgrgins relating percep4Imotor experiences to move-
ment edicpçjon, motor abilities, reading readiness, and the problem child.

to
.

, .

5. , Be' of Challenge. Washington, D.C.: th.Association, 1971.
$2.50.

A compilation of the best ar

44 . for special educators, thlr'si
Designed as a basic or suppl

rom Challenge, AAHPER's newsletter
'cators, recreation and related personnel.

tary text for college courses, and as a
'reference for workshops, clinics; deminars, institutes, classes; and

,

similar in-service and pre-service grograms.
%el

,

6. . Foundations and Practices in PerceptUai-Motor Learning: A

,Quest for Understanding. Washington; D.C.: the Association, 1971. $3.95.

A multidisciplinary examination of major conceptual viewpoints of
perceptual-Ulcer behavior and teaching methods, from-the October 1970
Cincinnftti Conference. s descriptions of dctiom programs, tests,

sresdurc&è materials,-..a.nd4 professional preparation survey.

7.
1r

N

. Gulde for Programs in f'hysical Education and Recreation for
the Mentally Retarded. Washington, D.C.: the Association, 1968. $1.00.

Suggested activity areas such as physical fitness, motor ability;
snorts skills, special even, recpation; evaluation, including an
.annotated listing of perceptualmotlor, physical 'fitness., and motor

.

a
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ability tests appropriate for the mentally retarded; motivation-=
- award systems; facilities, equipment, and supplies; medical

examinations; in- service !education and training; volunteers;
'parents and the program; public relations and information.

8. . "Motor Activity, and Perceptual Development - Some
Implickions for Physical Educators." Reprints from Journal.

of Ilealth, Pbrysicil Education, and Recreation. Washington, D.C.:

the Associatibn, 1968. 250.

The relatigpships between motor activity and perceptual develop-
ment including.an,annotated bibliography on selected readings.

Perceptual-Motor Foundations: A MuWdisciplinary.
Concern. Washington, D.C.: the Association, 1969. $3.00.

Describes action programs for developing sensorrand motor
0

skills, personalizing early education, andproviding develop-
.

mental, activities.

10. . :Physical Activies for the Mentally:Retarded: Ideas

for Instrualtion. Washington\ D.C.: the AssoCiation,.1968.' $2.00.

'Activities promoting fundaMental motor development and the
explarationAlf three generalAreas of skill: 1) net, racket,

and paddle activities; 2) rolling,' Pushing, throwing,lnd catch-
ing act-iviieg;9and 3) striking and kicking activities.

For pAysical education instructors of the mentally retarded,
c:classroom teachers, parents, recreation personnel, and volunteers.

11. . ... A Practical Guide for Teaching the 3Mntally Retarded to
Swim. ..Washington, D.C.: the Association, 1969. $2.00.,

Guide is a compdsite of ideas and experience of many who have
taught the mentallxretarded tQ. swim. Contents of.the Guide are

a pdint'odepartare for each,instructor who will have to find the

7 Most appropriate methods, tqchniques, and progressions.: Designed
for professibnals-and volunteers, for individuals with little or
no background with the mentally retarded, for those with minimal
swimming experience, and for personnel with little backgc und in

either .area.

12, . Programing for the Mentally Retarded in Physical Edu-

ccittion.and Recreatibn. Wash'ingtono D.C. f the Association, 1968.

,$3.00: '
ti

Report .01.--a national conference on programing in physical,edu-
'cation and recreation'for the menpially retarded. Topics covered

J
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include recreation and day care for the mentally retarded; a community

recreation team approach to programing; the role of motor activities in

programs for the retarded; recreation programing for the adult retardate;

and programs for the, severely and profoundly retarded.

.
Recreation and Physical Activity for. they Mentally Retarded.

Washington, D.C.: the Association, 1966. $2.00.

Covers the objectives of recreation, brief description=of mental re-

tardation, what play-can mean for the retarded, objectives and desired

outcomes of programs in physical activity, organization and teaching,

and suggested specific activities.
Annota:ed.bibliography of source

materials.

ATNEY, John W ..' Sing and Learn. New Yo\r, New York: John Day Company,

1965. $3.89.

. .

This book of simple songs rglated to eva yday life includes teaching

instructions designed to make them more man'ngful to retarded, children.'

15.,AVEDON, Elliott M. Recreation and Mental ?etdrdation. Washington, D.C.:

GovernmentePtinting Office (Superintendet: of Documents), 1966. 15C.

Subject: of recreation for the mentally retarded is discussed: ex-.

ainples of activities for the retarded at lme, in school, in community

and agency programs are given. Resource tformation provided.

Y6 *EDON, ElliOtt M. and Frances,IL

for the Retarded A'handboOk for

BureauOf. PubliCationsJTeacher'S
$1,50.

S)cio-J?ecreative Programming

Sponsor-iv Groups. New, York; New, Yorl.:

ColunOia University),:-1964,

Rationale and procedure for organizations and groups-to develop recrea-

tion programs fOr the.retafded. Sections Ast source materials, bibli-

ographical materials, and sample forms.

17. BERRYMAN, Doris L. (Project Director)

to Disabled ChiZdren, Part,I. RepOrt

part froni the Children's Bureau, U.S.

ti and Welfare. New York, New York: New

. Enh(ncementof RecreatiOn Service
of a. three -year study supported` ins
,Department of Health,- Education,

York Lliversity (School.of Education).

1971,

Final report of a study to: 1) obtain ar estimate of the type and

.quality of recreation services provided to-Flysically disabled and men-

. tally retarded children and youth in a resPirldentativenatiOnal sample

of a wide variety of agencies,.organizations and institutions in the ;

public, voluntary, and private sectOrsi_2) dvelo.p recommended standards

,--

c I
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and criteria for provision of recreation,services to handicapped chil-
dren and youth; a) identify problems and obstacles encbuntered by
recreation resources which do provide services to..physically disabled
and mentally retarded children and youth and discoyer the reasons why
some resources provide these services to non-disabled'children and
youth only; and 4) write, and prepare for 'distribution, pamphlets
which will assist'communities.and their agencies, organizatibns, and
institutions, in the initiation,-improVement and/or expansion of
recreation services. to physically disabled and mentally retarded
6.0.1.dren and youth.

18. . Planning Project for the Development of Recreation Services

in Rehabilitation Centers. Final Reporilisupported in part from the
Vbcational Rehabilitation Administration, U.S. Department of Health,

Education, and-Welfare. New York, New York:INew York University

(School of Education), n.d.

Analysis of responses .from the Planning Project indicates that
though there hasn't been any appreciable change since 1959 in the
proportion of agenCies providing recreation services, there has

.
been an increase in the proportion of agencies, using full-time
personnel to plan and conduct recreation services.. Results also

show, that there is considerable divergence among rehabilitation
..agencies concerning almost eVery,aspect of providing recreation

services; administrative structure of services; and educational
level and background of :staff conducting services.

19: . Recommended Standards with Evaluative Criteria for
Recreation Services in Residential Institutions.' Report of'a

threet,year study supported in part from the.Children's Bureau,

U.S.. Department of Health,-Education and Welfare. New York,

New York: New York University (School of_Education),,1971.

The suggested standards and evaluative criteria incorporated

in this pamphiet.are designed to. assist a hospital or other

'institution in evaluating.ehe recreation services,it proVides

to residents. They were designed primarily to evaluate recrea-
.tion services provided to children and youth,.hirever, they are
eqUally applicable to' serviCes proVided to persons of all ages,

in a variety of residential treatment settings. .

20. Recreation,for Disabled Children: puidelineS'for

Parents:and Friends. Report of a three-year study supported
in part from the Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. New Yorki New York:.New York University

(School. of Education), 1971.

Guidelines' for parents and others concerning how to find

recreation serviceS;.how to start a recreation program, and
examples of successful programs.



21. Berrydan, Doris L., .Annette Logan and Bernard Broginsky. Ser4ing Disabled

ChiZdren: 'Guidelines for-Recreation Agencies. Report of a three-year

study supported in part from the Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of

Health, Education rid Welfare. New York, New York: New York University

(School of EdUcat ), 1971.

Final report of Health, Education and Welfare grant giving guidelines.

for including all levels of disabled children in community recreation-pro-

grams.

22. BETER, Thais R. and Wesley E. Cragin. The Mentally Retarded'ChiZd and

His Motor Behavior: Practical Diagnosis and Movement Experiences..

Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1972.

Educational experiences to enhance learning potential and total

personality functioningof mentally retarded children. To assist

anyone working with exceptional children in an educational', insti-

tutional,- or recreational setting. Philosophical material, diagnostic-

and program planning are applicable to children with alltypes of

learning difficulties. Intended for use with -all levels of retarded.

23. BRAATEN, June. Planning Recreational Activities for the Retarded Child

"at Home. TorOnto, Ontario, Canada: Canadian Association for the Men-

tally Retarded (149 Alcorn Avenue), 1969. 25C. x

Suggestion's for planning recreational activities are addressed to

parents and apply particularly to the trainable menially retarded

child who is not enroll-0'in a schOol program but remains at home.

Activities will not only keep the child occupied and happy but can

play apart-in his development and learning. Plan for facilities

at.home is presented,. indicating equipment and materials. Away-from-

home activities which can be arranged'by the parent are included.

Some activities are applicable to continuum care situations for

profoundly and severely retarded'.

24.. BRAATEN, June and Isabel Lee. Swimming Program for the Trainable Re-

tarded: Guides 1-3. Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Canadian Association

for the Mentally Retarded (149 Alcorn Avenue), 1969.

Three manuals about planning swimming program. Guide One: organization

and administration,' includinCcoMmittee personnel, facilities and equip-

ment, staff and their qualifications, tr,arisportation, public relations,

and finance: Guide Two: information onoconductini the program in terms,

of staff duties and orientation, instructional program and teaching sug-

gestions,,and recording progress. Guide Three: testing and-recognition,

required materials, securing examiners, and sample test sheets and

explanations.
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25. BROWN, Richard L. Swimming for the Mentally Retarded. .Arlington,

Texas: Nationl Association for Retarded Citizens (2709 Avenue .E

EaSt), 1958. 25.:

.
Guidelines for establishing a swim program for all-levels of

mentally retarded persons: 'organization, values, objectives,

skills, teaching suggestions and program forms.

26.. CANNER, Norma. . . and a time to dance." Boston: Beacon Press,

1968.

Onig hundred and twenty-five photographs recording authok's work
with children and teachers, in the development of simple, spontaneous,

creative movement,,designed to-unlock the personalitieS and evoke

- the capabilities of retarded children.

27. CARDINAL Stritch College. Physical Education Curriculum for the

Mentally Retarded. Milwaukee, Wisco,psin: Cardinal Stritch College,

1962. $3.00.

Sequential development for, children with Mental handicaps.

Goals, rhythmic reseonse, groUp games, and physical fitness

exercises are specified for several different levels, ranging

from MA 3 to MA 12.

28. CARLSON, Bernice Wells. Act It Out. Nashville, Tennessee:

Abingdon Press, 1956. $2.50. ,

Divided into two sections, the first on Our own acting and the

second on puppet performances. This book will help make acting

fun for participants and audience alike.

29. CARLSON, Bernice Wells and David R. Ginglend. Play Activities for

the Retarded Child. Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon Press, 1961. $4.00

Play and recreational acetvities for the retarded: games; crafts;

musical, informal, and imaginative play. Activities classified on

basis of developmental areas--mental health, social, physiCal, lan-

guage, and intellectual.

30. CARLSON, Bernice Wells and David'R. Ginglend. Recreation for Re-

tarded Teenagers and YOung4du.lts. Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon

Press,, 1968. $4,95

Book summarizes hasic,social-and physical 'needs of teenage .

and young adultzetardates. Methods,and techniques-for Meeting

needs through music, games, parties, sports,hObbies, and other
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recreational activities. Activities listed for special recreational pro-
grains., community projects, and recreation at *home.

31. CHALMERS, Thomas. "Value of Play in Nursing Severely Subnormal Children."

Nursing Mirror 122: 25: 12;. 16; 1966.

.InvOlVement.of i'severely mentally retarded, mongoloid child. in play.

. activity over a period of 20 months.

32. CLARK, William, Jr., Annie Bennett. "Initiating a Recreation Program

in Cottages for the Severely and Profoundly Retarded.". Therapeutic
Recreational Journal 3: 3: 20-24; 1969.

Recreation activities, materials, facilities and guidelines for
setting up the program are discussed.

33. CLELAND, Charles., Jan Swartz, William Chasey. "The Role of Play, Games,

and Toys in Recreation Programming for the Moderately and Profoundly
Retarded." Therapeutic Recreation Journal 5: 4: 152-.155, 188; 1971.

,Article details teaching approaches for recreation program.

34. CORRADO, Joseph and James Reed. Play With ,a Difference'. New York, New

York: The Play Schools Association Inc. (120 West 57th Street), n.d.

Training program at Letchworth ,Village, a New York State school for
the retarded to determine the extent to which the pdtential of pro-

foundly handicapped children and adult residents might be developed
through supervised play.

35. CORTAllO, Arnold. Activity Centers for Retarded Adults. A publication

of the President's Committee on Mental Retardation., Washington, D.C.:
Superintendent' of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1972.

Publication No. (05) 73-43. 70c.

Information on administration and organization of activity centers

' (facilities where mentally retarded adults participate in organized,
personally meaningful, programmed activities for optional-adjustment
to family and community)..

4

36. CRATTY, Bryant J. Developmentat Sequences of Perceptual-Motor Tasks,
Movement Activities for Neurologically Handicapped and Retarded Chil-
dren and Youth. Freeport, New York: Educational Activities, Inc.

(P.O.. Box .392), 1967. $2.95.

-1> Intended for Special..tducation:and physical education teachers,

the handbook presents selected developmental sequences of activities

x.

a
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_based on analysis of perceptual motor characteristics of groups of

retarded and-neurologically handicapped children: trainable retarded,

edtcable retarded, mongoloids, and neurologically handicapped. Teach-

ing guidelines are outlined for evaluation and graded development:

body image, halance,'locomotion, agility, strength and endurance

plus flexibility, catching and throwing balls, manual abilities,-and

moving and thinking.

37. . Learning and Playing. Freeport, New York: -Educational

Activities, Inc. (P.O. Box 392), n.d.

This card file of fifty vigorous activities for the atypical

child is. an invaluable source of help to the person working with'

the retarded. Each game card contains the- methods and modification

of the activity as well'as suggeation of who, may participate wieh

reasonable success.

38. . Motbr Activity and the Edudati.On of Retardates. Philadelphia:

Lea & Febiger, 1969. $8.75..

Motor activity combined Wit,other components of the education of

the-retarded, including speech, vocational training, and social skills..

Mobr activityMay improve retardate's totaleducation by arousing

and/ofcalming him; improving self-control and attention; increasing-

hand7eye,coordinatiOn, motivation, self- concept, aspiration level, .

and choice-making ability; and providing rhythmic skills \and activi-1

_tiesto enhance mathematics, spelling, speech, and writing. ,

39. DROWATZKr, John N. jihysical'Eduationfor the Mentally Retarded.

Lea;& 'Febiger, 1971.

Theoretical framewOrk-for selecting activities integrated with

presentation of methods. .Theoretical orientation: nature and

causes of mental retardation, fitness and motor characteriAtics of

'the retarded, the learning proce.4's-i and planning physical edu-' -

cation programs for retarded children, 'Adtivities and techniques:

physicalfitness, basic movement skills, and perceptual-motor skills.

Low organized game's; leads -up activities, and sports and recreational

-skills: Chapters deal..with teaching aids, special equipment and .

'resources'. '

40. FAIT; r., Editor. Curriculum Guide..forTeaching Physical Edu-

cation to the Profoundly. and Severely Retarded. Mansfield Depot,

-Connecticpt: Mansfield 'Training School (Department'of Physical Edu-

cation) , .1969.

Describes methods and'techniques, objectives, and core activi-

ties:' Also considered supplementary: activities'for the hyperactive
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and emotionally disturbed; suggestion's for the teacher; and evalu-
ation, including records, motor skills tests, and behavior rating

scales..

41. FREEMAN, B. L. and Jean Mundy. Habilitative Recreation for the MentaZZy

Retarded. Birmingham, Alabama: Center for Developmental and Learning
Disorders (University of Alabama in Birmingham, 1720 Seventh Avenue, South),
1971.

Philosophy of habilitative recreation and prerequiiite skills for

-,, developing programs. HAilitative'recreation:11 based on.evalu-
ation; 2) goal oriented; and:3) sequential in pature.

42. GEDDES, Dolores. Physical Activities for Individuals With HandiCapping

Conditions. St. Louis; Missouri: C.V. Mosby Company (3301 Washington..

Boulevard), 19.70. $4.95

This book is designed to provide practical information for modifying
physical activities for individuals with handicapping conditions such

as: Subaverage intellectual functioning at.mild-to-moderate and severe/
profound degrees, learning problems, visual problems, hearing problems,
orthopedic problems, and emotional problems...

Program activities are suggested based upon individual social-

emotional, mental and physical functional'levels of each partici
partf which is a noncategorical approachjto physical education and
recreation.for individualS, with variouslhandicapping.conditions.

.Information given on examples of beh viors which might be developed

in prograth participants who have.handic pping conditions, develOpmental

sequences of activities, general and specific activity. modification

suggestions, behaviors to be deVeloped in adapted physical education/

(:'-recreation" or.in-service'training prog.ams,refevnces for evaluative
..

criteria,equipment and supplies, nati.rnal resource Information,' audio-
.,

Visual'aids and operational definition .

43. GINGLEND1 Bavid R. The Expressive Ar s for the Mentally Retarded.'

Arlington, Texas: National Associatio fox Retarded Children, 1967.

$2.00.

Purpose: to,etimulate thinking a
in educating and training the mental
their interests and activities durin
(art, arts and crafts, communication
and music).

out the role of expressive arts
°Tretarded, and. in broadening
leisure time. Areas include.

and. language, dance, dramatics,
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44. 'GINGLEND, David R. and Winifred Stiles. Music Activities for Retarded'

Children: A Handbook for Teachers and.Parents. Nashville, Tennessee.:

Abingdon PresS, 1965.

.Importance of music in the learning of mentally retarded. Song

materialand- simple folk dances, along with practical hints.
Instructions for using the record player, autoharp, and percussion
instruments. Sources giveri for printed materials and instruments.

45. GROVE, Fronces4A.. "Answers to Some Questions About Camping For
Retarded!' ICU Newsletter I; 2: 1-3; 1967. (Out of Print).

Moderately and "severely retarded children and adults, even
wheelchair mentally retarded persOnS went to day camp with
normalchildrehand were included in the activities with

little" difficulty. Patients, *showed adaptability and performance

beyond What would generally be expected.

46. GROVE, FrancesiA. and Charles V. Keeran.:"Teaehinethe-Severely
Retarded to. Use Playground Equipment." Best of Challenge,
Washington, D.C.: American Association for Health, Physical Edu-

cation and Recreation, 162-164; 1971.

Few profoundly or severely fetarded residents.of institutions

knoW how to use playground equipment.' Pacific State Hospital
.2-

began a program. aimed at encouraging- the residents to use, play-

ground equipment and teaching themto pla7 effectively. Merry-

go,rounds, swings, climbers, tunnels, and slides were used to

provide the patients with a variety of activities. and to foster
development of a range of skills

47. HACKETT; Layne C. Movement Exploration and Games for:the-Mentally

Retarded. Palo Alto, California: Peek Publications (4067 Transport --

Street),..1970.

Information for physical educ'etors, special educators, classroom
teachers, recreation Specialists, volunteers, and parents. Activi-

ties, methods, approaches, procedures, patterns, and'concepts-.-in

,movement exploration for the mentally retarded.
, e

Chapters deal with body image, space awareness, self-confidence,

visual focusing, balance, and hand-eye coordination.

48. HILLMAN, William. A., Jr. "Recreation for the Severely and Profoundly

Retarded." Programing for the Mentally letarded. Report of a

National Conference, October 31 - November 2, 1966. Washington, D.C.:
AAHPER, 95-97; 1968.
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Recreation programs for the profoundly and severely mentally retarded

in institutions need to be staffed by full -time recreation personnel, to

provide-reduction-in the resident-staff ratio, to explore and experiment

with differentleinds of recreation activities, and to\be evaluated to

determine whether or not they are well-balanced and meet the psychological

and social needs of the reeidents.

49, HILLMAN, William, A. "Therapeutic RecreatiOn with the Profoundly Retarded."

Recreation for the Ill.and Handicapped 10: 2: 3; 1966.

.
Outline of therapeutic recreation program for seVerelyand profpundly'

retarded children at the State Colony, Woodbine, New Jersey. Inv6lved

were 300 male residents having a median MA of 1 'to,:3 years and a. median

Tcl of 12. Therapy was based on small gtoupactivityand designed with

aims of 1) reducing illness and confinement to bed, 2) lessening

aggressive behavior', 3) improving the,*leeping habits,and 4) deVeloping

more easily controlled behavior.

50. HOLLANDER, H. Cornelia. Creative'Opportunities for the Retarded Child

at Home and in School. Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, 1971:

$10.00.

Six booklets --- Getting Stdrted, Finger Painting and:Frint Making; Draw-

ing and Painting, Clay and.Other Dimensional'Media, Stitche*, and Wood-.

working and Odds and Endswere:written for parents, teachers and volunteers,

for nurses, and for vocational workers. Specific areas IncIude:.Jinger .

painting, pulling a print, butterfly'prints, gadget printing, vegetable
Prints, stencil,rubbings, printingJor a Prepared surface, silk 'screen

printing, linoleum block prints, scribbling, crayon processes, felt-tip .

markers,'coAored chalk drawings, melted crayon drawings, ink drawings

paintingcat-lcar-pastepictUres, puppets, paper mache, collage, mosaic,
wire sculpture, seed pictures, tongue depresibr projects, and hbliday

decorations.

`.51. INFORMATION and Research Utilization Center-'In Physical Education and
,Recreation for the Handicapped. -A-Ca.talOg oaf Federal Assistance Re-
lating.to Recreation and Physical EduCaiion Y'or-the Handicapped.

Washington,,D.C.: American Association'for Health, Physical Education

and Recreation, July 1973.

Description of 39 prograMs providing federal financial support las

of June 1973)7fof xesearch,.training, and technical assistance in physi-

cal education _and/or recreation for impaired, disabled, and handicapped

persons. ProVides-information on each program regarding specific types

of assistance provided, purposeg for which assistance is- available, who

s can apply, how to apply,and federal offices to contact:

..)
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52. .GUide for Financial Assistance and Program Support for
Activities in:Physical Education and Recreation for Impaired, Dis--
abled, and HarOicapved-Participants; Innovation .and Success Stories..
Washington, D.C.: -American Associatlon for Health, Physical Edu-
cation and Recreation, May 1973.

In addition to federal or state support funds,. local communities
have other resources fOr obtaining'complete or supplementary finan7
cial assistance for facilities,equipment, supplies, manpower, and
programs -in physical education,_recreation,--camping outdoor edu-
cation, sports, and athletics, for, individuals with handicapping con-
ditions.. Community resources are available to giVe such'financial-
aid; however, the person responsible:for obtaining these monies
mnst'discover. these. raources.and decide whiCh approach to use in

soliciting funds. This 'publication is designed'tnhelw in fund-.
raising by describing effective methods and--types of., groups which,

have provided suppOrt.-

53. . Guide for Homemade InnovatiVe Play Equipment forActivities

in Physical Education andRecreation for Impaired, DiSabled, and.Handi-

capped Participants- .Washingtod,D.C.: American Associption for-

Health,: Physical Education apd-Recreation, May 1973..

Homemade and inexpensive,equipment, supplies, and adapted devices

are described for use in physical education, recreation, camping,

playground, and related programs for individuals with handicapping.

conditions. Apparatus:is deScribed for use with-program participants

who were in Iarge'groups, had different interests, exhibited diverse

abilities or who were in programs with'limited budgets. Sections on

detailed prOgressionof balance.activitieS(for performance on-64uip-

ment), resistance activities and equipment-which May be made.

t

54., : -Teriodicals,Dealng With Mysical-Educationand Recreation

for Handicapped Persons. Washington, American. Association for

Health, Physical Education-and Recreation, August 41973-

A listn-fperiadicals and-newsletters which contain information

on physical education and recreation for individuals with handicapping

conditions: The chartpresents 89 names of publications followed by

types of handicapping condition dealt with And names of data retrieval

systems which index the publication., ',
.

55. KIMBRELL, Don 1...-, et al. "Institutional EfivirNient Developed for
.

.Training Severely and. Profoundly Retarded."- Mentaljtetardatian 5:

1::.:34-37; February-1967.

Special problems of training and caringfor20 insti,tutionalized
severely.mentallv retarded females (ages 6 to 18) with agressive'and
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destructive behavior are discussed. Special toys, developmental equipment,

and training equifmenOto aid in establishing self-feeding and toilet .babits

and to develop coordination are described: heavy-duty metal frame swings

with wooden seats and an adjustable bar, large metal sandboXes, a simplified

_jungle gym; mental swimming pool, strengthened tricycles and bicycTes,

rocking swanstumble tubs, staircases with ddep and shallow steps, chalk

and blackboards, buttoning and.shoe stringing apparatus; special utensils,-

recessed trays, and special toilet seats. .Destructible materials, environ-

mental changes including a thermodtattcally controlled climate, ropes for

walking groups, and articles providing tactile,, visual, auditory, and

kinesthetic stimulation are also considered.
.

56. KLAPPHOLZ, Lowell, editor. Physical Education for the Physically Handi-

capped and Mentally Retarded. New London, Connecticut: the Authors

Box 8). n.d.

Series,of articles compiled concerningphysical education for the

physically handicapped and mentally retarded; 'different approaches

utilized by various personnel and sbhools in thenation are discussed.

57. KUIPER, H. "Sensation and Actvity." Journal of Mental Subnormality

13: 25:'64-66; 1967,

Play activities can be used. td stimulate development in SMR chil-

dren, Unlike the play of normal 'children, the play of the SMR child

is very simple, repetitious, and stereotyped.

58. LETT, Mark and Billy TUrnhow. Travis State School Recreaticin Hand-

book. Austin,'Texas: Travis State School (Texas Department of Mental
.

Health and,Mental Retardatibh), 1973.

Guide for physical education and recreation therapists: objectives,

safety precautions, equipment needed and activities. Part/whole method

for presenting and evaluating skills.%-
.

59.-LINDSAY, Zaidge. Art is for All. New York, Nevi York: Taplinger Publish- `

ing Company (29 East Tenth Street), 1967. $5.50.

This book, subtitled "Arts-and Crafts for Less.Able Children", 'concerns

especially the _requirements of the educationally retarded and presents a

44,0. .

wealth of original and exciting arts and crafts projects.

60. LINFORO, Anthony G. and Claudine Y. Jeanrenaud. Systematic Instruction.

for Retarded Children:.The Illinois Progium--EiperimentaZ Edition. Part

IV: Motor Performance-and Recreation Instruction. Urbana, Illinois:

Illinois University (institute for Research on Exceptional Children), 1970.

Guidelines on basic recreation movements, rhythm in music, handi-

crafts, and miscellaneous activities. Guidelines employ principles
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of behavior change and direct instruction.. Programed instructionjists

terminal behaviors required from the child wheathe final task request'

is mastered. The justification of each skill selected', prerequisite

skills, necessary instructional materials and advancedskills.are.

-explained. Evaluation criteria-for the'model lesson plans.are'provided.

-
Lesson plans presented for 18 basic movements that involve one or

combination of the following gross motor movements: balance, ()Ott

JIrojeCtion object reception, Way. projection, andhod3veceptiOn.

The rhythm .section consists of plaps on four. attributes thought to

be necessary for musical rhythm readiness:. stop and go, loud and

oft, fast and sloW,:and combining -dimensions. of loudness. and fastness.

The arts and crafts sectron,InCludes model lesson plans on modeling

with clay, drawing, paating,with glue, painting,. and Cutting with .

scissors.

61. . ""A Systematic Language Structure for Teaching Recreative

Skills to the-Mentally Retarded." Therapeutic Recrikion Journal

3: 1: 8-11; First Quarter, 1969.

.
The limited vocabulary of many retarded children it considered

from the,standpoint of the recreation therapist. The 'importance

of using language which the child can understand is discussed

with an example of how to teach specific skills through a siruotured

sequence...

62. LITCHFIELD, Robert. "Ralph Finds a Home." Mental Retardation

(Canadian Association for Retarded Children), 17: 2: 11-13; .

19'7.

Tranquille School (Tranquille, British Columbia) enacted three

ward-inspiredrojects -- planting a garderrwith the help of 83

severely' retarded males, bUilding a pak near the.school, and

raising a steerfor a spring barbecue. these staff directed

activities Proved to be beneficial for'both th.students and the

staff.

63. LOEWENDAHL. Evelyn. ExeroiSes for the Mentally Retarded: Now To

Develop Physical Functions in the Growing Child. Swarthmore,

Pennsylvania: Croft Inc. (,1.00 Park Avenue), 1967.

Principles .in interpreting 'physical levels of motor growth .and

development in the mentally retatded child are described. De

velopmental levels show skeletal and nerve muscle growth desirable

for each year of growth from three to sixteen years, and describers

exercises and physidal activities recommended.

i ;
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64. McNEICE, Willian C. and Kenneth R. Benson., Ciafts for the Retarded:
Through TheirHands They Shall Lean. Bloomington, Illinois:. McKnight
ana'McKnight.Pubiishing Co.', 1964.

Practical, sequential, and creative arts and'crafts projects fox thee,
retarded. °Projects are coded to indicate the use of sma1J. or thrge
muscles, the degree of difficulty, and the required time for completion.

.' 65. MITCHELL,_Anna C., and Vincent Smeriglio.' "Growth in So ial oppetence
in Institutionalized Mentally Retarded Children." erican Journal of
Mental Deficiency 74: 666-673; 1970.

Two groups-d£ 25 moderately and severely retarded children were evalu-
ated for sozial,competence development during their first years of
institutionalization. Results suggest that,yRung moderately and severely
retarded children require fOrmal teaching in addition to routine attendant

'care. Activity theraplyas the added variant. 4
. .

66. NATIONAL Therapeutic, Recreation Society. The a*Utic 17ecreation Service
and MentaZ Retardation. Therapeutic Recreat on.JOurnal S: 3: Third
Quarter, 1969. Washington, D.C.: The Society,

Special issue consolidates recent
which 'des1 with service at internatio
and lOcal levels. Pro'fes'sional prepa

research, activity areas, listings of
reference materials are also included

materials and
al, federal,
ation, source
films, books,

presents articles
state, institutional
s of materials,
journals, and other

67. NESS, Richard A., et al. Toward Better Movement: A Mdnual of Mo
e4tt----------.

Activities for the Lower.Level Mental` Retardate.. Denton, Texas: DentOn:,
**State School Torthe Men'Eally Retarded, :1972.

BaEkground methods and media for comprehensive physical activity
program for lower level mentally retarded persons. ActivIties, sug-
gestions, and hints: developing and using learning.packages, loco-
motor/non-locomotor/manipulative basic movements, low orgallized
activities, trampoline'activities, and tumbling. and stunts. Charts
outline sequences and progressions. .

c 68. PENNINGTON, Ward R. and Emily J. Brazeal. VPartlow in Alabama Empl sizing
Fitness." 'ICRH Newsletter 2: 8: 1; 4;'1967. (Out of.Print).A .r,

Physical education program involving 1,500.mentall retarded persons
second year at Partlow State School (Alaba). 5 cial, awareness And

etiquette have improvedv'sex 'problemS have decreased sand emotional'and'

academic improvements,have resulted. Severely ment lly retarded

O
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trainable mentally retarded attend half-hour classes, while educable
,mentally retarded have one-hour sessions.

69. PENNSYLVANA Department of Education. Challenge .to G c nge: Program
Guidplines'in Physical Education for the Mentally Retarded. Harris
'burg, Pennsylvania: the'Department (Box 911), September 1970.

Overvi4w of Mentally retarded children'and effects that planned
physical education:and recreation programs may have upon them. Motor
development,' physical' evaluation, progressive physical education, and
methodology are dealt with. ,

. . . . -
. . .

70.. POMEROY, Janet%M. "Recreation and Day Care-for the Se rely.Retarded

in a Community Setting." Programing for the Mentally Retarded. ort

ofi National Conference, October 31 -.November 2, 1966. t

'D.C.: AmericanAssociation for Health, Physical.Education, dnd

Recreation, 32 -.3.7; 1968. . . _. r.

Majority of 415 enrolled individuals aged 2 to 70 years who are
engaged in 22 differeneprograms conducted by the Recreation Center
for the Handicapped,Inc. in San Ftalicisco, California are retarded;
the degreejf retardation ranging-from,mildto pRofoUnd.- Day care

.tprogram provides'opportunities for SMR'individuafg to participate
in'the fun and enjoyment that.COMes frOm.playing-with

sdren.. n
'

.71. RATHBONE, Josephine L. and Carol Ld-6as. Recreation in Total

RehdbUitaion. Springfield, Charles C. Thomas,

'Publisher, 1959.

72: ROBBINS, Ferris. ;)ucational Rhythmics for Mentally and Physically
:.

,Rectded. New York, New York: Association Press (291 Broadway), n.d.

$7.95.

Presents foundational rhythmic an.. movement skips which aie

correlated to the education progrim of participants. Excellent
detAiled,pf*ossion of activities which are well illustrated and

1-4easily, underst.46a. -,

73.iABBINS, Feil.i and Jennet Robbins. *Educational Rhythmics for
Mdkta4ly Handicapped Children. New York, Nevi York: Horizon Press,

1965.

Fundamental rhythms With,thereearded. Program utilizes music,
words, pictures, and.movements to achieve total child development.
Exercises are-given fOr.the severely retarded, intermediate, and

more advanced.

*



74. . Supplement to EdUcational.Rhyth;40,pr Mentally and Physi-
cally Handicapped. Children. Zurich, Switzetlaid:,Ra-Verlag, Rapperswil,'
1966.

This' supplement is.a.continuation of original -bOoducational Rhythmics
for Mentally Handicapped Children. Motbraction:artd coordinated movement,

. Q ,
accompanied by music, the spoken word, vis {on, touch, and the natural ',

sense of imitation, are discussed.

75. SISTEK, Harriet R. "An Experiment in Recreation,with Profoundly Retarded."
Best. of Challenge. Washington,.D.C.: American" Association. for Health,
Physical Eddeation, and Recreation, 147-148; 1971.

A special program was developed by theJlewark State School staff
(New York) for twelve boys who.lacked adequate self-Lcare'. skills.and
who were unresponsive to their.environment. Recreational activities
on an individual and group basis were offered for fifteen months on
an experivental basis.. No formal evaluative criteria were used but
the staff obterved positive changes in the boys' responses to their
environment.

76. SOUTHERN Regional EdUcation Board. Recreation for the Mentally.Re,
tarded: 'A Handbook for Ward'Perieonnel.' Atlanta, Georgia: the Board
(130 Sixth Street; V.WA, 1964.

110:

----S,ections deal with philosophy and theOry of.recreation for the men-
tally retarded, role of the attendant in providing recreation, and
activities for the retarded. Descriptions of active games, music and
rhythms, quiet and table games, arts and crafts, and homemadPgames
and equipment. .

77. STEVENS, Ardis, Donald-F. Bridgeman, et al. Fun lc Therapeutic. Spring-

field, Ulinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1972.

Recreation activities in nursing hornet, hot utions,

extended care facilities for menialI retarded, mentally ill, aged,
phytically handicapped pertons.

,

`78. TEXAS DepartMent ofMental Health and Mental Retardation. Operation
:Sparta-health and Recreation PrograM,- (Report-of "A Demonstration -
Project to Foster. Physical EducatiOn-ReCreation Programs for the
Mentally Retarded. SRS'Grant Na.. 56-P-70782-6.) Austin, Texas:
the-Department, 1971.

v.

Curric-ulum;VAeribed which is used at Beaumont,and Amarillo State
Centers for Human.DeveloPment: methods, basic.. movement and physical

activities for the retarded.



79. .

,,Recreation and Physical Education Guide. Austin, Texas:

;Texas Mpartment of Mental-Health-and Mentalltetardation, February'

1973.

Guide for physical education and-recreation for the mentallS, re-

tarded in TeXas' State SchOols Sections include general infor-

-i&tion; methodology:and ideas for prgentIng activities and physi-

cal activities.

80. VINELAND State School. A Suggested Guide-for Recreation for the

Severely Retarded. Vineland, New Jersey: Vineland State School,

1961.

81. VOSS, Donald G. PhysicaLEducation Curriculum fbr the Mentally

Retarded. Madison, Wisdohsin: Wisconsin Department of Public

Instruction4'(126 Langdon Street), September 1971. '-$1.50.

Curriculum guide developed under the leadership of Manitowoc

CountY (Wisconsin) Handicapped Children's Education Board Zpecial

Education staff and consultants. Part I: discussion of physical

education, philosophy and purposes, characferistics.of a -sound

pruistam, and rec=ent trends Mental retardation' and characteristics

of the retarded child reviewed- Part II: fundiiiiitalmovement-patterns

and motor skills in terms of behavioral objectives, common deviations

to watch for, and suggested deiielopmental activities to use in de-

veloping patterns 'or skills at each leVel. Part III: practical

games, sports, and recreational activities.

82. WEISER, Ron (editor). Swimming Manual-Pacific State Hospital.

Pomona.,california: Pacific State Hospital, Central Services

Department, (Box-100);-n-A

O

Aquatic therapy manual designed for hospital employees and

volunteers as a guide to Leaching retarded patients to swim.

83. WOOD, Tom. "Lapeer Recreation.Program Geared to Severely Retarded,"

ICRH Newsletter'3: 20: 1-4; 1969, (Out of Print)-

Recreation and socialization, field trips, and fun for SMR are

stressed at Lapeer State Home and Training School (Michigan). The

recreation program provides year-round activity for 3,347 patients.

84. WUNDERLICH, Ray C. kids, Brainsand Learning. St. Petersburg,

Florida: Johnny Reads, Inc. (Box 12834), 1970.

The author, a pediatrician, applies his. medical know-how, skills,

and Insights to the learning of children and to their learning pro-
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bleffs. Topics include educating the retarded,, reasing. potential,

toys and activities, systems of treatment, sensory-mo - perceptual

training and patterning therapy.-

D. EQUIPMENT

1. AITKEN, Margaret H. Play Environment for Children: Play Space,
Improvised Equipment, and Facilities. Bellingham, Washington:
,Educational Desigds and. Consultants (3259 North Shore Road), 1972.

This manual discusseth the-child and play, indoor and outdoor
play areas, equipment and suppfies for elementary physical edu-
cation, how to make equipment and sources for equipment, supplies
and teaching aids.

2. BITTNER, Linda, et. al. Innovative Playground Equipment fur

Elementary SchooZs. Ocala, Florida: The Physical Education
Competence Curriculum Center, 1971..

Includes photographs of 17 pieces of equipment, a statement of

purpoSe or fUnction. suggested activities, and a detailed drawing

and specifications.

3. CHRISTIAN, Quentin A. The Beanbag Curriculum: A Homemade Approach

to Physical Activity forChildren. Wolfe'Cityi Texas: The University

Press, 1973.

Includes hundreds of activity ideas centered arcvnd the use of

homemade equipment such as broomsticks, hoops, beanbags,. streamers;

-flash.cards, rug squares, ropes,'tires and 15 ether items. Each -

section includes construction. methods, activities, 'photographs,

and illustrations.

4. CORBIN, Charles B. Inexpensive Equipment for Games,. Play and PhYsi-

cal Activity. Dubuque,. Iowa: WM. C. Brown Company Publishers, 1973.

Proliides illustrations and construction; needed materials, useful

activities and .teaching suggestions. of inexpensive equi0thent for physi:

cal education and recreation.

5. EDUCATIONAL Facilities Laboratories. Found Spaces and Equipment for

Children's Centers. New York, New York: EdncationaLFacilities
Laboratories.(477 Madison AvenUe), 1972. $2.00.

Compilation of resourceful, creative ways which can be used to.trans-

form inexpensive and overlOoked spaces into places and things for learn--



ing. Pictures illustrate uses of ideas in a variety of indoor and

outdoor spaces. A few detailed draWings of area layouts show space

relationships.

6. FREDERICK, Ail. Bruce. 2l2 Ideas for Making.Low-Cost Physical EdU-

cation Equipment. Englewood Cliffs, New-Jersey: Prentice-Hall

Inc, 1963

Provides information and illustrative material about homemade

equipment` for use in: 1) aquatics, 2) games of low .organization,

3) gytna7tics, 4) individual and dual, sports, 5) rhythmics, and

6) team ports, Most equipment described can be built inexpensively,

withs le tool_ -from easily obtained materials; and without
-

special ndustrial arts-training.

7. GORDON,tRonnie. The Design of a Pro,--School'Therapeutic Playground:

An Outkor "Learning Laboratory." Rehabilitation Monograph 47.

New York, New York: Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine, New York

University Medical Center; 1972.

Description and photography of the.Jessie Stanton Developmental

Playground for pre-school handicapped children facility and the

equipment that is employed for the participants.

8. ISRD Committee on Technical Aids and International Cerebral Palsy

Society. Aids 'for Children: Technical Aids for Physically Nandi-
,

capped Children. . Sweden: ICTA Information Centre (Fack, S-161 03

Bromma 3), April 1972. $2.00:

A compiletien of equipment and aids in the form of an inter-

national catalogue developed in collaberatipn with International.

Cerebral Palsy Society and the Swedish(goverement., A well illus-

trated manual for aids for physicotherapy, Oacupational therapy,

locomotion, and schecl aids.

INFORMATION and Research Utiliiation Center in Physical Education

and'Recreation for the Handicapped. Guide for Homemade Innovative

Play Equipment for Activities in Physical Education-and Recreation

.P7 Impaired, Disabled, and Handicapped Participants. Washington,

D.c.: American Association for Health, Physical" Education and

ReOreation May 1973.

Homemade and inexpensive equipment, supplies, and adapted devices

are described for use in physical education and recreation to ful--,

fill the need for such apparatus for use with participants who were

in large groups, had different interests, exhibited diverse abilities.

or. Who were in programs with limited budgets. Materials are adaptable

\
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to- for, and usable by groupsana individualsof all ages,
_descriptions, and functional levels.. Users are,expecxedrfo improvise,
modify and adapt equipment to meet needs, interests, and abilities of
participants. Following sections on Introduction, Key to Abbreviations

__and Terminology, Detailed Progression. of Balance Activities (for per-
formance an equipment), and ResistanceOptivities(using homemade equip--
ment), the major part of the guide deals with equipment.which may be
made. This section gives line drawings of equipment which show proper
dimensions for construction, representatiVe examples of activities which
might be used in sequential progresaion with the equipment, purpose of
activities, helpful hints on improving oaf." performances, safety
considerations, and materials needed for construction. The appendices
include suggestions for additidnal equipment and a classification index
for finding devices and equipment in the guide according to purpose;

10.- MILLER, Pilgy L. Creative Outdoor Play Areas. EngleWood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1972.

Contains pictorial sketches and photoeraphs of play areas and
individual pieces of.equipment 40tong with suggestions on what can
be done, why it is essential, and_ how to achieve whOlesome, creative
play areas for children.

11. NATHEN, C., A. Slominski and P. Griswald. Please Help. Us Help Ourselves:

Inexpensive Adapted Equipment for the Handicapped. Indianapolis, Indiana:
-Indiana University Medical Center (Occupational Therapy Department), 1970.

12. PLAYGROUND Corporation of America. Helping Rehabilitate' the Handicappwl-
Child Through Successful physical Play. Long Island, New York:' the

Corporation, 1969.

Reports from a news symposium in New York City in 1969 to introduce
new concepts for helping 'rehabilitate handicapped through successful

play .L an environment called "playscape." Appropriate for blind, ,

_mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed; deaf or multiple handicapped._

13. ROBINAULT, Isabel P. editor. Functional Aids for the'Alultiply Handicapped.
Hagcrstown, Maryland: Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. (Medical Department,
2350 Virginia AVenue), 1973. $10:00.

A well illustrated book giving descriptiOns, sources and information
on°aids for 1) transfer, travel and mobility, 2) personal care, 3) coni-

.
munications and learning and 4) recreation.

1.4. Van der Smissen, Betty and Helen. Knierim. Fitness .and An Through

RecreatiOnal Sports and Games. Minneapolis, Minnesota; Burgess Publish-

ingCompany, 1964.

Rules and directions for conducting various recreational sports and

games .are included along with sketches and plans for constructing equip-
ment needed in tte listed activities.

I
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E. EVALUATION

. BOWERS, L. A Program of Developmental Motor Activities for Retarded

Children.. Unpublir_hed mineographed material. Tampa, Florida:.

Universityof South Florida (Department of Health and Physical

Education), n.d. 'pp. 9-10.

This program contains measures of neurological fitiless and a

developmental program (including evaluative approaches) involving

movement exploration, balance, trampoline, and perceptual acti'vi-

ties.

2. BROWN, Gerri A., Barbara L. Alelling and Janet M. Dickson. "Objective

Measurement of Motor Skill Acquisition: Clinical Reports." Physical

Therapy 53: 8! 864866:,AUgust 1973.

Description of a Motor development checklist--functional inde

pendent ambulation which is employed by physical therapists at State

Home and Training School, Wheatridge, Colorado. The scale is used

with residents who are primarily profoundly or severely retarded.

Overall programs include 1) functional head control, 2) rolling,

3) independent sitting, 4) crawling,,5) kneel-standing/kneel-walk-

ing, 6) functional independent ambulation and'7) independent wheel-

Chair function.

3. CORBIN, Charles B. A Textbook of Motor Development. Dubuque, Iowa:

Willfam C. Brown Company Publishers, 1973.

Contents describe characteristic motor development patterns of

children, reasons as to why children develop as they do and specu-

lation regarding potcntia1 Motor performance of children. Knowledge

of motor skill progra§sicn And use of"-stated evaluative
criteria

will assist the rea4pAtatermine!motor development skills of pro-

gram participants. ' -.

4. CRATTY, Bryaht J. Perceptual and Motor Development in'Infants and

Children. New York, New York: The MacMillan Co. (866 Third Avenue),

1970..

DiscusSiOn of research findings
with.relationship to perceptual

anti motor developmental stages in infants.and children. Information

'is given for assistance in analyzing sequential skills and evalu-

ating each individual's functional-levels-----:
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5. EDUCATIONALlest.Bureau. Oseretsky Tests of Motor Proficiency.

Minneapolis, Minnesota: EducatiOnal Publishers, Inc. n.d.:
This is a-maturation scale of motor proficiency which resembles

the)3inet Intelligence Test in construction. It gives a motor age

for children 4 to 16 years of age and distinguishes four grades of

motor proficiency. Items are scored on a pass-fail basis and are

.divideOmtosix categories: static coordination, dynamic manual

4" coordination, general dynamic coordination, speed, simultaneous

moVement, and synkinesia. Severalrevisioris have been made or

this test by American investigators: R. L. Berk, A Comparison of

- Per'for'mance of Subnormal, Normal, and Gifted Chadren.on the

Oseretsky Tests of Motor Proficiency. Doctoral dissertation.

Boston, Massachusetts: Boston University School of Education, 1957.

R. H. Cassel, "The Vineland Adaptation Of the.Oseretsky Tests,"

Training SchoolBulletin 46: 3; 44 1949. -(Monograph supplement,

series- number 1); William Sloan,. "The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor

Development Scale," Generic Psychology Monoc'raphs 51:. 183-252.;

1955.

. 1SPENCHADE, Anna S. and Helen M. Eckert. Motor' Development.

Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1967.

Stages of motor development are described from the prenatal

stage to old age. The descriptions of progressive stages, along

with the evaluative criteria referred to at appropriate levels,

provide adequate information for the practitioner to determine -

functioning levels of participants. Heredity, prenatal maternal

influences and sensory-motor differentiation and integration are

discussed.

7. FRANKENBURG, William K. and Josiah B. Dodds. 'Denver Drvelopmental

Screening Test. Denver, Colorado: University-of Colorado Medical

Center, 1966._

This test was devised and standardized, to provide a simple, clinic-

ally useful tool to assist in the early detection of children with

serious developmental delays. It can be used by people who have had

no, training in psychological testing; it 'is siMple to administer and

interpret. The DDST evaluates these functions: gross motor, fine.

motor--adaptive (the' use of hands, and as the child grows older, his

ability to solve nonverbal problems), language. (the ability to hear

and. talk), personal-social (the ability to perform, tasks of self-care

and to relate to others). The test is not designed to give a develop-

mental or mental age, nor a development or intelligence quotient; it

is to be used to call attention to the possibility of developmental

delays so that appropriate diagnostic studies may be pursued.
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8. FREDERICKS, H. D. Bu Victor L, Baldwin, Philip Doughty, and

L. James Walter. The Teaching Restarch pbtor-Development Scale
for Moderately and Severely Retarded Children. Springfield,

Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher (301-327 East Lawrence

Avenue), 1972. $7.00.

.
Scale is designed to measure motor proficiency in much the

.same way as:the*Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor.Development Scale. .

Teachers of moderately and severely retarded children can use
this scale in either classroom or physical education programs.
Scale measures motor proficiency in '17 areas ranging from

ambulation ability to fine-finger dexterity. No norms are
assigned; performance measured against future or past perform-

ances or against some arbitrary standards which examiners'or_

teachers prescribe.

GODFREY, Barbara B. and Newell C. Kephirt. Movement Pafterms-and

Motor Education. New York, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts.
(Division of-Aeredith Corporation, 440 Park Avenue, South), 1969.

. .

This boil( contains inforMation on Motor activity, movement. .

patterns and a.Movement Pattern Profile. The profile provides

checklists that are designed to evaluate the major basic human
1-

movement patterns and are. intended to give a status assessment

of patterns fundamental to human performince.which form the

-foundation of human movement. Malking, running, jumping, hop-

ping,4;skipRing, 'sliding, crawling, climbing, .rolling, standing, .

throwing, catchingo hitting, kicking, pushing,, and pulling are

'movements included, These checklists are suitable for use by

either trained or untrained personnel.

10. KOPPt.Claire B. editor.. Readings in Early. Development for.
,-

.
Occupational and Physical Therapy Students. Springfield, Illinois:

C.C. Thomas, 1971.

This book describes the development of infants and children and

'Aiscusses how interaction is Made with the environment. The read-,

ings are selected on the basis of recent studies and theories. 'Tire

level of information -is aimed toward occupational and physical

therapy students but can alsO be used by physical education and

recreation personnel. Progressive sta'es in neurophysiologic,

sensory, motor, perceptual, cognitive; language, body image,

laterality, emotional, and social development.

11. LANDSMAN, M. and M. Dillard. Evanston Early Identification Scale.

Chicago, Illinois:J'ollet Educational Corporation (1010 V. Wash-

ington Blvd.), n.d.

This test identifies children who can be expected to have learn-

ing disabilities. Items include body awareness, social-emotional

development and ability of child to draw a figure of a person.'
4
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12. LOEWENDAHL; Evelyn. Exercises for theMentally Retarde Row To
Develop Physical Functions in the Growing Child. Swarthit7e,
Pennsylvania: Croft Inc. (100 Park Avenue), 1967.

Principles in interpreting physical levels of motor growth ad
development in the mentally retarded child are described: De-
velopmental levels show skeletal and nerve muscle growth desirable
for each year of growth froth three td sixteen years, and describes
exercises and physical activities recommended.

13. McGAHAN, F. E., and C. McGahan. Early Detection Inventory (EDI).
Chicago, Illinois: Follet Educational Corporation, 1967.

0

This inventory is designed for preschool,children in transitional
and ungraded primary classes. Items include 1) readiness for school,.
2) social and emotional development, 3) motor performance and 4)
personal history. Comments: Identifies children wiih potential
problems, offers guidelines for curriculum planning and suggests use
of other sources for follow-up procedures.

14. MUNDY, J. A Special Diagnostic Battery ofRecreative Functioning for
the Trainable Mentally Retarded. Tallahassee, Florida: Florida State
University (Department of Rocreation3, 1966..

This instrument measures skills, abilities, and competencies needed
by an individual if he is,to participate successfully in different
recreational activities. By looking at an individual's profile, the
recreation leader can guide the participant into activities consistent
with his level, degree, and kind of ability so he will have a greater
chance for immediate success and achievement.

15. ORPET, R. E. and T.L Heustis. Move-Grow-Learn Movement Ble.47745 Survey.

Chicago, Illinois: Follet Educational Corporation, 1971.

This list was developed to assist classroom teachers, movement education
supervisors; school psychologists, and other professional school personnel
in evaluating selected aspects of'a child's motor development. It is
intended for use with the Frostig-Maslow Move-Grow-Learn' program and with
Movement Education: Theory and Practice. Eight broad-areas of sensory-motor

, and movement skills are included: 1) coordination and rhythm, 2). agility,
3) flexibility, 4) strength, 5) speed, 6) balance, 7) endurance (only
children eight years old or older should be rate&-on endurance),., and 8) body
awareness. This is not a standardized psychometric instrument in, which
developmental norms are provided for each age level. The assessment is based
upon the examiner's observations of the child in classroom, playground, and
gymnasium activities.

16. REPORTING Service for Exceptional Children. T.M.R. Performance Profile.
Ridgefield, New Jersey: Reporting Service for Exceptional Children (563
Westview Avenue, 07657), n.d.

Thilievaluation scale, based Upon observation, presents graphically the
current status of an individual child, to help the teacher or leader.

-1 -
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evaluate more readily existing needs, to plan for individual

growth, and to record change and development. The six Major

areas most frequently referred to in curriculum guides for the

severely and moderately retarded ate used as the basis forthe

prbfile (social behavior, self-care, communication-, basic know-

ledge, practical skills, and body usage). -The section on body

usage is subdivided into coordination, health habits, fitness

and eye-hand coordination. Various indexesamake it possible

to evaluate-one major area against another Ad to assess progress

in the various areas from year to year.

17. WABASH Center fOr the Mentally Retarded, Inc. Guide To -- Early

Developmental Training. Indianapolis, Indiana: Indiana State

Department of Public Instruction,. 1972.

A training guide for children who, because of age or handi-

capping condition, are functioning on early developmental levels.

Activities are designed for children from infancy through six

years of age.' Individualized instruction based upon functional

levels ascertained by specific evaluative criteria is presented:

perceptual-motor, cognitive develoPment, language development,

self -care and number concepts.

18. WEBB, Ruth C. -"Sensory-Motor Training of the Profoundly Retarded."

American Journal of Mental Deficiency 74: 283-295; 1969.

Description of.sensory-motor techniques and-their empirical

rationale designed for profoundly retarded residents.of Glenwood

State Hospital School, Glenwood, Iowa. Four areas of under-

develoied behavior are listed: 1) level of awareness; 2) movement,

,3)manipulation of environment, and 4) posture and locomotion.'

The article includes the Awareness, Movement, Manipulation of

Environment; Posture and Locomotion (AM F) Index which is used for

evaluating behavioral levels.

1 . WICKSTROM, Ralph L. Fundamental Motor Patterns. Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania: Lea and Febger, 1970.

Detailed descriptions of basic motor skill pA;Aerns which are

progresdively refined ter,specific sport skill movement patterns at

a later chronological age. Practitioners may determine skill levels

of program participants by 'reference to the sequential skill

progression stages.

-11r--4,,
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C. PHYSICAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS
ADDENDUM

oF

1. AMERICAN.Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. The

Best ofIChallenge II. Washington, D.C.:, the-Asioclatitin, 1974.

Compilation of articles from Challenge, AAHPER'S newsletter for special
educators, physical educators, recreation and related personnel. Designed

as a basic or supplementary text for college courses, and as a reference for

workshOps, clinics,"seminars, institutes, classes, and similar in-service
and pre-service programs.

2. BRADTKE, Louise M., William. J. Kirkpatrick, Jr., and Katherine P. Rosenblatt.
"Intensive Play: A Technique for Building Affective Behaviors in ProfOundly

Mentally Retarded Children." Education and Training of the'Mentally Retarded

7:1: 8-13; February 1972.

Aiticle discusses value of intensive play, in working with profoundly

mentally: retarded children according to the methods used at the authors'
BkR Experimental Project at the Sunland Training Center in Miami, Florida..
Adults work with only one child during a 30-minute play session, which is

specially planned for'that-child, using intensive play to develop responses

to close body contact and physical stimulation and to break through the

typical fearfulnass and unresponsivenessof these children.

3. KECK, S. Annette, Constance R. Curry, Gale Salzman,-and Carol Arslandert

Day Camping for the Trainable and Severely Mentally Retarded: Guidelines

for Establishing Day Camp PPograms. Springfield, Ill.: Division of Mental

Retardation, Department of Mental Health (401 South.Spring Street); April 1970.

Prepared.by regular and consultant staff of Herman M. Adler Zone Center

(Champaign, IllihOis) to meeethe need of community recreation personnel for

a handbook on Camping for the trainable and severely mentally retarded.

Sections deal with administering a day camp, physical activities, arts and

crafts activities, music activities, sample schedules, forms, job descriptions

for staff, materials, and a Selected bibliography.

4. SCHEER, Ralph M. "Fusion of Social Group Work and Recreation Skills in'

ProViding Service to the Mentally Retarded." Trainin& School Bulletin 65:1:

21-27; 1968.

This article discusses the leisure revolution and effect that this

phenomenon is having on society in general and for the retardate specifically.

The question is raised asto whether opnot sterile programming is frequently

offered the institutionalized retardinstead of needed creative emotional

experiences.
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5. THOMPSON, Travis and 'John Grabowski, editors.. Behavior Modification

of the Mentally Retarded. New York City: Oxford University Press,

Inc. (200 Madison Avenue), 1972.

This book documents how the Fairbault State Hospital in Minnesota

transformed itself from a largely custodial institution to an edu--

cational therapeutic environment' through the systematic application

of behavior modification procedures. Described in detail-are:

initial ward-wide behavior modification programs for children.; special

programs for the most seriously retarded and emotionally disturbed

adult-patients; a token reinforcement system for women, the preseh-

tation'of which includes a comparative study of behavior modification

and drug therapy; and the use of behavior modification procedures in .

specialLeducation.classrooms and inoccuPational and recreational

therapy. Because all the patients are profoundly retarded, the.

programs focus first on developing self-care skills andithen.on edur

cational, recreational, interactive, and vocational skills, while

at the same time controlling and elithinating disruptive and destructive

.16

behavior.

THERAPEUTIC Reck!BlAtrn-daffi-10-. "Special Issue: Therapeutic ReCreation

Service and Mental Retardation." Therapeutic-Recreation Journal 3:3:

1-36; Third Quarter,.1969,

Special issue includes articles in the following areas: thera-

peutic recreation for the profoundly retar44d, improving services,

rights of the retarded, federal support of recreation, recreation

services in Kansas, and initiating a program in cottages for the

severely and profoundly retarded.

7. WOLINSKY, Gloria F. and. Nancy Koehler. "A Cooperative Program in

Materials Development for very Young Hospitalized Children."

Rehabilitation Literature 34'2. 34-46; February 1973..

Information is given on equipment and materials to be used with

infants and toddlers who are-confined to cribs during h tspitalization

away from the home environment. The materials for tact le; visual,

auditory and kinesthetic stimulation are designOd for children who

fUnction at normal and below normal intellectual levels. The crib

play materials are suitable for profoundly retarded individuals.

S.

1 ..
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PART THREE/

ft

.RESOURCE INFORMATION CONTACTSA

1. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR.MENTAL DEFICIENCY

5201 ConneCticutAvenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20015.

2. THE AMERICAN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION, INC.

6000 Executive Boulevard, Suite 200 r

-Rockville,IMArYland 20852

3. AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION M,

; 1156 -15th Slreet,
Washington, D.C. 20005

4. ASSOCIATION 'fOR CHILDHOOD. EDUCATION INTERNATIONAL

3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

5, COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILD

1920 AssociatiOn Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

6. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION -ERIC Clearinghouse

University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois t.

1

7. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES FOR THE

MENTALLY RETARDED
1906 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

8. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS

2709 Avenue E East.
Arlington, Texas. 76010

9.AATIONAL REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION'
'1522.K Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005

10. NATIONAL THERAPEUTIC RECREATION SOCIEtY.

1601 North Kent Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Ar
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11. THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON MENTAL RETARDATION
Washington, D.C. 20201

c

a
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AUDIOVISUAL' AIDS

9.

1. Aids for Teaching the Mentally-Retarded (16mm, sound,' color, 38.1/2

lainUteSThoine FilMs, Inc., 1229 University Avenue, Bouldef,

Colorado. (Available as one . film Or fivkaaparate ones.) ..-:

.;

.

, .,-

Thla.seriei was developed'to helptiIl.defiCienCes orredOurces

Available fot inservice trailing-in the field of mental retardation.(

the films were taken at Laradon Hall Schoollor Exceptional Children,,

DenVer, Colorado, to show a functional teaching approach thastresses

gradual instruction, transition, from 'one activity to another,; and

'initial objeCt7orientation from which abstraction may follow. Scenes.

show that trainable,peraoris clQ 25-50) can.learn .though a series of

;concrete object-oriented retarded activities. VariOus mechanical

deVices usedin thisprograinto develOp motor, sensorY,iterceptual
and.integratedmotor-perceptual skills are unique in their appli-

cation, but not in titieir avagabiiity. Many are being made by

retarded persons in sheltered.yorkshops. Construction often

requirea only baiicittiowledge of Wood working, some, nexpensive

lumber, and paint.

2; AUdio-Vfsual Media and Mateials on. Mental Retardati n. Natiodar

Association for Retarded Children; 2709 Avenue LEa , Arlington,

Texas 76011;8.50.

Listing of available. films and Other audiovisual materials-deal-

.ing with mental retardation.inCludes a. brief annotation of eaCht

this guide was 'prepared and. designed by praCtitioners Zn the field.

3v Cast No Shadow (16mm, sound, color,: 27.minutes .. Professional Arts,

Inc., Box' 8484, Universal City,

This unique and dramatic filth vividlydep cts:a wide range of

recreationactivities'forseverelyand
prof1;undly mentally. retarded,

physically handicapped;multihandicapped,
pidemotionally disturbed7".

children,:,feens, and.adulta at the ReCreWonCenter.for the Handi-

capped (San Francisco, California). EmphAais is on values of tecre,.

'-ation and its effects upon lives of handicapped persons awan integral

'part.of their total learning, experiences and social development.

Equally, it is about handicapped individuals, ages 2 to 85, as people.

Enthusiasm, satisfaction and enjoymenilare shoWnon their'faces as they

participate in a variety Of activities fhpm snow skiing at Squaw.

'

Pr

44)
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Valleyq0lympic Village to wheelchair surfing in the'Pacific Ocean.

.4. Catalog,of Audio - Visual. Aids for-Counselor Training in Mental Re-

tardation and Emotional Disability. The Devereux Foundation, Devon,

Pennsylvania 19333.

This annotated listing of audiovisual materials includes those

felt to be most appropriate for use in university counselor-train-

ing-programs and in agency in- service training programs preparing

staff to work with. mentally and/or emotionally handicapped persons.

5. Chance to .Live (16mm, sound, color, 18 minutes).. South Carolina

Association for Retarded Children, 1517 Hampton Street, P.O. Box

1564, Columbia, South Carolina.
.

.

This film describes'the problems facing parents of mentally re-

tarded children and the need for community services,- day care centers,

developmental centers, sheltered Workshops and group hafts. The-

Orange Grove program in Chattanooga, Tennessee is depicted with

the focus on prOgraming'in South Carolina.

.

In day care settings, activities that stress socialization,

skill development, and parent activities,' are described.' It is.

noted that persons are not lnstitUtienalized unless, community

services are not available. n.the developmental center setting;

the gap between day care and school or workshop is bridged. Much

emphasis is given to skill ddvelopment,:- bits and usebf leisure

hiIours.in addition to deinstitutionalizati n. A sheltered workshop

for the blind/mentally retarded is dealt ith for meeting indi--

vidual needs. In halfway,hoUses (community homes),'persons learn

to live independently sociall =y and economically. Supervisioa is

given by, house parents who provide a meaningful home to assist the,

people find a place in the world.: Notation ismade of services

available in South'Carolina and the need for emphasis on community

services. ts,

6. IMC/RMC Network Professional Film Collection (second edition). Council

for-Exceptional Children, 1920 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091

,

The catalog lists and describes-293films concerning handicapped

children whiCh are available from the Instructional Materials Centers

and Regional Media Centers Network; art:for'exceptional. children,'

-.t,tism,'-behavior manatement,giftea, disadvantaged, early childhood:

and preschool, smotioally disturbed,' hdaring/deaf and hardof hear-.

ing, learning disabi itiesi.Anentally handicapped,,multiplihandicappedj.

.

phySicallybandicapp d, psychology,. reading, sight/visually handicapped;..
,-

\.
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special education, speech/speech impaired, teacher training, tests,
vocational education, and miscellaneous.

7. Mental Retardation Film List. Division of Mental Retardation, Social
and Rehabilitation Service, National Medical Audiovisual. Center, U.S.
'Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Resource listing of selected audiovisual materials for use in
mental retardation education programs. Films for use by the general
public are grouped under heading of nonprofessional and include
nature of mental retardation, its causes, general'treatment, and

prevention. Other films dealing with specific aspects of diagnosis,
clinical treatment, rehabilitation, and control are listed in the

professional section. 'Films are listed alphabetically in the
descriptive sections and in the title index.

8. Mental Retardation Films. Parsons State HOspital and Training Center,
2601 Gabriel, Parsons, Kansas 67357.

Listing of 16mm films on mental retardation is an outgrowth of
the International Film Festival on Mental Retardation'. Each film

was checked to determine its direct relationship-to:the field of

mental retardatibn and to eliminate films dealing with subjects
peripheral to the field.

9.'Movement Education. (K-3). American Association'for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation, 1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

20036.

A series of film loops dealing with basic. movement, movement

:awareness, basic manipulative activities, and functional fitness.

For a descriptive. catalog and price list, write AAHPER.

:10. Recreation Center.for the Handicapped -(16mm, sOund,,color, 23

minutes), East of the Mississippi River apply to Audio-Vival
Studio, National Education Association, 120 Sixteenth Street,
N.W., WashingtOn, D.C. 20036; west of the MiasissippiRiver
apply to Mrs. Morris Pomeroy, Director? Recreation Center for

the Handicapped, Great Highway near Sloat Boulevard, San
Francisco, California."

Founded in 1952, the Recreation Center for the Handicapped
provides year - round programs for vcrelY handicapped partici-

pants of all ages. The program stresses achievement of happinesS

and contentment as each individual,'regardless of his condition,
A.earns to do for himself'apd to stand on his own two feet. The

film shows' participants active in checkers, music activities
(tamborine and bongos),, clay work, outdoor activities', table'

games, wrestling, swimming,. fishing and-casting, woodworking

fj

r
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playground activities, snow and winter activities, and dancing. Some
of the many ways in which the participants help each other are Vividly
shown.

11. Somebody Waiting (16mm, sound, color, 25-minutes). Extension Media
Center, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720.

This is a compelling story about children who live in Corcoran
Cottage, Sonoma California State Hospital. They 'have severe cere-
bral dysfunction and are among the most physically, emotionally,
and mentally handicapped children in society. They are totally
dependent on the hospital staff for every physical, nutritional,
and personal need. The-film demonstrates that further handicapping
can be avoided by appropriate environmental stimulation and thera-
peutic handling. It vividly shows the children's response to
loving care, new physical therapies, and new experiences. The staff
begins to learn, first from visiting professionals such as physical
therapists and later from their own experience; how to make life
more pleasant, interesting, and rewarding for the children7.-and
themselves.

12. Where Do the-Children Play? (16m, sound, color, 15-minutes). National
Association for Retarded Children, 2709 'Avenue E East, Arlington, Texas
76011.

Today many severely or profoundly retarded children do not have'tO
be institutionalized--they,can live at home if there are sufficient
and appropriate_SerVicei. in the community to meet individual and' family
needs.- This documentary stresses need for community day .training pro-'
grams for such children. Inthe film the hopes of a young couple are
shattered when their first child is diagnosed.as profoundly,retarded.
The option of community-based services is contrasted with the tradi-
tional alternative of institutionalization. Scenes from various' day'
training programs are shown-and professionls, volunteers, and parents
who work.in these programs discuss the.issues\of providing developmental
programs withirCthe community. Many scenes show these children at
play-in the out-of-doors, on field trips, in parks, and in developmental
activities such as body,identification,' self-care, and patterning. The
film.ends on the queStion as to where

identification,'

children play emphasiting
the potential and individuality of'each child to reduce or eliminate
dehumaniration of any group or individUal

0

o.
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PART FIVE

'EXAMPLES OF ON-GOING PROGRAM APPROACHES

PORTERVILLE,STATE HOSPITAL

.
Porterville State Hospital, California, conducted a project on

"Total Care of the Multi-Handicapped Child" from June 1969 to May 1972,
The Final Report of that project,' funded by-H.E.W., Divisipn pf Mental
Retardation - .Hospital Improvement. Project is available from Ruth E.
Smith, Ph.D., Porterville,State Hospital, P.O. Box 2000, Porterville,

California 93257. The project was a comprehensive-treatment program
for severely and profoundly retarded, multi- handicapped individuals
with the-following program objectives:

A. Motor

4
I.'Prevent or reduce contractures, orthopedic deformities and

skin breakdown. -2. or-4'-

2 . :11 o rm'a 1 i i e muscle tone, muscle. strength and motor.a4Arnation.
3. Increase.voIUntary movement of arms, and legs with the par=

tfcular goal of developing reaching, grasping, and ambulation.

B. Cognitive/Social

1. Increase response to and attention to environment.
2- Improve discrimination of different sensory stimuli.
3. Increase awareness of and responsiveness to other people.

C. Nutritional

1. Improve nutritional status and thereby general health.
'2. Develop or normalize oral reflexes and oral sensitivity.
3,. Develop or improve chewing techniques.

Also available are;

. audiovisual materials: 34-minute video tape (1/2" Sony format)

16mm kinescope, 35mm slides.
F -'18.Ideas and Equipment guide.

. Objective Games materials. -

.

The rationale and the objectives stressed by the above games materials

are listed asfollows:
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Why play Games?

-0
We are all trying. to help our residents, to be self sufficient. We are

trying to teach them adaptive skills, for example: toilet training, use of
_spoon, table manners, etc. When'we try to accomplish an objective in these
Areas.we finii.that we must first teach a number of sub- skills. A resident
cannot be "toilet trained" if he can't button and unbutton; a resident can't
use a spoon if he can't hold it; and a resident can't acquire table manners
if he can't, or won't sit in a chair. 'We' find that wemust, teach these
"sub-skills" if we are to accomplish our objective. At this point we find
the games helpful. There are games on the list; indexed by the service
objective which may make the learning of these new skills fun. '0

.0ne game may be used to develop many sub-skills and there are games
which not only teach Self skills but also help our residents use their
bodies for these adaptive skills. When the games are played by the resi-
dent gioup, several benfit at the same time and there is added social-
ization.

If thesegames are played over and over again and varied with other
games, We will find' that our residents are becoming better able to button,,
to hOldobjects or sit in chairs. We then goon to the next step. The
group., leader of the resident groups :is in the best position to know what
should be focused on next: He knows what his,reeident can do with his
.body, his speech, his ability to underitand, and his. level of development.
'He also knows what the other residents in his group can do with their
bodies and can devise games which will make the. learning of the next step
fun!

If you don't believe that your resident group can play a particular
game because they can't tolerate competition, then modify the game. Change
the rules to eliminate the competition and'let them play.for the sheer
.enjoyment of the,activity.

1. Body Alignment and-Joint Mobility Development. Service Objectives-

a. To develop body alignMent abilities
b. To develop motor strength .(as in spasticity and contractures)
c. To develop body flexibility
d. To enhance range of motion
e. To develop gross coordination abilities

2. Sensory Responsitivity Improvement Service Objectives

a. To impfuve visual perception skills
b. To improve auditory (hearing) perception skills
c. To improve sensory perception skills -of other special senses
d. To develop environmental awareness skills



3. Basic Body Mdvement Development Service Objectives

a. To develop lying positions movement skills

b. To develop four-point position movement skills

c. To develop sitting position movement skills

d. To develop kneeling position movement skills

e. To develop standing position movement skills.

f. To develop self-transfer movement skills

4, Physical Functioning_Development Service (With or Without Orthesis)

Objectives

a. To improve body awareness skills .

b. To improve gross motor coordination abilities

c. To improve fine motor coordinatioriabilities

d. To improve densori-motor performance abilities

e. To improve neuromuscular control
f. To improve locomotor and/or ambulation skills

Socio-Psychological Development Service Objectives

a. To improve'sychomotor performance status

b. To improve cognitive performance status

c. To improve affective performance status

d. To improve emotional development status

e. To improve language development status

f. To improve social development status

,g. To improve character development-status

.6. Personal Self-Care Development Service Objectives

a. To develop self-feeding skills

b. To develop self-toileting skills.

c. To develop self-washing skills

d. To develop self -bathing, skills

e. To develop self-dressing skills

f. To develop self-hygiene skills

g. To develop self-grooMing skills:

h. To develop independent trans-location skills

i. To develop mechanical aide and/or special devices and skills

7. Pre Formal Education Service: Objectives

a. To - increase attention span

b. To develop seeing and listening skills

c. To enhance language development'

d. To enhance social interaction skills'

e. To develop basic concepts of the physical world
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f. To increase functional vocabulary skills
g. To enhance graphic expression skills
h. To improve social responsibility skills
i. To improve impulse control skills
J. To develop reading readiness skills.
k. To develop="special deaf-bliiufliving skills

8. Formal Education Service Objectives

a. To develop speaking skills
b. To develop reading skills
c. To develop *riting skills
d. To develop mathematics skills
e. To develop concepts of time, place, and order

To develop thinking and reasoning skills
g. To develop geography and social science, skills
h. To develop scientific knowledge use skills
i. To develop physical fitness skills
J. To develop moral and'spiritual values
k, To develop pre-vocational skills
1; To develop health and welfare skills
m. To develop special deaf-blind learning.skills

9. Life Enrichment Training Service Objectives

a. To develop individual and dual game skills
To develop group games. and recreational activity skills

c. To develop team sport skills
d. To develop dramatic arts and role-playing skills
e. To develop musical, vocal, and rhythmic skills
f. To develop arts and crafts performance skills
g. To develop outdoor life skills
h. To develop leisure-time utilization skills
i. To develop spectator sports utilization skills
j. To develop special deaf-blind coping skills

10. Vocational Training Service Objectives

a. TO develop basic work training attitudes and habits
b. To develop task performance skills
c. To develop sheltered-employment. work skills
d. To develop community-placement work skills
e. To develop trade and industrial career skills

4

11. Independent Functioning Development Service Objectives

a. Ti develop personal property care skills
b. To develop'roomcare skills

C

c_
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c. To develop housekeeping skills
d. To develop home technical skills
-e. To develop property maintenance
f. To develop pet care-skills
g.To develop social role skills
h. To develop citizenship role skills
i. To develop economic role skills
j. To develop worker role skills'
k. To develop public"services utilization skills
1. To develop life. enrichment opportunities utilization skills

m. To develop personal and social safety skills

n.'To develop general safety skills
or To.develop general survival, skills

PENNHURST'STATE SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL

The presenf Pennhurst model (which is also described in the attached

article at the first of this information sheet) 'employs data-based program7
ing for 'waving. each individual sequentially through his own "developmental

hierarchy.from one stage.of treatment and development to other more complex

stages."

"The three7stage workshop with an average weekly payroll Of over one

thousand dollars'combined with a realistic scrip'economy obliterates

peonage and enhances the dignityof work. Functional on -ward behavioral

'in-service.training liberates child care Workers from custodial chains

and cloaks them with programing skills. Multi- disciplinary efforts focus

on an individual program for every citizen--a. program with definitive

short and long term goals.and procedures and strategies to achieve them.

Simulated'on-grounds counununity orientation programs ease the transition

into the main stream community. Advocacy programs; sexuality education;

mobility instruction; unique'stimulus enriched environments; acommunica-

tion center for-the deaf; extensive volunteer resource efforts; over three

'hundred recent successful community placements; foster grandparents; data -

-based schoolprograms; modular hOmes; and the list goes on."

Materials and printed papers are available from Dr. Robert Smilovitz,

Pennhurst State School, Spring City, Pennsylvania 19475.

RECREATION.CENTER FOR THE HANDICAPPED, INC.

The Recreation Center for the Handicapped, Inc., San Francisco,

California, is a non-profit corporation dedicated to.bringing happiness

and companionship ta severely mentally retarded and physically handi-
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teens, and adults. This community program provides day
camping, an early infant stimulation program, homebound
program, adult education program, and a variety of other

RANTER SCHOOL

In addition to a strong recreation program at Ranier School, Buckley,
Washington, a program aide project called "Mission Hope" strives toward the
goal of improving physical emotional and social functions of the severely
and profoundly mentally retarded residents at the state school. A program '

aide is described as a motivational catalyst who stimulates the resident
towards reaching his fullest potential either by an open7structured ap-
proach or a structured program. In open structure, the aide provides':
.opportunities for the resident toexplore and respond to many different
stimuli and situations in his own individual way. In the structured pro=

gram, specific recreation.programs for particular individual needs of the

resident are offered:

EASTERN-STATE HOSPITAL

An activity guide for use in personal and family care homes entitled

"How to Provide a Little More than 'Room and Bored'" was developed by the'

Comiunity Placement Program, Eastern State Hospital,'Lexington, Kentucky.

The guide is ,aimed toward assisting operators rand staff of the homes ,in

providing simple, constructive and healthy activities for the patients who

have been placed in the community from the hospital. In addition to offer-

ing direct consultation and assistance, the hospital staff lists available

sources in 'the local community, suggested equipment and facilities, infor-

mation on use of volunteers, suggested activities, and references for addi-

tional information to be found in the local library.

STATE COLONY ATWOODBINE

A program for training recreation aides and attendents ircreative and

constructive recreational activities for profoundly and severely retarded

children was developed by the State Colony at Woodbine, New Jersey. The

program stresses recreational motivation which is a system of directed

techniques used by the recreation worker to afford the resident the oppor-

tunity to increase his limited capabilities.

The worker meets each resident for thirty minutes to one hour at least

once a week, depending upon the activities planned. A group of five to ten

1
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residents are provided structured experienCe situations in the "five-

area basis" for -the techniques: 1) create a climate of acceptance,

2), make connections to the real world,3) share. the outside world,

4). teach the simple,tasks of the ,cottage'unitg, 'and 5) create a climate

cof appreciation.

BRANDON TRAINING. SCHOOL

An' institutional day camp for educable, trainable, severely-and

profoundly mentally retarded residents was conducted by the Brandon

Training School, Brandon, Vermont during Summer, 1972.: The camp was

financially supported by a Title I grant and the. Parents Association

of the - school. Camping experienceA included arts-and crafts, sports,

horseback riding,animal care, nature lore, hiking,. music, free choice

activities, evening programs, field trips, excursions, cook-outs, over-

nights, and special camp programs% The-sixty -seven severely and pro-

'foundly mentally retarded residents shOwed 1): the greatest arts and

crafts skill development indicating "that impact was greatest upon

them as their need for' development is greatest," 2) the largest in-

crease .in physical education and developmental skill develdpment'indi-

eating "that increased, ctivity- was very beneficial to their physical

\ health, and 3).high percentage of improvement in!horseback riding (along

with similar improvement in trainable level residents)indicating "impact. 1

on TMR and SPMR is greater because these residents have usually less -

Activity involvement."

COLDWATER'STATE HOME AND .TRAINING SCHOOL

In'Additionto a well.devqoped play therapy and perceptual-motor : .

prOgram,\he Coldwater State Home and Training School, Coldwater, Michigan,

used thirteen-ana fourteen year old voldnteers in a peCial summer.project.

Between five\to eight junior high students, including a speCial education

student, fromQuincy, Michigan worked under the direct supervision of

physical'educAion teacher at the school during.a three'day:aweek, one

and one half hodi daily, special play therapylWrogram.- Seventeen pro-

foundly retarded\residents (ten wheelchair-bound and seven ambulatory)

were provided pi* on an elevated sandbox, water play on an elevated

wading pool, and tey play.- The supervisor considered the young volunteers

to.be the best of workers she'had ever worked with in eleven years-6f

teaching.

'41

am.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT DAY ACTIVITY. CENTER. p

. .

In 1966, the Child Development Day Activity Center was established at.'

St. Louis University in Cardinal Glennon Memorial Hospital for Children. In

response to a growing awareness'of the stimulating and nurturing .effect of_

the home instead of the institution, day activityprograms'were provided to:

1) offer day .training for severely and profoundly retarded children .for whom

there were no existing day educational facilitiesi) deMonstrate not only the

necessity but also the feasibility of this program; and 3) provide a situation

for research and training with these children. Information op administration

indicates that day training- is not appropriate for all,profoundly retarded,

.especially those whol) have gross phya4cs1 impairment, 2) are non-ambulatory,

3) are tube-fed, 4) arenon-responsive to environment, 5) are extremely

hyperactive; destructive, and disruptive, 6) are intolerant in group situ-

ations, and 7)have family problems. The Center Staff stresses that their

program is not group "baby-sitting."

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL. AND TRAINING CENTER

0
A new Title I. project is proVided at Fairview Hospital and Training Center,

Salem, Oregon forsome of the severe and profbundly retarded residents. The

Activity Center, Program consists of 2 to 34Our blocks cif time in which 75
residents In each group walk from their cottage tothe Activity Center,dake;
part in activities and return. Tn. program includes gross and Bine motor
coordination, musical activities, arts.and craftsw.physical activity, moVement'
exploration, and-a creative playroom.. Six recreation staff members and four
cottage attendants are involved in the supervision of the Object.
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The Problem with research is that weuse it like a drunk

Uses a 1114 post - forsupport rather than.Illumingilont

%

.

Recent. legislation enacted in California mand4tes school programs for

all four year old children: 'Similar. legislation is being cOnsidersd Ne

York State for three year old 'youngsters.:. Other states; many professiOnal.

organizations, various voluntee :itgencies, and countless individuals. cham-
\

.pian the cause of starting all children in formal education programs at

earlier ard,earlier "get. This represents just one of confusing, apparently'
.

. .. ,.. ,., .
.

contradictory,. and difficult,:. if noe\iMposeible to understand, situations---
.

.and'circumstanceS confronting eOcators, parent', legislators the lay.
r

public,'and.othere interestedin the-4041d ona'zwelfareof all 'children.

Comprehensiveanalyses by 'groups outside. of California and'apparently'

impartial individuals of the same studies that proirided rationale and sup-

port for the California MandateAndiCate' that children as a grOup should

start into'formal education programs later, not earlier as in the current

movement! Other reports indicate that the three R's should be saved for
- . .

junior high School! The importance of early. learning experiences,

!parental involvement, :home intervention,' family participationi. along with a

laterStarting age for formal. schooling are factors that need to receive

-

'greater consideration and more emphasis for optimal child growth and deveI-
, //

opment; early,successelfand.positive emotional development are being given,
/ .

increasing emphasis. In 'spite. of increasing, evidence tattle con ary, pro-

grams.cdntinue to.tiphisiziforma learning-experiende organized activities,

4 ,

and cognitive aracademic4kills.it'earlier and earlier ages! Certainly

there is little if any disagreement that children with definite and obvious

Tr'
sensory or motor deficits do need:an earlier start so they can develop skills,



competencias,,attitudes and other requisite characteristics:to function in

the most effective manner when hey do enter elementary school. Specialists

in growth and development, psych lOgistsi educatori.,. and parents haVe long

discussed the fact that girls ma

age of conventional school entry,'

yetwe still insist on starting'ewery

ure more'rapidli,than boys, 4a4 that at th

girls are about a year ahead of the boys ,,--

ne to.achool, teaching them to read, and

emphasizing cognitive skills eat t

Understand paradoxes of our times 40

... Growth and development are

time. This leads to other hard to

I

looked upon as very individual for each.'

child, although youngsters who do not reach certain motor milektones, perform

certain cognitive or academic skills, or attain specific:concepts and

by .a given tine-are considered differeat, slow, or even retarded!:

\ A

The importance of individualizing instruction to meet each child's

needs in terms of his, special interests, abilities, and-ways Of learning are

stressed, but those who need such individualized;instrUction and are unable

to respond and function effectivelyto regimented, group, class oriented

activities and methods are labeled as different, difficult, defliCient, or

deviant!

Attempts to identify,behairioral characteristics, personal traits,

and personality differencei that make it more likely individual youngsters

will respond effectively to speCific activitiesmethods,_ procedures, or

techniqees are advocated,\ but activities, methods,vrocedurts or techniques

y with all youngsters are still sought;that can be used effective

Play movement, mot r activity; and physical proficiency are felt to-

be important prerequisites for sound growth and complete development, yet many

0

early childhood education sand project:Continue to place increasing

emphasis apon-c,Oemic activities /end cognitive developMenti

/

.1*) '4.



Written philosophies of all schools recognize the highly individu-

alized nature of the.educational -process, but remedial programs,specific

projecta,-and special efforts, have to 'be.established before individual' needs
.

of students are met'throughappropriate adaptation:ivand modifications of

activities, methods, pr cedures and techniques are made.

... .Interdisciplinary cooperation and multiagency teamwork are by-words

1

of the day, yet manTgroups-and individuals give-little More thanlip service

flto this concept a shown by the amount of duplication of effort profeisional

I
, .

.

jealousies, disci/plinary-empires, and confusion in terminology!

;
Releva ce and accountability are concerns of educators at every

level, but too ew students or'Consumers are given opportunities to provide
1

/

inputintO andievaluatevrograns that directly affect- too few teachers
. i

1

are involved in activities and procedures for which they are held accountable;

and often incnsistencies aboUnd betweenpregrams andiWaye in which progress

is assessed;(

Understanding children, knowledge, of growth ,and development patterns

andtsequenCes, and opportunities to obierlia, teed', lead, and know children

without handicapping conditions are felt to be important prereqUitites and

fotta\a basic foundetion for those who work with youngsters who have various

'-
impeirme ts, disabilities,or handicaps,-yet earlier and earlier specialize-.

tion s dvacated by:aeme persons involved in programs for special.populationsl

Mere'individualized-attention through smaller teacher-pupil ratios-

'an impOrtent ingredient for programs involv g special.groups;is cons

but atti

involvi

and ass

unions!

e

tereduce these ratios through differential staf i.0 patterns

of para4rofessionals, activity specialists, aides,Nattendants,

ants are resisted'by many individuals, groUps, associationand
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Individuals with various physical, mental, emotional, social or

educational, impairments, disabilities, or handicaps are said to be more 1411
.

their peers and Contemporaries than they are different so that discriminate-'

integration is to berencouiaged and activities provided to promote getting and

.

4. keeping these populations in the mainstreamof society,. but -separate and segre-

gated programs continue to emphasize differences, deficiencies, disabilities

and deviations!

In addition to these and many. Other confusing Paradoxes, seVeral addi-
.

n tional problems contribute to the confusion, misconceptions, lack of under,

standing, and,unsureness. of ways to proceed.
,

Semantics and terminology. individuals use different terms. and

interpretations when referring to the same characteristics, traits, concepts,

,./4,11d0ovement:pitterns. Others use the same terms and interpretations when

referring to entirely different characteristics traits, concepts, moyements

add patterns. Also complicating this particular situation is failure to die-

tinguith and differentiate among characteristica, and concepts, and teaching

methods, techniques, approaches, and pi:ocedures.: Need for conaletenty in
_

terminology and in its usage, especially when personnel from different die-
/

ciplines are involved, is evident and obvieua. , Clouding the picture and muddy-

ing the water further is.a tendency to be over sophisticated complicated, and

F_Ilflex-141-Ahe-us0-04 words. *So o ten a tried and true word, phrase, or term--

one that is clear, concise, and simpl- -- is perfectly acceptable and descrip-

tive ---it conveys what is meant and iflted but avoided like the plc:we id

new words-and,terms can be introduced. For e ample, what do cognitive,

affective, and psyChomotor-have that mental, mot nal and physical don't?

For some reason new terms give, mystery, status, and.un ueness to old wine.

_placed in new bottles, and gives academic sanction and Intel ctual reapecta-

[,,bility to educational jargon-- the confusion caused matters not.

)
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contradictory-research.. Results of studies, experimental, action,
. ,

basic, applied, formal, informal, desicriptie inferential, ad infinitum. can

'easily be found that present diamctrically opposite findings,cdiclusions, and

4

. recommendations! There are as many reasons for these contradictions as for

:differences.in.empirical reports, sObjective observations, and -just plain

differences of opinion. -- People, programs, methods, activities, axes to grind,

preconceiVed ideas to prove, sObjects, methodologidel weekceisee, over gener-
,

. .

.

,. ,

alizations, inappropriate applicationi,.wronginferences, making results fit

.
hypotheses.. Attempts to.apply methods, approaches, and techniques from the

physical'sciences to the behavioral sciences is another important but univer,

4

sally overlooked-factor: When onechemical is mixed with another under

identical conditiOns, 'resulting interactions-are the same; a given power

source (voltage) AlWays provides the same current (amperage) thrgiughthe same

amount of electriOalresistance.(Ohms). -Most all principles, laws, and their

application' are consistent and constant when dealing with elements in the

physiCal sciences, 'llowever,:thii concept and its application arehot only

inconsistent with theliery basis of individual. differences and all its impli-

cations :for educationOnter-personal relationshipi, and personal behavioral

characteristics, but complicated further by many different factors that con-
.

tribute to any situation involving. people physical situations, other people

-- peers, leaders,. adult! models involved in:thiseSituations the individual's

emotional climate at the.time, physical problems such as illnesses or nagging

inconveniences. So often resecr.ch has been aimed at finding ways'to incor-

porate all individuals with certain characteristics end_traits into a given

mold. or-program instead of identifying.personal, social,-emotional, physical,

and related traits-of individuals:that will make it more likely for each to

succeed under certain circumstances and with specific methods, activities, And

techniques. Emphasis must be.upon individualizing.instruCtion in terms -of
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each person's needs -- one-to-one, small group,. large group, massed, distribu-

ted, whole, part; whole-part-whOle form ,informal, structured, open, as. .

needed,

... What's happened to childhood?' Physiologists, specialists in child

growth- and development, teachers,' -and parents all tell us that children are

.maturing physically more rapidly today than even a generation_ ago. But they

do .not tell us that these same youngsiers,are maturing psycholohically, emo-

tionall-y and sociallyniOve -rapidly; they are more. worldly and sOphisticatecr-

but these. do -not in themselves equal greater maturity. .There-are manylndica-

tions that despite earlier physical maturation, certain elements and aspects

of growth and development cannot be hurried; each child does in fa t pace

himself according to his own internal timetable and schedule; hurr ing or

delaying this can be devastating and detrimental to the individual. In fact,

many people feel there is heavily represented among children who sr having

probleMs in school, a mass idiosyncrasies and'individuti differenes which_

we.have chosen to regard as abnormalities, which are only individual differ--

ences. If we were prepared to-duceptthem they-would not be cause for alarm.

There is nothing wrong with the non-retarded reading-disabled child -- he

simply has the individual difference that he is not by aptitude a good.

reader.
F

t

Studies and observation both indicate that more children today suffer

from emotional maladjustment as evidenced by incidence of peptic ulcers as

early as third and fourth grade, number of high school suicides, drue_problems,

children needing psychiatric counseling, and various and sundiyaimilar psycho-

\
social problems. Often associated with these problems are different kindi and

'types of learning disabilities. It ii,citcial to ascertain exact cause and

affect relitionships in these cases are emotional problems because of learn-

ing disabilities or learning disabilities caused by emotional problems?
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;Methods, proCedures,:and attack.on these problems will be quite different

depending upon exact cause. Whert remedial. programs are effectiVe,_ especially

during the elementaryachool years activities.that are effective and well.

received by children are often thOse so typical to, of, by,and for children.

\-

.
These same activities and. this same approach are also-the bases for preventa-

tiwprogratis ataarlier ages.and stages. As we evaluate and assess what has

happened'to childhood we need to explore its relationships to and effects urn
. .

:questions such as:

If the percentage of learning

thawa.generatiOn ago, why?

higher today

what effects to early specializations in specific-activities'

such as Pop Warner Football, Bitty Basketball, Little League Base-/.

ball, 'prodigy .piano lessons, ballet, and other imposition4 of an/

adult society.-- formals for nine and ten year olds, preteengyr
/.

.bras -- have in:creating and,promoting learning problems? -

.

To what event does the philosophy if it's not- academic) it's

not important have upon creating learning problems and disabi ities

Among children who iia'not academically oriented'or receptiv to.

teaching.modalities.of a given teacher or specific school system?

Does television, reduced play spice, structural'play areas with

less emphasis upon creative play, and other chiracteriatics of our

.modern tWentieth century urban society affect overall child growth

and development, and contribute to learning problems and difficulties?

oes dictation of adult concepts and values to the child

create and contribute to these very same problets?..What's important .

in the, adult world often means little if anything in a child's world!

1 5
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With so many paradoxes, inconsistencies,, and confusing issuei, everyone

interested and involved in programs and activities for children. must arm

themselves well to avoid'falling into traps inherent in these situations.

One way to avoid falling into ,these traps is to return to and draw upon basic .

concepts fromatatomy,physiology, kinesiology, psychology, sociology, physics,

education, growth and development this provides a solid fouddation'for.sound

programs, procedures, methods, and techniques. This provides teachers, leaders;

parenta, superVisois, and administrators with information, Concepts, udr-.

standings, and appreciation so they-Can recognize "old wine in new bottles."

When tried and true activities or techniques are simply given new and sophis-

ticated names, a sound.foundation of basic fundamentals in,these and related

areas permit the individual to see both forest and trees. For example --

DoeS perceptual-motor activity relate to or extend basic stimulus-
_

reSponse principles?

Do perCeptuaI-motor-activity and systems relate-to or differ from

neuromuscular principles and factors?

To what extent are,pitterning (Doman-Delacato); controlling. the

output (Kep4arc), assistive therapy (physical therapists); reflexive theory

(corrective therapists), and kinesthesia (physical educators) similai?

Different?

...' To what extent does relatively independent function.of.right and

left cerebral hemispheres and 'cerebellum control of coordination explain .

individuals who can perform certain activities, skills, and movement patterns

well, but have difficulty performing other activities, skills,-or movement

patterns that are similar or identical ones on the other side of the, body?

... What are relationships, similarities, and differences among patterna.

ing, perdeptual-Motor activity,:movement education, and exploration of

movement? 1
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From areurcmuscular functional standpoint what are differences/

similarities.between gross and fine motor acts ?, Is differentiation between

groat and fine motor acts,one,of convenience and observation because evaloa-
.;,

tive instruments lack sufficient sensitivity'to assess each accurately? To

.what extent is the principle that gross movementiprecede-fine ones an over-
,

stated generalization?

..4 What are'simiiarities and/or differences among movement activities

condUcted by physical educators, dance therapists, 'music therapists, occupa-

tional therapists, physical therapists, recreational therapists, corrective

therapists,. and optometrists? \

To get at some basics to shed light on these questions we need to turn

to research., empirical evidence, Observations of people in the field; experi-
,

ence and gut-level feelings of parents, volunteers, and paraprofessionals; as

well as many involved professionals froM different disciplines. Many important

but overlooked, circumvented, or ignored facts from various fields are par-

ticularly relevant and need to be discussed in terms of their application and

'appropriateness for all children, especiallythose with learning problems.

Since emphasis of this paper is.upon.physical activity, perceptual-motor, and

recreation programs and activities, major considerations come from physical

education and appropriate psychological literature.

Basic to developing. conducting, evaluating, and supervising many school

clinic and related programs and activities for learning disabled or other

children with problems or problem areas hai been the procesa and procedure to'

generalize from one situation or circumstance to another. Generally this is

accomplished by using a specific test, battery of tests, or ther evaluative/

assessment/diagnostic instruments. From results of. specific tasksTbr test

items generalizations are made about an individual's potentia a, abilities,

skills, capabilities, processes, faculties, and functions,
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In spite of increasing test refinements, greater sophistication in admin-

istration, larger samples.for determining norms, and specialists who administer

Ar
teats and interpret results, many individuals Aiothings tests say they can't

-while countless others can't do things they should according to test results.

It appears high time that. Several fundamental admissions bemade --

Test results can basicallybe interpreted that an indivldual has

(or has .not) performed certain taska,,evidenced certainhehaviere on specific

tasks under a given set of. circumstances and conditions, and at a particular

point in time.

... Transfer and/or application of learning occurs only under specific

conditions, in certain ways, With special considerations.

- Most all learning -- physical, academic, social-- is rather. specific

so the most fruitful approach is to concentrate on specific learnii needs of

individual youngsters.

... No single activity, program, method, approach, or technique can be

everything' to everybody. Mere are many ways to reach the same objective and

and attain identical goals that are influenced and affected by the indiiiidu-

alitis of both learner and teacher. Greater recognition of teacher differ-

ences -- abilities, backgrounds, hangups --'have:to be considered. Givinga'

mediocre or worse teacher-feWer children in his class simply brings mediocrity,

and incompetence closer to the students; an alive, dynamic teacher can reach

and.teach large groups,.

So much in current day school operation ii approached bar:wards --

deficiencies and deviations rather than abilities and competencies are stressed

-- student achievement at the beginning rather than at the end of formal edu-

cation is emphaeited.

Emphasis needs to be upon the, learner and ,learning not the teacher

e
and teaching. If completely honest, each will admit he never taught anyone
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anything'. Environment, situations, circumstances, and relationships are

established whereby every dtudent is.ableto learn. This makes a teacher's

role/position more not less important as feared by so.many who rebel and react

negitively to this concept.

Throughoutvthe country many youngsters participate, ctively in^physical

education, movement, motor activities, and.perceptual-;motor programs because

of alleged contributiOns to academic deverePient,' reading achievement', mathe-

matical prowess, writing ability, and/or general intellectual growth. For

many of these youngiters the most important contributions of these programs.

are -- they.are being, successful. someone is taking a special interest in them,

And theVArehiving.fUn. As success breeds further success, greater confidence,

more pride in doing i.good job and in seeing a task through from beginning to

I

end, these yoWngstersleel important and are Willing,to.accept new challenges,

try new activities, and explore fresh waters. Confidence in and'importani

interpersonal relationships with teachers, leaders, counselors, buddies, par-

anti, or Others who have helped these children in these new, exciting, and

fruitful experienced are vital ingredients in-this process. With time many

of theseyoungstera.dogain other skills, obtain new proficiencies, and shoW

previOuSly unthown'tompetencies, but not:necessarily because of direct contri-

butions of phydital activities. While improved physical fitness, greater mocor,

ability, and higher levels ofphysical proficiency are important and do con-

tribute to this total proteds, we must be clear and accurate in assessing
.

cause and effect relatiOnthips. Beiults of Pelt research and experience do

o

contribute to this protess,

Not.too many years ago students.eXieiiencidg diffiCulty in English

were encouraged to enroll in Latin; geometry was encouraged to help develop

ability to think legicalli, 401Ve problets, make. inferencesuand exercise

greater.reasen. Soon 'it wad found-that students .needing help in English
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C

develop reason,, logic., ,and problem. solvidg related to solving .geometry .

problems!.

.... Correlations and other statistical relationships between sc-called-

grOss and fine motor tasks and activities have consiatently been small. and

lows

..:.4-- Relationships among various fine motor tasks and acts have
rested

in lower correlations and statistical relationships than between gross and
.

fine motor. acts;

Relationships among various gross motor activities, acts, and

tasks, while'somewhat higher than relationships between gross and fine motor

activities; have also been relatively small and low!

... Recent investigations litYe shown petceptual-motor test items or

Masks purported to measure the same characteristics or traitidiaTi4 ioa

on the same factor in an extensive factoratalytiC study..

.
,Basic components: and characteristics of physical fitness such as

.muscular strength and endurance have1,been shown to be rather specificinterdis

of range and angle of motion through which they are. developed.

Reports and studies indicate that apparent reiationthipt between
o

components such as visual perCeption and perceptual-motor fupction have

.
resulted because many. visual perception test items require perceptual-motor

'functions.,

Results from other studies, research projects, empirical reports,

observations, and subjective statements reenforce the point that is consistent

through each of the above -- learning. whether motor/physical or cognitive/

mental. is specific with transfer occurring only under specific conditions and

circumstances. Generally; the most effective transfer occurs when applicatiOn

Of principles and concepts are taught so thatcommon eleoento;can -be used from

one situation to another.
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If'learning is specific and transferoccurs only under special conditions,'

how and yhy are so many programs and activities for learning disabled children

thateMphailie motor development, movement,- and physical activities so sueCess-

ful? As implied and stressed throughout this paper, reasons cannot be general=

iZed to all situations and circumstances,'IOr.a1/-children.and.for, scot

teachers; just. as there is no one way to guar*antee success fOr everyone with

every childo,these auccesses reflect many splendored reasons: -1

7 Activities are developmental in nature providing youngsters with

opportunities and experiences thatare in tune with their real interests,

abilities, levels of development, background experiences, awell as in

terms of their culture, felkways, and mores.

.... Activities provide youngsters with pOrtunities to succeed. Re

.
gardless of factors delineated aboye,very youngiter can find activities ,

in which he can succeed; emphasis is positive -- not negative, and on abiii.ty.

-- not disability; students are encouraged -- not dicouraged, as potential --

not deficiencies is stressed.

Activities offer, children who need a variety of experiences in .

terms ofpimber, type, kind,length, and frequency to master various concepts,

'opportunities to apply them in other situations and circumstances. The greate

the number.of_dituations in which gn individual practices and uses a concept

or skill, not only-doss it becomemme deeply entrenched, in his nervous sys-
.

teal, but the more likely he will hake performedit in situations where direct
-

i

transfer can :occur. This also emphasizes ,learning as 6 proces and not as

r

simply a means 'of receiving factual) information.

Actiiiities capitalize upon tLe_very important,eletent fun.

G

where along the .line we have lost: sight of the fact that learning it best

accompliihed. with.laughter, adventure and a sense of triumph!

Some-

t
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Put these factors all together and the child is being putback into

childhood! School and related - programs become relevant to interests and

;Weds of children, not institutions that further interests,, desires, and am-

bitiOni of adults. They Challeng, motivate, stimulate, and become fun places

Where youngsters are accepted-as youngsters, each for himselfin terms oflhis

cmmietrengiha, ,recognizing his hangups,.but still as a person ofWorth7and-

dAghity. In a ,Climate'of this, type the'child looks forward to. the excitement

and thrill of what he is doing he is turned .on and tuned in -- and whoa he

is doing it with, teachers.ai well'es,clasematei. Without minimizing contri-
.

4

bUtionsTend'importance of the many ways in which physical acttvities, Perce0-

tual-motor, and :recreation programs contribute to the growth,. develop nt,

. .

good and welfare of all children, especially thole with various learning prob-

-lens, it appears that greatest-benefits result :from Ways 'these activites and

--those.who conduct thelaziake each youngster feel about hidself..-34e,interper-
..

sons -1 relationship between student, and teacher, participant and leader, camper

and counselor, child and parent, resident and attendantlis. crucial in this

process' that helps each individUal find himself.'

Theodore Roosevelt,summed itall up in a-r4her succinct.

mariner when he said,

, The credit belongs to the man who actually .is in the arena;
.4 .

whoae fall is marred by dust, and sweat; who strives valiantly; who

errs' and May fall again, because there is no of ort without error

.

or shortcoming, but who does actually.strive t dOthe.deed; who

does knoW the greatenthusiesm, the great dev ion; who spends him-
.

self in a worthy cause; Namlet best, knows in the end the triumph

of high achievement, and. who at<the worst if e at least

.

fails while daring greatly, that his pled shall never be with

those cold, timid souls who know neither victory nor defeat."
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Ameridan Association fop RealthRhysical-aduc ion and Recreation.

A practical guide for_teachige'the:Imental.lv-zitard 1201.Stiteenth

Street,: N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036; 1909.:

klractidal guide for Teaching the Mentally Rater ed to Swim has beex-L___ ---

eloped to help. fill voids in instructional. and re reAtional swimming

ens for the mentally retarded. Thivpublication as resulted from a joint_

ort of the Alerican Association sfor Health, Phys cal Edudation,'and

reation's Project on Recreation and Fitness for the Mentally Retarded, a

t of the Unit on Pro ems for the Handicapped, and7the-Couucil for National

peration in Aquatics..

ou d d et to. Le

Understanding, Wash

:The'material was o
.conference on "PercePt
Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct

Omiittee for the
Motor Task Force, or
t e.total picture Of

ER,'Perce
D..CI, 1969.

tual

IP

ngton, D. C; 1971.

tained from speeches
al-Motor Development:
er, 1970, sponsored by

oceedings, with the_adv
zed the material int

the conference.

tor-Foundations - A Mu

A Quest_ for

discussions presented at a
;Action With* Interaction held in
the Phy. Ed. Div., of the AAHPER.
ce and 'consent -of the/Perceptual-

a format which best` represented

CoOdern. Washington,

//.

This book, is a etailed account. of a.P ceOtual7Hotor Sympositi established

AAHPER. Represe tatives from Physidal 'ducation and other,disciplines.first

gan a multidiscip inary exchange of inf. u.tion baiic tO future program

plementation-and esearch.

ER, physical Ae ivities for the Hent 11 Retarded.' Washington 'D. C.., 1968,'

. **practical: swetto to' fr recreation and physical education'

fo the mentally-met ded=and designed. or use by physical instructors of

me tally retarded, cl ssrrom teachers, arents;'recreation persOnnel, volunteeri

. ,an those'involved in eicher4reparati.n,,,'The contents" are limited to

ac ivities,promoting f ndamental motor .eirelOpment and the exploration of

3 eneral areas of skit (net, raet and paddle activities, (2) rolling

pu hing,:.throwing and -dtchins.acti es, and (3) striking and kicking

activities

Special Olympics. Washington D, C: 1972.

This manual was commissioned by e Kennedy Foundation to provide a hand -

boo, for volunteers Who v t to orgaize games, team sports andrecreation

for% special children on a ar-round basis. These programs-can be conducted

at nstitutions, schools, d y camps, municipal pLaygrounds and iwizmingpools,

eve here there is room to n or " or throw a ball.
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AARPS4 i Thellest* Chaim*. Washington, D.-Cf.
1 .;

. Thii publication is composed of the f of Challenge,

bi-monthly notelatitar dealing with vital aduCationle-recreation, calving,

outdoor; education, *d relat eas fdr the mentally' retarded. :

Material' and info:matt e current, doww4q-earth,, and realistie; contents

are of* foriaindly practitioner Making at the gressroote 404. The
Nest of Challe can contribute to the physical educator, recreation
specialist,. _pedal educator, administrator, supervisor, physician, nurse,

psycho gist, social worker; - student,' rofesior pareprofessionai-aide,
nteer, and-parent. Thiccompilation-tells:het le Oingon in physical

-'4ducationand recreation for the neaten, retarded. Sections are entitled

PhilOsOphy and Editorials. Activities, Progress, lacilities-iquipment-Inno-
vative'ldeasi Leadership,-Sooks and Periodicals, Piles, Cross - Country

Challenges (bulletins-about on.4oing.prograns),.:and Researdh. Specific
-sub4sectioni deal with such miss as Arts-Crafti7Conos, Athletics: -and7Sports,

Dance, Mota-Developmentiliusic Fitness, Swimming, Volunteer:Student

Activities, Adult-Pr_grams, Cam;ing* Scouting, and Therapeutic Programs.

It is hoped that The Best of Challenge will be useful regardlessof the level

of individuals: With whom m:works, the situation is which Myatt', the ow
o1 his chargeiw'end'hiaown interest, abilities and experiance. Although

moot of the materials presented have resulted fret the challenge of meeting

specific problems of the retarded and handicapped, these same approaches

and devices can be equally effettive for nonhandicappeilwith tiMilar problems

Who functioiat comparable levels.

ABERNETE54. KATHLEEN; amgy, JUDY;16ILLAID, NAROLD an Jdsmasszait OON.
JumpinnAlt, and Down. San Rafael, California: Academic Therapy Publi-,

*mama. 1910.

This booklet is a collection of motor activities to develop balance

and coordination in five to thirteen year olds. Warfaup,jtalasce spring.

and landing, strengthering, cardio-respiratory endurance and fleeibilitp

activities are presented simply, with stickfigures. It is very easy .

to use thee. activities confidently.
. -

ADAMS, RONALD C; DANIEL, ALFRED °N; and MILLMAN, LEE. Gcses, Sports_ qqd,

Exerciseslorthe thtkicelly74endpappedi" Philadelphia! 1.01144,14biseii

1972.

"This book enphasizerthe need for gross motor activities in the everydo
_14.0 theOhysically.hendicapped child and adult. -.Altoilenaral character-

iitice of the handicapped child and medical problems encountered in the

public ichoolt *nd hospital settings are eephasiied in order tO'provide-

uncleratanding.OUthe:Probleco that are involved in regular and.special

physical edotationiteaching. The authOpi have decided to concentrate on

actual,programe, procedures and equipment. N4Ch of_ _the material is .centered

chiefly on the adaptation and application to auit major group needs.
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ALLEN, RALPH, et al. Physical Activities for the. Mentally'Retarded. Ideas for

'\'7 Instruction.. .-Washington, D. C: Project on Recreation and Fitness for the .

Mentally RitardecUand_Lifetime Sports Educatiot.i.%Project of the. American '

Association for Health, P. E. and.Recreation. 1968.'
*

\Th.-basic'knowledge presented in this publication is `limited to activities
nromOting-fun4amental,motor development and the. explorationof three general;

areaof skills (1) net, racket and paddle:activities, (2) rolling, pushing,
throling and catching Activities,-and (3) striking and kicking activities.
These'. activities. provides a basii forAnstructioniwith emphasis on sequential

progression.

` AYRES, A. JEAN. Interrelationships among perceptual-motor.functions in children..
American Journal-ofCccUpational Therapy 20 (1966): 68-71.

Investigates relationships among perceptUal-motor functions in a pre-

dominantly normal sample of children. 4 battery of 19 perceptual -motor tests

was "administered to 92 children between the ages of- four and 'eight. After factor

analysis, two factors emerged: one was a general perceptual-motor ability

dominated by tactile, kinesthetic, and motor functions, and the second was visual

perception.

AYRES, A. JEAN. Patterns of perceptual-motor dysfunction in children: A factor

analytic study. Perceptual and Motor Skills 20 (1965): 335-368.

Investigates relationships among perceptual- motor functions in normal children

and atypical children. A battery of. 35 perceptual -motor tests was given to 100

children representing a normal school population and 50 atypical children selected

on the basis of suspected perceptual deficits which were reflected in learning

problems. Different factors were found for each group.

0

AYRES, A. JEAN. Sensory integrative processes and neuropsychological learning

disabilities. Learning Disorders, edited by J. Hailmuth,-vol. 3, pp. 41 -58.,

Seattle: Special Child-Publications, 1968.

Describes the following methods of sensory integrative function: (1)

intersensory integration, (2) centrifugal influence, (3) modification through

feed beet; and (4) balancing of excitatory and depressant neural activity.

Discusses the application of the theoretical sensory integrative functions to

therapeutic procedures.

*ANDREWS, GLADYS. Creative Rhythmic Movement for Children. Englewood Cliffs,

N. J: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1954.

Although the copyright date.and pictures immediately date this publication,

its ideas and concepts are very contemporary. This book provides specific

suggestions and activities for the development of movement'as well as a rationale

for its teaching. Dr. Andrews feels rhythmic movements allow an individual to

interpret thoughts and feelings through the use of his body, that when youngsters

use movement as a edium of expression they become more aware Of space and rhythm,

and that rhythm ucation.is fundamental to folk, social, sad other dance and.

creative-exper races.
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ARENA,. JOHN. TeachingThrongh Sensory-Motor Experiences. Rafael, California:

Academic Therapy Publications, 19694-

.
Compilation of articles that describe strategies for dealing with the poor

_development of the functionally underachieving child through sensory-motor

expetiencea. The.following subjects are discussed; Sensory-Motor Sequencing

Experiences in Learning, Integrating Form Perceptioni-luilding Patterns of

Retention, Hand-Eye Coordination, Laterality and Ditectionality,,Body Image and

Body Awareness, Tactile- Kinesthetic Approaches to Learning, Relating Body Awareness

an Effortlesa Motion to7VISUal Training, Visual Perception and Discrimination(

Tuning. In, A Map-in the, Head, Arithmetic and Language Skills DevelepedThrouih
Emphasis onCounting Sequences, Outer Space of the Inner Child.

BARSCH, RAY. Achieving Perceptual Motor Efficiency. .Seattle: Special Child

Publications, 1967.

Ptesents a detailed description of-Barsch's theory and methodology for,all

handicapped children (learning-disabilities, mentally retarded, blind and

visually limited, deaf and acoustically handicapped, muscular limited, -emotionally

disturbed, and socially underprivileged) and the "plain-vanillethi/d.

BARSCH, RAY H. Enriching Perception and Cognition. Seattle: Special Child

.Publications, 1968.
.

This second Velum in the triad we have identified as A Perceptual-Motor

Curriculum is a deliberate attempt to focus upon baSic patterns of movement

and to continue to develop.and emphasize a basic theme in the full orchestration

of Moviegenic theory.. It is a theme which will be repeated again and-again in .

future volumes even though the treatment will vary on occasion when particular

topics receive more intensive consideration. Movement is the dominating theme

of Movigenics and Space is the persisting counterpoint.

BENYON, SHEILA DORAN. Intensive Programming for Slow Learners. Columbus, Ohio.:

Chatles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1968.

Presentaijn detail,r including a day by day description of activities

And procedures, a hort-term intensive program for young children with learning

disabilities. It covers. the preparation for the establishment of such a program;

provides case studiesof.the children in the project; contains activities;.and

presents the results of the'project. It can serve as an example of elaboration

of treatment guidelines and as. an initial guide until.the teacher or therapist

can accumulate suTcientexperience to.develop hit own actiVities.-

A1LANK, ELLEN M. Movement Is for Little People K-3. St. Paul, Minnesota:

Ellen Blank; 1973. .

Ellen Blank has deyeloped a phySical.education program for kindergarten

through third. grade. She feels that learning can ,be aided immensely through

movement. Her indeX cards are divided into lOcomotor activities,'non-loOomotor

activitiea, weight trinsferende activities, and weight bearing activities. She '.

also on her 6 by 8 inch cards haa.an appendix thatincludeagamei theChildren

44111 play, rhythms, obstacle,courses,'and how to Make equipment. The instructions

on the-cards give. the major objective of the lesson, thestudent's experience,

and teacher suggestions. \\
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BRYANT, ROSALIE, and Oliver, Eloise McLean. Fun and Fitness Through Elementary
Physical Education. West Nyack, N. Y: Parker Publishing Company, Inc., 1967.

Designed primarily to meet the physical education needs of the classroom
teacher. Emphasis is placed on both the horizontal and the vertical progression
of the student's learning experiences. Activities are organized in a progressive
nature and the objectives of each activity are written in behavioral terms.
Topics discussed. include movement exploration, playground games, rhythms, and
gymnastics.

cm/14Y, CLARA.Ii.,-:and KEPHART, NEWELL C. Motoric Aids to Perceptual Training.
COlumbUs, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1968.

Presents basic motor and perceptual activities for training children with
learning disorders. The book is broken into three.basic parts. The first pro-
vides the theoretical basis for such training. The second deals with methods
of evaluating the behavior. The final section describes training activities and
programs.

CHRISTIAN,=QUENTIN A. The Beanbag Curriculum. Wolfe City, Texas: The University
Press, 1973.

Activities surrounding the use of beanbags.

CRATTY,.BRYANT. Active Learning, Games to Enhance Academic; Abilities.. Englewood
Cliffs, N. J: Prentite-Hall Inc., 1971.

Active Learning'games to Enhance Academic Abilities describes and illustrates
over one hundred games for the elementary and preschool grades. It also offers
modifications for using the, games with the physically handicapped.

CRATTY.,:BRYANT. Human Behavior Exploring Educational Processes. Wolfe City,
° Texas: The University Press, 1971.

.Dr. Cratty-has attempted to cover the broad variety of human behaviors.
He has succeeded in demonstrating how the verbal, intellectual perCeptuaL,
social, and movement parts of the human personality notOnly inter-mesh with
each other, but also interact in various ways to either enhance'or impede the
learning process. His book covers selected Dimensions of Human Behavior, and
varieties of Human Abilities.

CRATTY, BRYANT.' Intelligence in Action. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice7Hall
Inc., 1973. --

This new,'first-of-its-4cind.book illustrates, on a practical level, how °to
use movement for enhancing such intellecti4al abilities and language functions as:
long- and short...termmemory, classifiCation and evaluation, as well as many kinds
of problem-solving'abilities including divergent and convergent thinkingi analysii
and syntheses, and flexibility and reversibility in problem solving.,

CRATTY, BRYANT. Learning and Playing.' Fifty Vigorious Activities for the
Atypical Child..Freeport,N. Y., Educational Activities Inc., 1960.
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---::-A,Aaelection of activities on individual cards presented in.an order of

increasing difficulty. The equipment needed for the-various activities is, kept

to a minimum. Activities are easily geared to various levels of Competency..

. .

CSATTE, BRYANT. Movement-Activities. Motor Abilitwand.the Education of Children.

Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas,'1970.

This text outlines the methods and results of four research studies completed

by postdoctoral, students%under the direction of the author. The topics covered

in .these investigations include: The effect of movement games upon various academic
competencies of Negro children with learning problems in the "Central City" section

of. Los Angeles. .Methods.and results relative to impulse control, pattern recog-

nition, serial memory ability, spelling, letter of recognition, and the like are

disCussed and outlined. A comparison of the self-concept of children with moderate

coordination problems is made by reference to the self-concept scores by children

free from coordination, problems.. . A comparison of children with motor problems

with referenceto gimes they choose to paly, as compared to the game choices of

children free of motor problems. Methods and data relative to the imprOvement of

perceptual and motor qualities among children with minimal neurological handicaps.

CHATTY, BRYANT. Movement-Activities for Neurologically Handicapped and Retarded

.
Children and Youth. Freeport, L. I., New York: Educational Activities, Inc.

1967.

Discusses. elected developmental sequences of perceptual-motor activities

which will. be helpful in .the education of retarded and-eurologically handitapped

youngsters. ;The materials presented are intended to be Only.illustrative of some

of the sequence whith maybe applied to'the atypical child. The reader is urged

to experiment and .modify these procedures as the situation and the individual

differences of the participants dictate change. Parents of, as Well as, pro

fessionals:conceined with learning disabled youngsters, will find this a valuable

resource.

CRATTY, BRYANT. Movement, Perception and Thought.. Palo Alto, California:

Peek Publications, 1969.

Initially Cratty reviews contemporary research findings; discusses learning

theory-concepts, including a chapter on learning, motivation and transfer. The

book' further proiidee methods and techniques for teaching acadimic skills through

the use of movement.

I
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CRATTY, BRYANT. Perceptual -Motor Behavior and Educational Processes. Springfield,
Illinois:- Charles C. Thomas, 1969 -70.

This book is directed toward teachers in elementary schools and in special
education who wish tdincotporate'motor activities into their.educational programs
in a menaingful way. The material is research oriented and contains Statements'
substantiated by'sound research...either that of'the author or of others. It also
reflects the author's attempts within recent years to focus the scrutiny of the
scientific method of-problem solving upon the role of perceptual-motor activities
in the total educational setting,

CRATTY, BRYANT. Perceptual and Motor Development in Infants and Children. New York
New York: The MacMillan Company, 1970.

Presents an overview of-the perception on fi and gross motor development.
Deseribes the following topics in perception whic may influence movement per-
farmance: perception of form and shape, perception of- motion or movement, body-
image, and self-concept.- Includes A discussion critique of these perceptual-
motor training programs: Kephart, Doman and Del csto, and Getman.

PUTTY, :BKYANT; anUISTER MARGARET: ARY MARTIN. Perctptual-Motor Efficiency in
Children. Phiiiaaphia: Lea and Febiger, 196).

The initial chapters contain discussions o the currently available literature
linking movement with perceptUal and intellect al skills. The final chapters
contain rationale and practices helpful to the classroom teacher. Included are
discussions of and activitiesAfor development of strength, flexibility, endurance,
_improvement of large muscle control, self-co idence, and body-image.

'MATTI, BRYANT J. Ps cholo 3 and Ph sica tivit7, Englewood Cliffs, N. J:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968.

Written for professional people in at letics, physical education and recreation.
Provides them with .a distillation of current research findings in paychology which
are-pertinent to the, teaching and coaching of physidal activities. It is a fine
reference to the extensive literature in the field to the guidelines being esta-
blished through the behavioral sciences for motor performance and motor learning.
A well documented sequence of clear statements representing 'Current psychological
thought on various aspects of movement activity is given, Thi findings are from
experimentation and from the field proven. The material of this study covers the
following: 'response Characteristics of the perforaer, motivation-activation-
arousal, perception, group interactions, maturation, learning, inferior and superior
performers.

CRATTY, BRYANT J. Social Dimensions of physical Activity. Englewood Cliffs, N. J:
Prentice Hall Inc., 1967.

The topics covered in this book demonstrate the wide scope of its application:
Appearance, Performance, and Sociality. Aspiration Level. Group Interaction.
Competition-Cooperation, Leadership, Status and Physical Activity. Physical
Activity and the Social Attributes of Infants, Children andAdolescents. The
Audience, The Family, The Author's aim is to stimulate sch6lars of human movement

1.1

to engage in a rational approach when relating social objects and influences to
' fluctuations in motor performance and motor learning. Concepts to stimulate further
investigations art given alongowith summaries of available research.

. 4
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2
CRATTY, BRYANT. Some Educational Implication of Movements. Seattle, Washington:

Special; -child PubliCations, Inc.; 1970.

Some orthe current theories of movement experience ire critically examined,

using data from'research,laboratories throughout .the .country as much as Possible.

IrositiAmi suggestions for the improvenent of children t.hrough movement are Pio-

vide'. Divided into four sections: Movement, Intelligence and Perception; The .

Nature of Movement Behavior; Movement Behavior and the Education of children:

and The Ue of Motor Activities in the Education of the Atypical Child.

DAUER, V CTOR P. Dynamic Physical Education for Elementary School Children.
Mif. capons, Minnesota:. Burgess Publishing Company,.1962.

Piece 8.

,..

Dy sac Physical EducatiOn for Elementary School Children actually represents

the_sec revision of-Fithese for Eleientery School Children ThrOugh Physical

Eddceti by the same author. _lei' a detailed guide to dynamic movement.
On and perceptual motor training. in conjunction with a much broader

physic 1 education program,, ot.deyelOping ideas for structured, limited space

activities. Whether emphasis for indiViduals or groups is on rugged fitness,

_besicliki.III and movement experience 'Or the integration of a physical. education
:prep.* with other subjects, the author' ptii-ints A variety of new approaches..

neede4.for today's children and youth. The teacher's role:in effeCtiVe Planning.

anctlxecuting.a program ofphYsical. development, is .clearly outlined fOenumerous
actii0ies, applicable for presentation at each grade leveh Finally, the'

expreesed conviction,' that good ptogtams are not 'a casual.happening is repeated

throdghOut and'efforts, must be extended towiiirphysical fitness as a primary goal.
. ,

DAUER, VICTOR P. Essential Movement Eicperiences for Preschool and Primary

"Children. Minneapolis,' Minnesota: Burgess Publishing Company, 1972.

. i
.

This book contains additional material for pre-schoOl that further extends

'the:,,range of experiences at. the pre- school..and primary level.. In assembling
learning experiencea for preschool childten,!it was evident that much' lexibility

should be incorporated in the approach and.the pretentation reflects this_posture.

Firet, e'brOad progiam of ohysical education should be the right of'each child,'

with emphasis on rugged. and demanding activities. Chiidren need to be challenged

if they are to move 'along the path 'of development. Enough physical education

materials are available in this text so that i.variety of learning experiences'

can be ptesented on each gridi level.

DORAY, MAYA B. See What .I Can Do: Englewood Cliffs, N. J: Prentice-Hall Inc.,

1973.

The book is structured to tnower.a.child'tneed.for-purposeful yet uncon-
ttricted movement experiences. In.essence it is a systemically - balanced- movement

.
class, designed for movement awareness, fundamental physical education; creativity

and selfexpiession.hThe movement. ange includes warm-ups; andactiVities to

coordinitiok.balanCe;flexibllity and muscle; tone.

'or
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.EARLY, GEORGE H. Perceptual. Training in the Curriculum. iColumbus,. Ohio:
' "Charldi E. Merritt, Piiiillshitig'4omriaiiiPi196V.'i. ::-...;-.-.. .''''.....a. ' -

,

Presents curriculum projects and units of study to illustrate how the theory
of -iiiii.CeptVal training ..iiii'd the prinCi'plea)f ;OUrricUluit tiOdification work_ together.

'' '. Sample "Units-"inilt?det-'[Fifth-gracle soCial-stti-diei iircildeta, First .grade language
-sires ni.fits;: elikentaty -Science unit for iducable':retarded children and inchietrial
arts unit On small gadolitte engines for a class of.*teettagect-edUCatile retardates.r . , .r. 1.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH "COUNCIL OF-AltitiCA. Phisical Educatioti4rograiit; Coluinbus,
= Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing. Company, 1969.

.!-.-;: '-'..::',1,.',:..,.2,C .,rt,._.';'.]::::12;)::,;:-,...-.: . %:......!- er ..4. .....i :.z...:.,'...'"F .': .:i.1%;

Packaged in COnvenient cit form, the Edatttional 'Research- Council of America
Physical. Education Program consists of 800' prOgrannaed physical education activities,
each :Colgate-1y, ..ixtellited on'tiortab/er: kiVeAtich by eight-nch Oat:di': there is an
almost endless variety; of productive activities that tompribe'a developmental
sequenCt 'of learning expert-ono-ed.-. 1tiliiii.-iseOncla" 47 teaolie'r can -diode* from re;
vast 'gOitice"Of "activities' divided` into, g14,iteii,:;r4thtne, 'eteinentary gymbesP0.4.
phyticarf fitness, aneeiraluatkon. To-0,etioxdri4ate* program there 'is a ComPrehen,-

-sitte' FrograpV6uide... inainfd iiii:i0faiiiiii4 tethOdiltk'Vetete:01*iiiing, Order and
-diiefiAine "techniques, "iiiii'O' clati'fornations,;'-' adAptationii., for the physical/y,

handl:641p ed, S' safety ehick 'liatl'-inici'evid iiiionethode. ,

; Page .

. . r,
ECtiiRS , WALTER 11. 'S, Mothers:of'ite aided Children 'How The, Feel; 'Where

They. Find- Help-. -Springfield; Illinois, '1966;
. .

This book presents' si research- -study' of twenty fOur tiothers, of menially'
retarded children. This study was conducted in thee Cambridge Service for Retarded.
Childrikr4 This .studr:attencited:to atacitiver':iiowtheitheri; leittnecf that their
children were retarded and how they went aboUt seeking help. The first.chapters
describes the, research problem, the method used in obtaining, information and the
effect, that, :inch child has on the tarallY it Chapters VIII and IX
describes". the sent/tee that are available and -'preepectli'fdr. the .future::'

. . - .

EPPS-,- 'HELEN 0:;-McCAMMON, GERTRUDE -B.-, and: SINNONS.;; QUEEN Ex.:, Teaahing Devicee
Fol'Childien With. Impaired learttinK. Caniribna paretitay'Volunteer
Atituiciptinn' of the tolumbiti State, .SChool ;4*. , 1964.

.Presents the 'educational program of Rfiearch-.Projede 50 at the Columbus
State, School which is concerned with the paithologrtal nti edtitational, study of
mentally defi(ient children-whose medical diagnosis-points to an etiology of
brain injury. The children:were divided intkrigtatitutz_vitth. Oil' following diaabilities
v sual-somantic; visual-autonomic, auditory- somantic, and auditory-autcitiomic.
Teac ing techniques are specifically organized and described utilizing commerically

enable materials for each of the .above)itentionea Sources and addresses
of the Materials' diseuseed Are provided.

2 FROSTIO, MARIANNE: .Movement :"Education.-Tkeov..:iiiicfPilietio-6., Follett Educational',
Corporation? ChiCagO( - .

This book presents a program for teaching' movement skills and developing
creative movement to enhance the total ,development of young children r their phy-
sical and their psychological abilities,,their'ability to learn, their ability to
get alOng.with one another, their feelings about themselves, and their relationship'
to. the environment.
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FROSTIG, MARIANNE; and MASLOW, PHYLLIS. MGL Move, Grow, Learn., Chicago.

Follett Educational Corporation, 1969.

\ This program is basedon material in Movement:Educlion: ,Theopr and. Practice
by Marianne Fgostig.Movement Education was imitten.for thisiprogram. The

exercise on the cards are takenfrom-that book.. The exercises- involve a compre-,

hensive grouping;of some 160.activiiies and.procedures,which help develop move-
ment skills, creativity, and 'body awareness. In the guide, educators will find
"background material on movement education and practical suggestions for conduct

In the program. .

GITTER, LENA L; The Montessori Way. Seattle. Washington: Special dild

Publications Inc., 1970.

Attempts to e a thorough basic guide for anyone concerned with the

special child --te chers, psychologists, therapists, parents--in regards to the

Montessori way. t gives the essentials of Maria Montessori's philosophy of

the Child and his evelopment; views that the findings of modern. psychology have

confirmed. -gxerci es which Maria MontesSori introduced, those of some of her

early folldwers and some of the .author's own are offered to the reader. All

exercises which would require special. training have been eliminated, thus making

this text the' only, background needed for the utilization of the exercises and

materials therein.

HACKETT, LAYNE C.,.and JENSON, ROBERT G. A: Guide to Movement Exploration.

Palo'Alto, California: Peek Publications,. 1966,;, 1967...,
..: -

The book provides elementary school; teachers. the information to enable

them'to implement movement exploration programa,. even if said teachers-have had

little orientation toward physical education. With the explanations.of movement

explorationand sample lesson plans the teacher should be ready;to experiment

with the concept of, movement exploration. Further the book provide's weekly.

and then,prograsses to a yearly plan for children froM kindergarten through, .

sixth grade. Still further it gives Activities-to get it physical-characteristics
of.motor development....-4cti es center around the use of inexpensive equipment

The teacher's individual ,p sonality and the spontaneity and eagerness to explore

the potentials of movement p/oration_of the student makethe exploration of

.bovement exciting.

HARVAT, ROBERT W, Physical Education for Children with.Berceptual-Motor Learnfng

Disabilities. Columbus, Ohio:. Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1971.

,

This book is an addition to the set. The Slow Learner Series edited by

Newell C. Kephart. . This would ,Serve as a very.handyreference for-sequential

pergeptual motor teaks on a primary level. It would also. 'ie.& valuable guide

for aidel and paraprofessionalt in, learning the thatify-behind.apecific per-
ceptual motor techniques.

O
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HUMPHREY, JAMES. Teaching.Slew liarAers Through Active Games. Springfield, Ill.,
Charles C. Thomas, 1910.- - \ :

The material' presented here by the authors represents a very real advance in'
_dealing with slow lerning';children.: \The bodkjs based on the concept that,..
slower learning children:will learn better whin the learning takes place in a
pleasurable adti-Ve-iittatien.ratherth n in traditional abstraCt learning situation:.

'Thus, the learning:Of academic skills nd concepts becomes a part-of the child's-
.physical reality. The value of -type of. learning experience for slow learners
is_ObVitg.W'beddilseef the" act that they deal better with pleasurable concrete
experience that they do with abstract situational: 0, .

I

0 :
:.

KEPHART, NEWELL C. The ',slow Learner in the Citsroom. Columhui, Ohio: Charles
E. Merrill Co., 1960.

The hook is written'fOrthe classr066 teacher with a few pupils in her class
who never seem quite able te-leirn'Whatothers are learning readily' and eagerly.--
One part of the book is devOte(itpie desCription of someof the major learning-
areas in the:deVeleOmentof the pre-.6001: Child. The child. who. lacks readiness
skills _Will find-a large-number of !oboe]: tasks impossible. The second.part aids .

in identification of children lacking.in basic'learriing skillS. The third part. !-

gives clinical methods by which prereidiness skills can be taught.: Devilopment:
of readiness skills will make aCademic/aChievementpossible. The slow learner who
achieves readiness by early attentionito the need of-readiness, he has a good
chance of continued learning through the customary activities of the group.

KLASEN, EDITH. Addio-Visuo Motor-Triitnitnrwith--Pattern Cards. 'Palo Alto; Calif.,
Peek Publications, 1969.

The emphasis -of the Audio-Visuo Motor Training PrograM as presented through
_.-

this.manual and the'Pattern-Cards, i's; designed to insure the simultaneous utili-
zation of as many avenues of learning' as possible. The basis of this principle
ik discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The following topics discussed are the

udefulnesi of the pattern cards for the deVelopment skills in cases of constitutional
nerosensory, dysfunction; developingIvistiolmotor facilities/tor the child whose
neurosensorifunctions show a developmental or maturational lag. Included is a

glOssary of terms used throughout the manual.
1

LATCHAW, MAJORIE, and EGSTROM; GLEN. Human Movement. Englewood Cliffs, N. 3:
\Prentice Hall Inc., 1969. .

l' *
This is a book that up-dates the quality of materials available for the physi-

' cal education program in the elemetery school. Its main concern is the conceptual
development of the child, thrOnih nderstaiding human movement and biological ,

idevelopment. By interpreting know edge in this field into physical education
activities for the child, it provides the teacher with a source of new ideas and'
helpful examples. --

4 ..
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MOUROUZIS,,ANN, AIEMPLE, DONNA, and WHEELER; JAMBS
A'Guide to Perceptual MotorTraining. Cedar

1970.

Body Management Activities is a guide which
Use to gain to insights in setting up motOr'd
The layout.' of this is particularly helpful. Eac
concept, then presents acsection about detecting

Page. 12.

.1 Body Management Activities
Rapids,!Iowa: Nissen Company,

.

wish to puethase for my,personal
aopment program in the classr4om.
chapter briefly discusses a basic

the problem; provides ample
teaching hints to remediate the difficulty and provides_ useful foll*-up-activities
*pendik.ACOntains.a-glossa6;appendix/B cont ins an annotated bibliography -
appendiX.C:cOntains sample work sheets.

. .

*MILLER, ARTHUR. ..Physical EdUcationin:theElementary School Curriculum. EngleIoOd-

Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall-Inc, 190.
t

f

This book presentt'an in depth view on. movement exploration: with emphasis
placed on principles and teat There are sections that deal p imarily
with modement.fundadentals related to gymnastics, ball activities, and dandtg.

PADALIN0,-JANE DR.t.Title.III Perceptual Training Activity Kit#2. .Union, N. J.
Dept..of Student' Personnel Services-The Union Township Schools.,

A continuation. of Kit #1 alphabetically- listing: (from "R" to the end of the'

alphabet) innovativectivities!for the ideritification and remediation of Perceptual
Deficiences-in Kindergarten' and Primary Grade ,Students. The'Xit contains the 4

follOwing categories and accompanied activities: rhythmic activities, sequencing,

.shape:.concept recognition, size discrimination,. spatial relationships, stimulus
;response-automatization, strength and flexibility, tactile,stimulatiOn, taste and

'1 stimulation, time concept:verbal concept, visual concept, visual discrimina-
tion, visual memory, visual motormatch, visual-tracking, worda-concept recognition.
Kit #2 a1s6'includes an Index to Activities for both Kits #1 and #2 and an index

to Equipment:and Names of'Supply,Companies..
,

REGAN, PAUL R. Physical Education for, the Handicapped through a Recreation Program

of Remedial Sports and Social Activities. 1966.

\Presents a synopsis of recreational activities which lend th selves to the

ptimum physical fitness of handicapped people, young and old. 1He touches upon ..

arious'aspects of each activity, e. g., safety factors, physicalrbenefits, and

ecreational application. Also included is a comprehensive glossary of-terms dealing

T.th the handicapped. '.
/

,
\

.

SiILLIVAN, DOROTHY -and HURPHREY, Jams. 'Teaching Reading ThrOugh Mofort,

,

Learning.

I. Springfield, Illinois, 1973.
1

: ;

.

t
The authors, Sullivan and Humphrey, have collaborated.in an effort to view the

interrelated aspects of both deVeloping children physically and4he educitiag.of

cildren through physical activities. They suggest specific concepts, teaching. '

pr cedures and the application of the motor learning theory as it relates to the

'-va ious aspects of developing reading skills' and diagnosing reading achie;lement'.

Evidence is prOvided in support of their theoretical perspectives,which encourage

and emphasize the influerice'of motor-orieneedlearning for children.
e
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TRONA , RONALD and MOOSE, 3ANE. MOVMENT:_ Ifie first step to learning. Fayette.:.

vine, Arkans4s: ,Northwest.Arkansas,Supplementery Education Center.
a

. .

UNION PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Perceptual Training'Activieies Iat. 'Union, New Jersey:
JUnion(townahip Public Schools.

-

ProVides training techniques and activities aesignqd to prevent or minimize
learning disabilitiesin kindergarten and primary. gradOchildten:. Aottvities are
alphabetically arranged; in card:catalogue manner'under Such headings as auditory
conctpt, discriminatien, memorYi and motor:: visual concept, diScrimination,
memory, motor; and tracking;,,,balance;:body identification coordination; figure
ground languagedevelopment; number concept; plus many mote skills, Also includes
list of.equipment., supplies, and materials useful in these activities.


